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PREFACE

On October 1, 1993-following tie histc Setembe 13 accord betwee rael and the PLO-a
donors' conference took place in Wahdngo, D.C. to mobilize itenational support for economic and
social development in the Occupied Teritories. Participants in the conference fet strongly that there was
an urgent need to deliver tangible benefi to the Palesdnin population to reinorce the momem
towards peace. Towards that objective, participats pledged over US$2 biSlion in financial assistae and
asked the World Bank to provide the framework and tebnical underpinning needed to use such assis
effectively.

Responding to the sense of urgency expressed by the dono, a Bank mission visited the
Occupied Terrio from October 11 to November 22, 1993, following a brief visit to Tunisia to
confirm the mission's objectives with the Palestdian Leadehip. In Tunisia, it was agreed tat the World
Bank mission to tie Occupied Terriories would seek:

* To provide a famework that would ensure effective use of donor assistance for meeting the
immediate needs of the Occupied Territories;

e To identify techical assistance ieeds for bulding the Palestinian capcty to design and manage
econnmic development progms; and

i To lay the groundwork for effective use of donor assistance over the longer term by identfying
tecinical studies related to high priority polcies, programs and projects

Reprntatives from Demnark, the European Commision (C), the Eurean lvestmet Bank
(BIB), Japan, Norway, Switzerland, and the Unted States Agency for Intrnatn Development
(UJSAID) participated in the mission. United Nations OUN) agencies-in particular the United Nations
Relief and Works Ageny (UNRWA), the United Nations Development Progamme (JNDP), and the
United Nations Children's Emergency Fund (UNICEF)-we also actvely involved in mission work.
UNDP and UNRWA seconded several experienced staff members from their local offices to the mission.
Representatives of other donors were also consulted regulaly and were kept abreast of developmens.
Extensive contacts were maintained with the local and international Non-Governmena ions
(NGOs) actve m the Occupied Territores. The mission also worked closely with a number of vsiing
delegations, Including twose from the UN, UNRWA, World Food "rogram (WP), Intemational
Moneay Fund MP), Itnatonal Labor Qrgization (ILO), UK, and Sweden.

The mission received excellent cooperaton from the Palesini and Isradi authorities. The
Palestinians set up a highly professional and dedicated Counterpart Team to work with the mission.
Mision members travelled extensively in both Gaza and the West Bum, meetng a broad spectrum of
Palestinians conerned with issues of transition and socioeconomic development On the IsaeL side, the
mission had extensive contas with the Bank of Ibrael, the Civl Administraon in charge of the Occupied
Territories, and Israeli Minities of Finance, Foreign Affairs, and Environment

This report is based on the findings of the above mission. It relies heavily on desptions and
broad sectoral strategies elaborated in the World Bank study, Dewloping the Occa d Territoes: An
biwavment in Peace (1993). The report is in two volumes. Volume I of the report describm the main
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isses afft the vais sctors of th Palestin economy and prese praposals for b
desiWd to address o Issues. It also dosrbes th eeal finan ci_ of the public
ses ho *uf*stu-up ais io_hhul _ of dio w Pesalae i vium4
U provides a doed descitio ofe complemegty technical sta pago ded to sqppot
p¢oaft p_pabeo and to hdp wld intiutiam b_f for wtgdvovemL

An earle draft of is rport was dicused with the }alestian and saei atorites by a
ollow-up Bak mbss" too te Ocupd Tetos during Decembe 8-12, 1993. hat w llowed

by fidwr di _=mdow at *a fim Consultative Grop meeting for the Occupied Teiorie hed in Pars
on Docebr 16, 1993. Tbe drft report has been revised, as aropdate, to reflect commen and

*ggosdm m *o Palesiniansand the Iraeli and frm the Cosultativ oup.

Beam of tho nmy umubties bacting the Occupi Teatodes at dis stge, It is portant
that the onvesme and tech nial program proposed in thi report should be trated as
hdicative rate t as a blu prnt To remain relevant and us , t report wM requre reguar
updates in lght of the unolding pa es and the act Impi experence.
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I. Executve Summary

Objaecves and Approach

1.1 This report outlines a three-year program of pot tenical assistan to help the Palestinin
authrities build Institutions and enhance their capacity for self-government, desip policies and programs
for sustainable developmt In the Occupied Terriories (01), and puepare and implement inv es
under the proposed Emergency Assistance Program. Ihe report has been desged to give the reader a
thorough uing of the content of and justification for the TA program in the various sectors.
Accordigly, k z the medium-term development sratgy in each sector, described in geater
detail In Volume 1; it then deribes the TA pdorities in each sector that flow from the sector stA
and the r ed sequencing of those activities; and, finally, it highlights, In sumary fom, the
content and cost of each TA activity. Terms of reference for most acdvities proposed to be intiated in
1994 have been prepared in draft and are available in Project Files maitined at the Palestnian Economic
Council for Development and Reconstruction (PECDAR) and at the World Bank.

1.2 Activities included in the TA nogram have been designed to:

* be csitent with the ad sectoral strategy;

facilitate the transition to self-government by helping develop Instittona
stuctures, adminis tive capacities and coherent policies at te sectoral level;

3 spport the rehabilitation and recouction of exisig public sevices and
infrastructure; and

support the Implementation of investme to be funded under the Emergency Assistnce
Proam (EAP), and the preparation of invesaments to be funded in the medumte

1.3 As the 01 have been larely without their own govermet Intitutions, policies and programs
for the past 27 years, there is a heavy dgenda of technical assist required. In sum, the program
amounts to about 100 priory TA activities, phased ove the neo dhree-year period, with an esmated
aggregate cost of about US$75 million, divided as follows:

Instiution Buiig & Trainig US$27.0 million
Project Preparon and Implementaton 29.7 miliui
Policy Studies 11.0 million
Feasibility Studies 8.0 minlion

Total US$75.7 million

A secor by secor breakdown of the TA program is provded in Annexes 1, 2, and 3.

1.4 Having identified the TA priorities, the overall set of activities was screened to establsh the
proper sequencing in each sector. Activities that should be initiated in 1994, 1995 and 1996 were
classified as 'Phase One', 'Phase Two', and 'Phase lTree" acdvities, respectively. Activies wbich are
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unscheduled, for whatever reason, were :asslfied as "OtX Activities". Ihae designatioas should be
treated as mdications of rtive priori due to sequencing Siderio. Given the u tainties
inherent in the prese situation - not the least of which is the unnMown outcome of future blatr
negotaton between the OT and rael - slippage in the plamned timing of some activities may occur.
For eample, lunching of serva feasibility studies In the tansportation sector must aait the outcome
of bilateral ngotions.

1.5 Flexibility in program design and sequencing Is paiulay importan since, at tis point, it
would be both unwise and unnecessary to lock in the entire threeyear TA progrm. There are a number
of reasons for this. First, the present political and economic siion is unceran and trnsional. It
is fully epect that priorities wil change during the course of the transition to self-goveen. as an
elected Palestnian authority takes power, and in light of changing political and economic circumtAces
over the next three years. These changes may, in turn, necessitate modifications in fte conte of the TA
program. Second, the priority TA needs idetified far exceed present local implemeon cap4city.
Until that capacity grows - and this program is designed to do so - it wil not be possible to gauge the
pace at which this progra ca realistically be implemented. hird although aditonal eta
resources are expected to be available, the estimtd co of the TA activifies identified sgnificany
exceeds the US$32 million pledged for the Tehnical Assnce Trust Fund for the Terriores (TATM),
to be adminsed by the World Bank, and choices may have to be made to aligp demands wih available
resources. Thereore, it is important tha te TA Program should be viewed flexibly, as a rolling plan.
This plan would be subject to review ad adjustme at fpree intervl during the corse of the
projected three-year implm a period to accommodate evolving priorMies of the Palestini sef-
governing authority. A first review is proposed for mid-1994 to reassess the programs content and
targets in the light of developments at ta tme.

1.6 From the overall TA program, a subset of activities has been recommended for financing by the
TATF. The activities suggested for Trust Fund finncing ar generally those which support the
estlishment of Intittions and the design of sectora policies. This selecion rests on the u
that one of the principal objectives of the donors in providing such genrous funding on an unpr
"joint basis throu the Trust Fund is to encourage the creation of a coherent ramwork of sectora
strategies, policy and institutonal development within which other specific actvities could take place.
Actvies idenified for Trust Fund financing amount to about US$25 million at this stage. Other TA
activiies, which bilater and mutilateral donors have expressed an interest in fundig and managing,
amount to a further US$25 million. Final decisions on actual fimding and management of these activities
are still to be reached in most cases and flexibility and dlose coordination among donors wil be required
to ensure that worthwhile activities do not languih for want of func!. An indication of the arent
funding status for each TA acdvity, where klown, is included in Annex 1.

1.7 Becase of the limited tecnicl and financial resources available and because of the transitiona
and uncet nature of the prese political and economic situion, a pragmatic approach to the TA
program is waranted. The focus must be first on a limited subset of priority TA activities which shoud
be cried out to ficilitate the transition to self-govenment and to launch the Emergency Assistance
Program. This subset consis of thirty five TA acties, with an estmated cost of US$20.3 million,
which include:

important institution-building activkies, including training, to prepare for the takeover of
specific govenmental functions from the outgoing Civil Adinistration (JS$10.9
miUion);
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* actWins to complete preparation of investme to be launched in 1994 (US$6.6 mfllion);

* studies to oudine options for coherent sector or sbetor policies to the incoming
Palestnian govement, particularly In sectors where policy-making and managem_t
have been in the hand of Isradi authorities since 1967 (US$2.3 million); and

* feaility stdies for a few urge projecs, for eample waste war teatme ad ru
in Gaza, which are expc to be caried out in 1994 (US$0.5 million).

1.8 About one half of these acdvies wpport the estabshm of Palesdnian adminiratve capacity
and lnstitutions: eight of these activities are focused on the Palesdnian Economic Council for
Developmet and Reconstruc (PECDAR), the Palenian Bureau of Statistics (PBS) and the pmposed
Palestine Developmen Istiu (PDI). The other institution-building activities support the establishment
of a legal framework and regulatory authority for the financi sector, task forces to deal with ional
issues of civi service and public administraton, the first steps toward a comprehensive legal refrm,
efforts to ovecome the obstacles to urban planning and development, and training in procurement, project
analysis, project management and in telecommunications operation and maitenance; the latter to enable
Palestiims to take ov operation of the telephone exchanges when they assume self-govenmment in Gaza
and Jericho. Another eleven activities support early project prqeraion and implementation in electric
power, finance, municipal roads and water supply, solid waste, teleco cations, road transport and
water and saniatio The remaining five activities are policy and feasibility studies of issues and projects
of hig concern to policy makers and the Palestiian population.

1.9 Tne prcess of assembling this TA program reflects a conscious effort to ensure that it is fly
respnive to Pilesinian requiremens, yet does not prejudge the outcome of biateral negoiations on
sensitve isaes. After years of occupation, there i8 an ue e desire amuag the Palesinias to
Mae teir own affairs and a reuance to rely heavily on foreign inputs. Current instiutional
w s and shortgs of certai echcal skills can be ddressed by either concentaed inputs of
frign expertse or more tme-consuming trainng to build local capacity. The TA program has tried
to address tis dflemma on a sector-bysector and case-by-case basis. Nevertheless, it is recognized ta
the program design has only been pardy able to address the imperatves of two competing objectives:
to maximize Palnian Inputs and build local implemenation capacity throu the TA program on the
one hand; and the demand for speedy impl tion to show tangible results quicldy on the other.

StkatW and Priorities by Sector

1.10 Ihe details of the saegy and TA actviies in each sector are summarized in the fQllowing
paragraphs and are descrbed in greater detail in Cbapter H.

1.11 Water Supply and Wastewater. TA woud be provied to mer: four broad objectives of the
sector strategy: I) initiate institional reform at the center and develop -"erent water conservation
policies and pracices; ii) establish a unified water and sewerage utflity for the Ramallah Dlisrict, as a
model uhtiy, and develop proposals for creatng comparable agencies in Gaza and othe regions of the
West Bank; iii) review waste wate; treatment and re-use technologies and d-velop investment proposals
consistent with local constaints and conditons; and iv) support implementation of the recommended
Emergency Asitance Program though advisory consulting services, traiing and projtct preparation
ifilties. During the next three-year period, the TA would meet priority rehabilkation and network
requirement while laying the basis for longterm instional refbno. In addition, TA is to be prvided
under the BRP to cover the cost of consulting coacts to help hmplement municipality-managed water
and urban road projects. Twelve tbnical assistnce activiies are proposed wih an estimated tot cost
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of US$9.7 million. This sum includes several sewerage and draiage studies in Gaza and the West Bank
wbich are being proposed by UNDP and UNRWA but for which the complete cost has not yet beet
esdniated.

1.12 EetricPower. The proposed power sector invtments, totling US$108 million, to impve
the distribution networks in Gaza and the West Bank, will only be f*lly ffective and suaable if
parIld steps are taken to: O) Improve tth capacity of Palestinians to manage and maintain the distbution
networks; (ii) reduce losses due to techicl factor;s and thef; and (i) develop an instiuonal and
rgulatory fiamework. TA is provided to complete project preparation so that there is a 1994 start to
the iwestmens to be financed under the ERP, to recomme insdttutional consolidation to provide an
improved region basis for efficient and safe utility operations and to plan longer-term investments. TA
is also proposed to help manage Implementin of physical invesments In the sector, at an expected cost
of US$4.1 million, to be fuanced inpart under the ERP. The cost of the four TA activitiess eapected
to total US$7.4 million over the next three years. In additidon, an istituona and regulatory study is
to be carriel out jointly for electric power, telecommunications and post.

1.13 TeleomunIatIons. The immedit concern is to essue that the sector continues to be
operaed and maintaind without interrupton and that the transition to Palestiam control occurs
smoothly. The TA program provides emergency training in swiching and transmission for Palesdnian
engineers so ta they can operate and matain the exsti network in Gaza and Jericho, as well as a
management contur wh an Interational opeator to ensure contnuity of service quality, longer-term

training for Palesdnin staff and the preparation of a new investment program to double eistg system
capacity. In the medium term, TA is provided to establish an insPbutonal and regulatory ructure for
the future development of telecommuications, electric power and posta services. The fiur techica
assistance activities required during the next three years are expected to cost US$3.2 million.

1.14 Transportation. The most urgent task is to begin preparadon of a short-term road rehabilitation
program for investment in 1994. Tecbnical assistance is mso provided to establish a Road Project
mpnlementation Unit (RPIU) to manage final prearon and imple-entation of an emergency program,
of road manten and rehabiliation. The RPIU woud be establish4d, under contract to PECDAR,
to supVIe management by the nicipes of the contacto carying out the program of road
maiten in Gaza and the West Bank being financed under the EP. The activities of the RPIU are
expected to cost about US$3.5 million over three years and would be finaced as part of the ERP. This
unit would also idenify priorites and design a program for the systematic rehabilitation of the main road
network, based on an asessment of long-term transport requrements, and desigm a vilage access road
program. This unit iS expected to evolve gradually into a highway authority or road adminon.
Once bilatersal negodations reach a mutually satactory point, feasibilny studies of major medium- to
long-term transport projects considered as high priority by local planners, would be carried out. The TA
activities for the sector are expected to cost US$6.3 million.

1.15 Urbap and Municipal Development. The Emergenq Assistance Program provides an
oppornity to reactivate municipal services and harness the potential of eist municipal management
and service units to commence a planned program of maitenance and rehabiliation of urban
infraructure. The maicipalities require a combination of short- and long-term aistance to help them
cope with the sudden burst of contracts they must manage. In the short term, training wfll not quicldy
replace the shortage of skilled technical staff capable of prepaing and implementing the volume of works
envisoed. To bridge this gap during the next three years, and to complement the work of the RPIU
mewnioned in the previous paragraph, the TA program would provide funds to enable municipalities to
engage short-term consultants to help them review, plan and design projects; carry out feasibility studies;
or otherwie complete the preparation of the many projects of deferred maintenance and rehabilitation
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works propoed by the 29 munIcIpaItIes In the West Bank and Gaza. Technical assistance would mlso
be made available to carry out traffic management studies for the four most congested urban cnters in
the West Bank and Gaza. Further, consultants are expected to Inidate an urban development, planing
and management program, on a pilot basis in two communities, one each in the West Bank and Gzau.
This study would support the development of industral estates, once the basic issues of land access and
planning have been resolved. The five TA activities In the sector are ewpected to cost US$5.4 milion.

1.16 EnvIroment. Successful economic recovery requires the effective integration of eavironmeal
issues in economic management. At present, no structure exists to perform such a function. Data are
generally lackdng, but experienced Palestnians are not. Serious environmental problems exist in
agriculture, water, waste water and solid waste; emironmental eonditions in Gaza are among the worst
in the Middle East. The stategy would be to focus efforts over the next three years on the establism
of administrative frameworks and practical plans to maage the envirornment; support eniromental
education and public awareness programs; and prepare an environmental action plan and monioring
*ramework, and a ground water management antd monitoring system for Gaza. An esdmated US$4.0
million in equipment and technical assistance are also needed to implement the Gaza grundwater
montoring plan and envirmental standrds, monitoring and other facilities. Ihese are expected to be
financed by bilateral sources or under the ERP. The estmated cost of the enviren TA activities
is US$7.7 million over the next three years. The Dutch have aready embad on two of these activities
and the UNDP, with Canadian support, iniated another in early 1994.

1.17 Solid Waste. Technical assistance is intended to crmplete the preparation of the d nt
needed to tender for five solid w3ste disposal sites; to design about 8 landfils and transfer staions as
model pAojects; to provide project managem and lmplemdntaion support to PECDAR; to desigp a
legal and regulo framwork for the sector; and to condct a resource recovery and composting study.
The estimated cost of these TA activides is US$4.4 mrillon over a three-year period.

1.18 Education. The current educational system is unblanced and has major quality probl.ems. It
Is biased toward university study, paying inadequate atention to vocational and techncal educatio The
long-tem strateg needs to focus on the core issues of quality and relevance. Techical asstane would
asis;t completion of a scool mapping study to pln Investments in new schols and begin the planning
and design of long-term cicular and pedagogic reforms. It includes professional analysis and tra g
to improve the financia managemn of educational isutions and the financia sustainabilt of thd
educational system as a whole. Finally, it would strengten vocational and tecnical education thrugh
support to a vocaional education task force. The esftimated cost of the six TA actives in the sector is
expected to total US$4.6 million over the next three years. This includes project preparation assistance
to support investments being financed by the ERP.

1.19 Health. Specific TA actvies are proposed to assist the inoming Palestnia autorkies desg
future policies that focus prmaily on increasing the internal efficiency of the health sector nd
controlling the ovtrall costs of health care, rather than on expanding the system, partculaly at the
hospital level. Support is also provided for harmonizing the CA and UNRWA health systems and for
the design of a national health insurance plan. The latter is expected to be covered as part of a large TA
progrm in the health sector funded by USAID. The TA program includes three specific TA acvtes
with an estimated cost of US$3 million ever the next three years.

1.20 EcnomIc Management. The complex task of ganizing and guiding the reconstruction and
economic development of the Occupied Territories afer the transfer of self-governg authority to
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Palestinians and the management of the substant aid pledged by the inatonal comuiy Is to be
thie responsibilty of PECDAR. It would initially formulate economic policy and public expenditu
priorities, coordinate the flow of externa asistance, and manage or monitor the activities finald
through such assistaLnce. PECDAR would also coordinate the ealy prces of reform in key are (civil
service, legal affr, and public adminisation) through Its support of expert task forces where no other
implementing agency is presently asailable. Assistance would also be provided to several other new
goverment economic instltPtions, Including the recenly established Palestinian Bureau of Stateics and
the proposed Palestine Development Institute. Technical assitance would be provided in the fom of
seconded staff, advisors, consultn, operating systems and policy studies to strengthen PECDAR, The
cost of this TA is estimated at US$15.6 million. Part of this sapport is expected to be provided by the
Intemational Monuay Fund, probably with funding from the Eurpean Union (EU). Other components
of the program are expected to be fimded by bilat donors and UNDP. Under PECDAR's leadership,
the first TA activity - a procurement seminar for municipality engineers - was carried out in lat Jamnury
1994.

1.21 Fncial n t Accounting and Auditing. Given the dearh of quaified finacl
professionals wm plic service and the lack of managerial responsibility over the past 25 years, TA
priorities include: refresher training in basic finncial management, accountig and suditing for manges
in public sector and quasi-public sector bodies, such as universities; traiing for a cadre of govermnt
auditors; establishment of uniform accountng, budgeting and financial reporting and control systems for
the municipalities; upgrading the private accounIg and auditg profession; and design of cena
accountng and external and iernal control networks in govement. Ihese TA activities are expected
to cost about US$2.1 million over the next ree years. One TA actdvity iS planned to bein in the period
hough June 1994, for which UNDP funding has been agreed.

1.22 Agriculture and Fisheries. The TA program would focus on developing opdons and
implemention plans for setoral policy and ins restucting, masur t boost tade in
agrictural products, and to exd production of olives and fish protein. 'bis would inlude defining
the role of and stregthening esenti public services, In such a way as tO maintain the advantages of the
plurality of exisig services, wMt prejudicing future changes in the role of the public sector and the
agencies curently involved in supplying such services. A tot of four TA 3ctdvities, wih an esmated
cost of US$1.3 mfllion, are proposed to help carry out the sector strategy over the next three yeas.
Others activities of interest to agiculture are being caried out in other sectors. Tnese include feasibility
studies on water reuse and well rehabilitation (urgent priories in the water sector), a fishing port at Gaza
(tsport sector) and the collection and analysis of agricultura staics (economic nmagement), as part
of the broader development of Palestinian stical capacity.

1.23 Flnandal Sector. Assistance would be provided to help implement recent biater Palestian-
Isaei and Palestnian-Jordanian agreements, once these are finalized. This assisutc would include
helping to prepare a unified legal and regulatory fiamewor for the financia secto: and ID establish a
Palestinian instituion to deal wih monetary and banking ues and which is expected to begi by
focusing on the supervison of banks operatng in the OT. Assistance would also support steps towad
the creation of a development or investment bank as a source of long-term credit. The cost of techical
asisnce is esmated preliminarily at US$0.6 million. The BrWish and Swiss govenmens have
expressed an interest in providmg direct fiancia support for some of these acties.

1.24 HBousing. TA in the housing sector Is designed to address the complex of issues related to land
development, property ris and registration; land use and planning laws and relatins; the lmied
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autonomy of l,cal municipalities over housing and real estate taxes; housing policy, induding issues
related to returnees and imrovemens of refugee camp housing; and the virtal absence of credit for the
financing of real estate. The issues of land ownership and regisrton, land use classification and zoning
and permiting at the local level must be resolved to remove land access as an obstacle to development
so that progress can be made in the sector. Ihe estmated cost of the TA package for th6 housing sector
iB US$2.4 million.

1.25 Legal Affairs. Technical assistance is planned to begin a process of legal reform through
clarification, harmonization and oderization of the dispartte legd systems in the West Bank and Gaza,
and to create a set of simplified prcedur for company incorporation and registion. The total cost
of these activities is estimated at US$0.8 million in 1994.

1.26 Tourism and Cultural and Natual Resources. Technical assistance would support the recenly
formed Higher Council for the Arab Tourist Ihdustry to promote development of the Arb-owned tourism
sector in Gaza and the West Bank, and the establishment, if approprie, of a Toudsm Authority to set
standrds and monitor service quity in the sector. This body would promote the growth of tourism in
a manmer sensitive to environmental conditions, cultura heritage and local social and religious attitudes.
It would also support carying out an _ of the constains that have hindered past Palestnian
investment in the sector and prepare a plan to resolve those constraints. Finally, TA would assist with
the preparaion of a cultural resources inventory and help design instittions and programs to conserve
and eWploit the cultural heritage and natural resources of the,OT. The cost of this TA is preliminarily
estimuated at US$1.2 million.

mpleetain Ara1em8t

1.27 The capacity to implement the proposed technical assistance acdvities will be the single most
important factor in ddmg whether the s financal support being provied by the
itnationa commuity is use effectively and rapidly to achieve the objectives of the Emergency
Asitance Progranm At this point severd criical TA actites to prpare invesm projects need to
be negodated if results from the proposed investment program are to be apprent on the ground in 1994.
While it begins the slow process of isution building, PECDAR needs immediate capacity to sign
contrc, receive fuds and handle disburse , and a dedsion to empower existing entites with
established implementing capacity to act as its agent.

1.28 PECDAR has established an Office of Program Management and Monitoring, which wM
supervise the implemention of invemt projects by various implemeing agencies, and an Office of
Tedhnica Assisuce and Training, which wil handle all TA that is not direcy reated to project
impl_tion or economic policy formuation. For at least the next several months, PECDARs
capacity to participate actively in project or TA management is likely to remain limited.

1.29 If the Palesinian leadership wishes to initiate donor-financed activities quicldy, PECDAR's
hlmited capacity must be augnd by delegating implementation of some of the activities to a mber
of capable local and intenaonal bodies, each with capacity in its respective field of oeaton, and
accountable to PECDAR, or its repre ve, for resuts. Subsntial capacit already exists within the
Occupied Territories to carry out the TA activities described in this report. Local bodies (mcluding
municipalitis, universities, chambers of commerce and other largely private entities), UN agencies
(principy UNRWA and UNDP), local and intational NGOs, and the Civil Administration now
exercise varying implen n capacity and autwrity in heir respecdve areas of responsibility.
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Potent ialmen g agencies could also include technically competent organaions at might not be
present in the OT but tihat coud mobilize rapidly. The latter would include Palestnia and non-
Palestinian prva sector companies, particularly those with substanial Middle Eastern conactng and
projec managemen exet and experience.

1.30 lTe prorement of goods and services for the TA program to be financed by the World Bank-
admmitered Trust Fund would be in accordance wih the World Baek's Gdelnes for Procaemem.
The accounts of PECDAR and all TA program fiuds, including the Special Accounts and Staemen of
Expenditures, would be audited annually by independent, international auditors acceptable to the World
Bank. A sem-annual work plan and budget for each TA activity would be prepared by the implemendng
agnes, reviewed by PECDAR and agreed with the World Bank. The implem ao of these annual
work progams would be moniored through regular progess reports prepared by PECDAR and intensive
field work by World Bank staff. PECDAR and the World Bank expect to carry out a joint review of
progress in implementing the TA program in mid-1994 in order to assess progress during the preious
sic months and to agree on a work plan and budget for the subsequent six-month period.

1.31 EffeIve support from the World Bank is likely to be vit to the successu Implemeation of
the Tedmical Assistance program. Given the unusual situation of an inexperienced beneficiary and a
highly compressed work program, providing such support will be a labor-intensive busines. It is
assumed that the Bank wil provide substntia staff support, both in terms of techncal inputs (drafting
TORs, reviewming proposas, studies, etc.) at the sectoral level, and for procurement, especily during
the first year, if the TA program is to be carried out efficiendy in the compressed me period envisioned.
Such sunort wil include stationing one or more staff members in the field to assist with impeaon
issues, at least at the ouset. Trust Fund management is expected to be provided by a full-time
coordinaor who would spend most of his/her time on TA imp I Issues, supported by two to
three fiul staff-years annuay of technical support.

Benefits

1.32 TIhe most tangible and rapid Impact of the Technical Assistance progrm would be in the
preparan of some US$200 million of physical investments to be iiiated in 1994 ou Gaza and
the West Bank. A second important benefit wfll be broad access fur Paestinia to a wide vaiety of
training opportanes. Training is expected to be an integral component of almost aU TA actviies, even
those which are not expliciy designated as training. Whether formal or iformal, traiig wMI be a
major benefit derived fom aR analytical and imple ion acdvkies that link Paesnian
individas, firms and istioto internation ivduals, compaies and gov er _ and non-
gov en bodies. The first TA acdviy in this program was an inteational procurement seminar
snsored by PECDAR, and designd and delivered by the World Bank and the !LO to more tha 50
municipality engineers in late Jamy 1994.

1.33 Somewhat less tangible, but no less important, would be the contriuton of the TA program to
the bliuhent of Palestinian insttuons. TA aciviies will facilitate the development of Palestim

capacit for sef-government and the rehabilitaion and integraon of other Palestini mIstEtu across
much of the economy and society, including education and health. water, environment,
telecommunicatins and public administrti and economic management.
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1.34 Prst, dh Grant Ageemet bee PECDAR and the Wodd Bnk for de TATP, which aovrs,
biter alia, procedure for Vomt,withdrawal of funds and pamnsto supplers mus be signe
and become ebfeve so that payments for the TA acdvies can be made on a ruar basis. Secood, in
a umber of sectors, delegaton of ns1tioa responsibility for i of TA actvities needs
to be agreed upon to st the program. Third, of conto Sfor tie early project p
activities need to be successfully conduded. Fourwd, _ must be readhed on term of to
and related acting Isues to hitiate the thrty five highest priot TA actidves.
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II. Program Description

Water Supply and Wastewater

2.1 Sector State. The water and sewerage sector is in urgent need of insional and physical
rdebiltkation and expansion, as described in paras. 3.39 - 3.54 of Volume I. Water supplies In the OT
are generally inadequate, and there are severe water quality problems. Most sewage is disharged
untreated. Networks are generally old; unaccounted-for-water can exceed 50 percent; and meters are
commonly inaccurate, broken or bypassed. In Gaz, continued over-pumping could irreparably damage
the groundwater resource. The current weak state of the sector is largely atrbutable to fragened
institutional arrangements consisting of nmmerous, relatively small, under-funded municipal departments.
As a result, sks are lacking, and training is practically absent; oneration and maintenance is tAk,
resuting in excessve water and financial losses; and the value of waste water as an economic resource
has not been addressed, despite the critical shortage of water in the region. Reductions in water losses,
the reuse of waste water and other conservation measues are necessay short-term measures to Dmrease
water supplies. An equitable and effective policy, planning and regulatry framework for resource
management is urgetly reqired for both Gaza and the West Bank, together with the instiional capacity
for its ilementaton. A Palestinim Water Authority (PWA) is envisaged in the Israedi-Palesinian
Decaraton of Principles, whit.h would probably set sector policy and regulate the use of water resources.
Once effectively established, it woudd be expected to assume responsibflity for superavision of TA
activitic in the waer sector, currendy expected to beoome the responsiblity of PECDAR and other
iementing agencies. Although the completin of a comprehensive water resources study depends on

progrs in bilateral negotations, str enforcement measures are required now to protect the scarce
groundwater resowces in Gza. In addition, a number of regional water supply companies have been
proposed by the Palesftrin technical committees to conLsolidate the scarce resources of the numerous, but
inadequae, local government water deprmn. During the three-year program period, the objectve
wi be to implemet an emergency imvestment program to meet priorty rehabilitation and network
requirments, while laying the basis for long-term institlional refom Atention will also be given to
expanding piped water coverage in rural areas. Major investments in new water supplies - e.g.
desalination - and waste water treatment would be defrred until their tedhnical feasibility and economic
justification have been clearly established. Essential complementary activities for environmental
assessmes_ monitoring systems and the development of management plans (such as for the Gaza aquifer)
are descmbed in the environ sector (para. 2.15).

Technial Asistane Priorites

2.2 In support of this sector strategy, TA would be provided to meet four broad objectives: i) iniate
Institutional development at the center, and develop coherent water conserion poLicies and practices;
h) establish a unified water and sewerage utiity for the Ramallah District of the Jerusalem Water
Undaking, as a model utility, and develop proposals for creatng comparable agencies in Gaza and
other regions of the West Bank; hi) review wasrtreatment and reuse technologies and develop
investmnt proposals consistent with local constaint and condWions; and (iv) support the implemention
of the recom emergency Ivestment program through advisory consulting services, traing and
project preparation fcilities. In addition, TA is bedng provied under the ERP to cover the cost of
consulting contracts to help implement municipality-managed water and urban road projects. To faciltate
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the coordination and packaging of water, sewerage and municipal roads projects, a single covsuting
contact wfll cover both sectors. The cost of project Imple ion assistance is eected to be IJSS
2.3 million over two years. A toWal of twelve techical assistance activities ae proposed dudig the nex
three years. Details of proposed Phase One TA activities are provided in Annis WSI - WS7 a part
of the Project File. The total dmated cost is US$9.7 milion. This esdmate includes seeral sewerage
and drainage stdies in Gaza and West Bank which are being proposed by UNDP and UNRWA. The
cost of on of these studies i esdmaed at US$1.3 mllion but the cost of the or studies wot yet
known. The governments of Canada, Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands and Norway have inc
an kterest to fund specific actvities in this sector.

Phae One Activites

(a) Institutional Development Spedalist: a short-term consultant to review the Jerusalem
Water Undertaldng (JWU) i-house orgaization and management plan and to prepare TORs for
three studies: items (d), (f) and (g) below. The estimated cost for this small consultancy iS
US$20,000. I should start Immeiately. The TATF is ected to finance this actviy.

(b) Project Prepaaion Falty Including Well Rehabilitation: immediate assistance to
review the nmerous individual project proposals put d by the municipalities and othe
agencies including urban roads) and to provide guidance and asitn in the preaation of
design and tender do to ensure that project proposals accepted for fnding are jused
and adequate in qualty. It inmcdes an asessment of raiitation needs of municipal wat
wells and publicly-owned irrigation wells in the JAicho region, design of a reblltatL
program, and review of all new well proposals for Gaza and the West Bank. This asiae wi
te place during the next six months and is expected to be implemented by regional and local
consulting firms. The cost is eected to be US$1.1 million and to be funded by the TATP.

(c) Watewater Treatment and Romse Strat: the developmet of a strategy for waste
water trauent and rause in Gaza and the West Bank, patlaly for agriculture, in order to
enu ta proposas for waste water tratme are apropriae. Au immediate first phase would
review the esting (poorly tio in teatm plants, idenify waste water rse optios ad
recommenld the type and extent of reatment apropriae to each so tht current proposs can be
ealuated. A more definitive second phase would examine rise opons in detail, review
experience In comparable siuations elsewhere and formlate policy reom and strategy
for waser tament and reuse. The cost of the fist phase of this ssistuce is expected to
be US$55,000; that of the second phase US$350,000. This atvity is expected to be funAded by
the TATF.

(d) Pamaaha Sewerag Master Plan: unification of the sewage system for the Ramallh
distict and the transormnation of the JWU into a combined water and sewerage authority. JWU
provides water services to the Ramallah region of the Centwr West Bank and preo the only
local intiutonal model of a successfl water utity. The esmated cost of this study is
US$285,000. FINNDA has appaeny agreed to provide funding on a bilateral basis throu
UNDP. Draft TOR have been prepared by UNDP.
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Box LIm Ism of jea

Me cty of Jerualem has occpe a cental pl in tho his of the grat religiona-4udaism,
ChiianY, and blam. It has also plyd a mor die in shaping dh economic, socia, and poliiallis of to
Midd BRu Regon for over the tusan years. An impatt asopet of the curent conict in thde pegin
cenw on conutl of Jersalm.

The 1948 war led to Pari n of JerUSsIwa int the Easte Nd Weten paub. At the end of th 1967
War, East Jesalm was occupid by Iei forces. Folowbg tho ocation, the Jeulem ciy limits wen
expanded by bsad to inude some suwruding ares from to West Dank MM expanded city ws anmexed by
Uel on July 30, 1980. Althoug Arab rsdent of Jusalem hae boe given te opo of oining Iali

otlensap, few have cosea to do so. bracl viow Jerudem as its hisoric capind maintains hat Jerusalm
mus now again be a divided ciy.

Acions taken by srad wer consdderd invalid by the Unied Natin, which caled upon sr lao refain
m tlking any acon that would al o of Jerusalem. Although thie ol communiy hm nt

recog d dh lsraei ann_xaion of s Jeusmal, bsd contiues to execise autority over the ara and
oomae it an intel part of Iael. The Palestn insit tti t Jee usanlm is pat of the West DBak as per
tho e-1967 borde and hat Ial should wida fom all ara ocuped duig the 1967 war in a_cordAn

itho t Unitd Nations ro on. Acoordig to the Decaai of PdnIls agreed betwee Ialis and hd
Painda , the issu of Jealem in to be dcided as pt of th fina sau negaions.

There are ImpIta economic lik bawee the West Dank, Gaza Stip, and Jerualem. Decision
conoing Jeuslm woud, teo, ha tan t ilaons for the Ocwcied Trtoes fturcoom
Pr spe and pr ties. mTh fowing a og tho mot imprtn of these ln

* Thborst potendl of th West Bank is crally depeadat on acoos to the ancet rel_goui in
Jeruslm

* Ma nordh-south lin the West Dank pas thro Jelem

* Thee etiay ar hosptl, and some ofdhe bea seconday car hospitls, avalbeto the Westl Bak
populaton ar losted i East Jerem.

* Et a hoes many Palstia finacl servicesad m_ag foi and much Pales
Social ad oulal ifthsdructre.

* Qda airport, a ponal ouUn for linkig tho Wiet Dank wh ronal airpos, is witin aln_nd

* Pats of EatJerusam arean inea part of the power_ wne dktat covers the area fio Ralih to

SiethequesofiuatJinimeayapoli mte, tneportWtak positioonthisie,.
Whe a lysg Jerls eoomt lto Oooupied ores, tdi rport hasedeavredtoavid makiog
any that might Ily prjudg the aus of Jeranlm.
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(e) Operation and Mntenance Support in Gen and the Wet Blank: in view of the
precarious water resources situation in Gaza and the West Bank, the servces of constan or
staff from a large and compet innational wor utlity will be provided over a two-yea
period to assist seven municipal water demet in Gaza and the West Bank to impleme
urgently needed improvements in O&M practices. Provision is Included -r short-tem
assistce, including an evaluation of O&M perfonnrme of the desalinatio pilot plant in Deir
El Balah. A twinning arrangement may be possible. Given its relative size, it is recommended
that the Gaza city municipality be responsible for local implemenn in Gaza The estimated
cost of this actvity is US$1.2 million over a two-yea period. UNDP has received a grnt of
US$1 million from Norway for this purpose and is likely tD cover the balance from its own
funds. This TA activity complements the Gaza groundwater monitoring progratn dewribed in
para. 2.14 (c).

(i) Institutioal Study for Creation of a Gaza Water & Sewege Authority: an
insdtinallorganizational study tD create a combined water and sewerage u for Gaza
leading to more efficient and sustainable wat and sewerage services in the Gaza Sttip. The
study would be carried out in close cooperation with local municipalies. Reguloy
arrangements for setg public utility prices would be assessed in the oint intitioal and
reuloy study for power, telecomicatons and postal services (see para 2.7, item d) and
the lessons of that study woud be utilized in the water sector. The esdmated cost Is US$255,000
and it is expected tc, be covered by the TATF.

(~) Wat Resources Masge_nt Study: to assess the present and future water resources
available to the OT and current utlizaton, evaluate alternadve strategies for ftme planed
utilization and management of the resources to meet Palestinian objectives, and propose a lepg,
institutiona and regulatory framework approprate to the selected alternative arrngements.
Although completion of this study would dqmend on the establishmt of the Palestian Water
Authoriy and the outcome of bilateral negoDations on water issues, funding fom CIDA and
UNDP has been geed and the study began in the first quarter of 1994. An estaed 80 man-
months of consulting services are projected at a cost of US$680,000.

Ph Tw AdhBs

(h) Needs Analysis and TrainIng Progam Im : an immediate short reiew
to identify staffing deficienci (severely consained in past years) and training needs and a
program to address them in light of the expected intitional reo on of the sector. The
needs mmet would take two to three months at an estimated cost of US$140,000 and would
defin, a detailed training progm to be implemented over the following two years for exWit
and new staff, noaly esdmated to cost US$1.5 million, that would establish a nationa water
sector traiig progm Funding for dtis activity may be provided by the Eurpean Union or
USAID, as well as the TATF.

(1) Watw and Sewe Utes Study: to xamin Istonal arraements througut
fte West Bank, identify alteative o inal aragement and examine the advantages and
disadvanage of a limited nmnber of regional utilities to replace the meru small municpal
water deparmet. The estmated cost is US$260,000. Based on their experience with sveral
utilities in the West Bank, this study is expected to be carried out by the GIZ of Gmany.
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Phase Three Activity

j) Study on the Viability of Earlh Dams in the Jericho Area: this study would identify
whether earth dams could be used to collect water in the first West Bank area coming under
Palestinian self-government; assess their usefulness in terms of providing supplementary water
to agriculture or domestic uses; and review the frequency of rainfall in the area to assess the size
of the dams and the average cost of water. In those cases where the dams appear technically and
economically feasible, rough outline designs would be prepared. The estmaed cost is
US$200,000.

O0w Aciidtsi

(k) Feasibiity Studies for Sewerage and Drainage at Refugee Camps in Gaa and the
West Bank: detaded feasibility studies have been proposed by UNRWA and UNDP for
sewerage and drainage facilities in Gaza City, several refugee camps in the Gaza Strip, and five
camps in the West Bank. Only the cost of the studies proposed for the Jabalia camp and West
Bank camps have been estimated at US$1.3 million. The cost of the other studies has not baen
estimated. Project information is being prepared by UNRWA and UNDP. The tming of these
studies is undetennined beause of the present lack of specific funding commitme to carry
them out and concern about the relationship of such potentily expensive physical Invesents
to the region water supply and sewage systems.

Electri Power

2.3 Secdr SWe. Ihe electric power sector is in urgent need of institional and physical
rehabilitation and exansion, as described in paras. 3.96 - 3.113 of Volume I. Seious technical and
instonal factors reduce existng electric power supply in Gaza and the West Bank. Ihe strategy in
the sector is to make immediate invesments, totalling Us$108 million, to improve the physical facilities
of the distribution network in Gaza and the West Bank. This investment will increase both the amount
and quality of electricity supply in the next two to three years and make it possible to reduce technical
losses and electricity theft (nontechnical losses), which together may be as high as 50 percent of generated
electricity in some areas.

2.4 Making ese improvements wi only be fully effective and sustainable if parallel steps are taken
to improve the insttutional framework, i.e., the o i structure, management, staff and
operadonal and financial systems of the various electricity undertakings in both regions. Many essenti
management and operational funtons required for efficient and safe utility operations do not exist, given
the relatively small size of the organizational unit, particularly in Gaza. Staff lack practical experience,
particularly in operations and mai ance practices. The municipalities do not have the management
capability to effectively implement the relatively large power investment envisaged under the EAP
wihout additional support. A program of istiutiona consolidation and strengtheng is planned to
improve the efficiency of utlity operation and maintenance. The objective of consolidating individual
electric operations is to reduce maagement overheads, encourage more professional management, and
to avoid the inefficient and uneconmic repLcation of the small individualized billing and revenue
collection divisions, warehouses, inventories, etc. Although only initial steps toward more centralized
operations appear feasible during the current transition period from Civil Adm on control to
Palestinian authority, planning for instttutional retructn of the sector is scheduled to begin in 1994.
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Techncal Assistance Priorides

2.5 As existing power system capability is at or near full-loading, and given the lead-imes to bring
new capacity on-line, teical assistace activities are planned to prepare and help ilement the short-
term investment program, to assess the demand for long-term investmen in power generati nd
distribution and to design an improved reguatory and institutional framework for the sector. Ihe dtils
of the specific TA activities recommended may be found In Annexes EP1-EP2 of the Project File. The
objectives and preliminary cost estimates of these activities, which are expected to cost a tot of US$3.3
million, are summarized in the following paragraphs. In addition, the cost of project ilemenato
management (item b) is estimated at US$4.1 million over a 27-month period. A portion of this cost is
expected to be financed under the ERP and a portion from bilaeral sources.

Phase One Activities

(a) Eng ing Consultants to Complete Project Preparaton: engae a professional
engineering consulting firm to etend the work already completed under coact to the Jersalem
Electricity Disbution Co. (JDECO) to furier prpae electric power investment projects for
the Gaza Strip and the West BanIk The firm would review the merits of sub-projects proposed
by the mmerous electric utilities, municipalities, CA and NGOs for inclusion in the EAP,
complete any fiuther _d4 required to provide a cohesive and integrated progra; compile
a prioritized rist of goods, maeal and services; and prepare bid doon so thatp
can proceed as soon as funding has been aproved, either under the World Bank project or on

bilater basis. In addition, the consutats would develop an action plan tO reduce te
and non-tehnica losses, and to corect the power factor and load flow on the network. Because
of the urgency involved to complew project preparaton, negotatons are expected to begin as
soon as the financing of the sectr invesmnt program in Gaza and the Wes Bank has been
decided. Either PECDAR, or JEDCO on bealf of PECDAR aS an interim measure, is expected
to contract, possibly on a sole-soue basis, so that work can start in early 1994. The cost of this
top priority work, including 55 man-montis of intenaional engeers and up to 115 man-months
of counterpart Palestinian engineers, is estmated at US$1.3 milLion (US$0.5 million for Gaza d
US$0.8 mMlion for the West Bank). Funding is epected to be provided by the TATF or by one
or more donors, including Norw and the European Union.

(b) Project lem Mana : retai one or mor full-service e ag
consuing firms to provide project implemeon and contuction mnuagement serices to cary
out the Gaza-West Bank power rehabilitation program which i8 eected to be finnced under the
ERP. The consltg firm would prepare detailed constuction drawing; monitor procurement
and inspecdon services; oversee constuction and instalation; supervise the ssionn ad
training of Palestn counterat; and instiute overal quality control, over a 27-month
constuction perod. Staffing is expected to require 6 expatriate engineers and 12 count
Palestia ennees. he esmaed cost of this conct, which d be inplaceby July 1994,
is US$1.3 milion for Gaza and US$2.8 mmion for the West Bank, a total of US$4.1 million.

(c) Instttonal and Regulatory Study for Uttes In t, OT: present instutional
anments are frmented prmary along municip and vilage line, unsafe to employees

and the public and highly inefficient. A study covering delicity, telecommunicatons and postal
services would evaluate options and recommend proposdas, including a deed implenaion
plan f consolidaig individual electric power operations into more efficient regionl units.
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Consolidation would provide the basis for improved service at lower costs. Municipality
participation from Gaza and the West Bank is planned to carry out the aonysis and build
consensus for the instiutional and policy recoendations in the study. (For details, see the
description under the telecommunications sector in para. 2.7, item d.) Thbis activity is expected
to be funded by the TATF.

Phase Two Activities

(d) Management\Staff TrWning: improve manageri competence in the power sector
through a combination of overseas and local training for managers. Technical and skilled staff
require training in fields such as: general management, computer applications, disbon
system operations and maintenance, consumer accounftng, bil-ikg and collection systems, live-line
maintece, load management, energy conservation, thermal plant technology, and modern
distribution practices. The estimated cost of this training over two years is US$1.0 million, based
on tralning 30 staff from Gaza and 120 staff from West Bank utilities. This traiing is expected
to be included in power sectr investment projects for Gaza and the West Bani

(e) Power Systm Expansion Study: this study would consist of two key components:

i) Distribution Masterplan: a detailed load forecast for the period 1993-2015 and
a master distribution plan for the development of the future distibution system in light
of expected economic development following a fidl peace settlement. The study woud
include training of Palestiian cOUntera in the use of c3imputer models.

ii) Power Generation3tegional1 wer tl Sdy: building upon the
load forecast developed for the distribution master plan, examine aU feasible optons for
supply expansion, including interconnection with Jordan and Egypt, taking care not to
duplicate the regional power interconnection stdy being planmed by the Multilateral
Working Group of Economic Developmeat. Develop a least-cost power generations
purchase expansion program at the pre-feasibility level of detail. In the near term, the
power for Gaza and the West Bank is likely to come from the srad Electric Corporation
(MOC), given the relatively low cost of that source and the high investment and operatg
costs associated with present alternafives. The full study is expected to cost US$1.0
milion and is epecutd to be funded by te TAT1.

Te_ammnctbons

2.6 Sector Strategy. The organzation and expansion of telecommunications are crucial to the
revitaization of the economy of the Occupied Territories. There is an acute lack of Palesdnians
experienced and knowledgeable about the operation and maitenance of a complete telecm cations
system. The main shortcomings are at the managerial level, in planning and in advanced technicaL sMlis.
The key, longer-term policy and institutional issues concern the stra for the future development of
a Palestinian telecorsmmications system, as described in paras. 3.152 - 3.161 of Volume L The
telecommunications sector has conderae potent for private sector involvement through managem
conacts in the short term and build-own-operate concessions in the medim term. In the short term,
the concern is to ensure that the sector cotinues to be well operated and maintained and that the
transition to Palestinian control occurs smoothly. In the medim tem, the need is, first, to establish an
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institutional and regulatory structure for the futire development of the sector and, second, to prepare the
investment needed to strengthen the infrastructure of the network and increase the subscrib' network
by an additional 57,500 lines by 1996 (approximately doubling present capacity).

Technical Assistance Priorities

2.7 In order to develop the telecomnication sector in Gaza and Jericho, as wel as in the rest of
the West Bank, on an ntgrated basis, and to ensure that during the transition period the servies
provided to the citizenry are mainti and epanded, the following four technial assistance activities
are required over the next three years, at a cost of US$3.2 million.

Phase One Activities

(a) Bid Documant Preparation for New Jericho Exchagee a modern (digital) and much
larger (7,500 lines) exchange will be required to replace the present obsolete exchange and
provide adequate telephone service for the Palestinian political and adminisratve leadsip. Ihe
exchange itself could be financed under the Emergency Assistance Program (US$2.5 million).
The estimated cost of bid document preparation is US$15,000.

(b) Training: an emergency training program in swiching and transmission is needed for
Palestnian engineers to take charge of dte operations and maien of the exsting
telecommunications network in Gaza and Jericho When authority is transferred to Palesnian self-
-overnment, scheduled for April 1994. Palestinians from other aftng units In the West Bank
would be included in the proposed training. The training would be tailored to the actual sym
installed. The estimated cost of the training program is US$330,000 and should start as early as
possible in 1994 to prepe for the transition to Palesdnian management The TATF I expected
to fince this activity, although Cmada may provide funding on a bilateral basis.

(c) agement Contact: once the telecomn ns nwork Is marred to
Palestinan authority, an itentoal ator should be conted to manage the network for
a one-year term, renewable for another year, to ensure the contniy of srvice quaity, to train
the Palestinian staff and to prepare a new investment program. he negotiation of this contract
should begin in early 1994. The estimed ct for this contract is US$2.0 million over two
years.I Procurement of this contract would be according to Ikernational competidve bidding
(ICB). This contct is expected to be financed by the TATF in order to facilite access to the
broadest possible range of internatonal expertise.

(d) Sector Policy and OrgnIzton Study: to prepare the ground for future sect
development, the study would address: i) issues of sector policy and the issuing of licenses; ii)
an appropriate sector structue and lega/regulatory framework; iii) proper tariff policy aimed at
long-term commercial viability; and iv) scenarios for public and privae sector Involvement in
future invesm This study would be part of a single larger study to desig the regory
fiamework and intutioal structure for electric power, tele nications and pos services.

I/ The cost of this contat miglt change whom iforton becomes available on the xistng revenes
and expendiu of thodie opeia of die CA1
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It should be launched in mid-1994. The estimaed cost for the whole stdy, including an analysis
of water tariffs, is US$850,000.

Trasrtation

2.8 Sector Stratey. The maor road transport arteries of the West Bank and the Oaza Strip are
severely deteriorated, to the point that they are in need of reconstruction, while at the same time a system
is needed for routine road maintenance, as described in paras. 3.1 - 3.19 of Volume I. The priority is
to rehabilitate and improve the roads serving the Palestinian community. The most important sectral
objective is to enhance the quality and capacity of the road transport system and alig it with the needs
of the Palestinian population. Because of rapidly increasing congestion, there is also a need to design
and implement traffic management schemes to impwove traffic flow and safety in the main urban areas.
In the rural areas, there i a need to overcome decades of neglect by providig better access to and
between Arab villages. The sector lacks an institutional strucre capable of maldng estment and
policy decisions or carrying out the technical and analytical work to plan and manage the trasport sector.
Building an adequate institutional structure in the form of a highway adminbirion that can plan and
design a major road improvement program is a high priority. In the medium term, the Palestinians also
need to investigate other transport options including civil aviation and ports.

Techical Assistance Priorities

2.9 Technical ast ce activities are intended to address over the next three years capacity and
capability problem and the lack of forward planning. Most urgent is the immediate establiment of
administrative capacity in a unit desiged to manage the impl--e of an emergency progam of road
maintenance and rebabilitat A Road Project lementation Unit (RPIU) would be established, under
contract, to manage contractors canying out a program of road mainteac in Gaza and the West Bank
and would be financed under the ERP. Gradually, this unit would evolve irto a road niso or
highway authority with respibility for identying, priortizing, designing and contracting out the
systematic rehabilitaion of the man road network, based on an assessment of long-term tasport
requirements. The unit would uldmately take over the responsibilities in the roads sector of the CA and
would function as a small, regiona road ransport adminisration. Initily, it would also be expected to
plan and design a road rebabilitation program in Gaza. Depnding on the outcome of bilateral
negotations, this unit might end its responsibilities to the m _>tenane and rehabilitaion of the inter-
urban roads in the West Bank. Since the road rehabilitation program would be carried out larely by
privae sector contractors, there is a need to train both contractors and consultants in designing, ma
and implementng road mainenance and construction in order to improve the quality of their wodrs and
productivity. Finally, there is a need to carry out pre-feasibility and feasibility studies to assess the
viability of major medium- to long-m transport projes cosidered as high priority by local planners.

2.10 In the absence of existig ins onal capacity in the ansport sector, TA actvities planned to
start in the first half of 1994 wil be carried out by consultants enged to prepare a road investm
program for 1994, until the RPWU has been establised under contract to PECDAR. The TA ac
of the RPIU, which are expected to cost about US$3.5 million over two years, would be financed as part
of the ERP and are smmarized in the following paragaphs. The other priority TA activities for the
sector, are expected to be carred out somewhat later in the 1994-1996 period, becuse their i
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requires agreement in bilateral negotiations. These activities are expected to cost US$2.8 million. They
are summarized below under Phase Two and Other Activities.Phase One Advities

(a) Short-Term Project Preparation: the establishment of the RPIU may take 3-6 months
depending on how quicldy the Palesdnian interim authorities are able to carry out the steps
needed to select and appoint an international consulting firm with local panaers. In the
meantime, it is proposed that PECDAR engage specialists on pavement rehabilitation to identify
inter-urban road works and prepare conract documents for tendering so that physical
improvements in the road system can begin as quickly as possible. It is expected to be financed
by a World Bank-administered Norwegian Consultant Trust Fund especially earmarked for OT
use. It would involve 3-4 interational consutant from a consortium of three Norwegian
consulting firms working, over a four-month period, with Palestinian frms in the OT. The RPIU
1 auld take over this work once k is established and continue the design and supervision of road
rehabilitation works. The esdmated cost is exped to be US$0.6 million.

(b) Road Program Implementation Unit: the RPIU would be created to ficilitate the
implemenaion of the many small municipal road and water supply contracts financed under the
ERP during the course of the next three years. The RPIU would provide consultant support to
a small road transport administration that would take over the road transport and non-municipal
road responsibilities of the CA. This unit would be in charge of all aspects of program
implementation and would be expected to gradually develop imto a highway authority. The
intertional consultant would provide trni, have professional responsibility for the quality
of work on projects supervised by the HPIU and would provide pracdical support on all aspects
,.c the management of consultants and contracts, as well as carry out planning, design and
supervision, together with the Palestinian counterparts. Thkis activity is expected to cost US$2.05
million and would finance both the intationl consultants and Palestiian counterpart staff for
two years. Ihis TA activity and items (c), (d) and (f) below ae expeced to be financed by the
lRP.

(c) Road Mntenance and Rehabilitation Study: the RPIU would carry out this study to
identify, prioritize and design rehabilitation works on the main road network; and prepare a
multi-year program for expe on Inter-ban roads, based on surveys of road conditions
and traffic data; and define a financing plan that incudes all sources of funds epet to become
avaRable over the next five years. Work to prepare the highest prority sub-projects for
immedi Implementation would be started under Item 'a' by a group of international consults
in joint venure with one or more Palestinian consulting companies. The main study would be
carried out under a separate TOR by the RPIU as soon as it is established. Designs should be
fiaized by the inividual consultants during the two first months of work, and the RPIU would
take over supervision and continue any adjustments of the design during the reiabilitation of the
roads in each contract package. Ihis study would also recommend an optial iautional
structure to i) efectively manage transport sector infruoctr and services; ii) formuate
appropriate policies and imvestment programs; iii) coordinate among all modes of transport; iv)
identify the saffing needs of each functional unit; and v) develop training programs for functional
staff units. The cost of this component is expected to be US$800,000.

(d) Training Program for Small-Sae Road Contr : the RPIU would manage a
training program for small-scale road contractors to strengthen their quality of works and
productivity in road maitenance. This training program would be carried out by the RPIU,
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possibly in coperation with the College of Engineering at At-Najah National University. nhe
cost of this prom Is estimated at US$350,000.

(e) Gaza Port Pr*-FeasibilHty Study: this study would i) survey the exting port fiies
in the region, including those in bsael, Jordan and Egypt, to detemine whether these ports could
meet the fture Palestinian demand, and assess additiona commercial port capacies nde by
types of trffic and volume; ih) provide traffic projections; iii) ascetain whether the existg
inland transport linkages sming the port's hinterland are adequate, and identify and provide cost
estimates of the additional land transport reqwlreme of a new port in Gaza iv) cary out cost
estimates for selected altenaive designs; v) asses the economic and fnaci viability of the port
facility proposed, including the possibility of sturtg with a small fishing and commerca port;
and vi) mess environmental issues relatd to port development. The cost of this analysis is
estimated at US$300,000.

Pas Two Activities

(f) Design of Village Roads: tree or four small consumltancies would be awrded to local
consultants to desig and prepare tender documents for the ViDage Access Road Program. The
roads would be grouped togeher in three or four conact packages to be tendered a8mg small
scae contramtrs with some, but limited, epeience in road works. The RPIU would tender
these consutancies, supervise the survey/design and give guidance to the small consultig firms
during their supervision of the works. Ihis access road program is intended as a contding
program over five years, of which tis program would include two yeas of support for roads that
would be financed under the ERP. The cost of this componet is estimated at US$300,000.

(g) Long Term Tnport Plan: this study would be comrehensive and would i) examine
al aspects8 of economic, social and commercial actes in the OT that affect demands on
taspo systm and the volume and quity of tap services supplied; (ii) review al modes
of tnsport with a specia emphasis on the road network; (idi) undertake field studies and deveop
the data base needed for an oval trn strategy; and (iv) examine the curret pracces and
the legal famewok guing the opeaton of the transport industries and bus and rucking
compae inclmudng their pricing policies, route choices and other service e s) and

i reforms, if deemed neceary. The study woud recommend a deted physica and
financial maSter plan for a pei of five years for the tansport sector of the OT ad an
indicatve plan for the bsunt five years. Thkc study is expected to take 18 months to carry
out and to cost an estmated US$1.0 million. It is expected to be financed by the TATF.

Olbw Adli_

() Jordan River Bridges Feadbity Study: a fasibility stdy would assess the long-term
traffic volume on these brdges and recommend invesms In the rehbiitn or replacement
of said briges. This study woud be cacried out subject to te concurrence of all paties
concerned inudig srael, Jordan and Palestnians. The cost of this study is esimated at
US$100,000.

(i) Civil Avio Study of Qaandia Arport: plans to construct re&ional airports in a few
urb centers in the Gaza Strip and the West Bank are curreTly being considered. Befre
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undetaking such long-tem Invesments, a feasibility study ould be carried out to detrm the
economic and financial viabllities of the alternatives proposed. In addition, this sudy should
exame fte possibility of developing the Qalandia Airport to enable It to serve Intran
traffic. The fiue stau of Qslandia and the politidcal fsibility of such an arrangemont wil
dpend on the outcome of bleral negotatos. This study would be carried out subJect to
Isali concurrence. The cost of this study is estmated at US$500,000.

(j) Study on Maues to Improve Movmt etwesn the Wet lank and Gm:
suantially greater movement of people and goods may be exected betweon Gaza and the West
Baok as a result of the trsition to self-government and the prospect of peace between Irael and
its Arab neighbors. A feasibilty study would frc long-term traffic growth; recommend the
most appropriate mesures to faitate the higher volumes of people and goods in transit, takn
into account ihe secury interests of all parties; assess the economic and financial viabilit of the
prwposed alternatives; and suggest self-fincing meams. The ri of passage hough
Iraei teriory would be subject to Israli concurrece. Ihe cost of this study is esdmated at
US$300,000.

Urban and Munldpl Devlopmeut

2.11 Sector Strategy. Local gove have operated under very difficult d nces since
1967 with little authriy or finding to n their own affairs, as described in paras. 3.120 - 3.125 of
Volume . Lite new Investment or expansion has taken place. ITs situation has been compoded
since the star of the Intifada in 1987 and is parculaly acute in Gaza Most municipal serices are
ud severe stress; the technical staff are demoralized and few in number; and they lack fte fumds for
the m of public utltes and seics, which are their responsibility. Physic sets have
deterirad as a result. The n s and vilage councils have remained fozen in place, with lle
cne in the strue and function of local gov er since 1967. Neverteess, the mun
contain most of the limited public sector tecical cnactng experts In the OT. Also, the framwo
ant sytem for minaiing and providing basic muicipal se-vices, however ;ndeque, still exist All
29 ici have proposed programs to carry out defred maitnance and rehablitaton worm on
roads, street and fotways, including paving, curbing, street markin and ligting, dinage, etc. In
some caes, the cessary replacement of undergrund services, such as wate and sewer mains, is also
icluded in the progm. Accordity, I is possible and necessary to upgrade and expand functional and
operational capaciy within each municipality to improve services and, conacenty, to utilize this
capacity, with planned exml support, to implement the Emergency Assistance Progam

TechnIcal Asssan Pdorities

2.12 lhe EAP provids an opportunty to reactvate municipal services and haress the poteal of
existing municipal managements and service units to commence a planned progm for the rehabilitation
and maintenance of sructure. At the same time, there is a need to rationalize the responsibility for,
and consolidate the delivery of, some major public utlity services which have historically been delivered
on a small-scale basis, in order to take advantage of economics of scae, efficiency and cost effectiveness.
The municipalities reqiire a combination of short- and long-term assisamce to help them cope wit the
sudden burst of contacts that they must manage. In the short term, Waining will not quickly replace the
shortage of skilled technical staff capable of preparg and implemtn the volume of works envied.
There is an urgen need to estlish a planning and managerial process which responds respectively to
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the needs and priorities of the citzens, strengthens the capacity of municipalities to efficiently design and
deliver services and improves the efficiency of the urban sysem Finally, there is a need to resolve the
traffic congestion in and around several highly congested towns in the West Bank and Gaza. During the
next three years, four technical assistance activities arm proposd, at a total cost of US$3.3 million. In
addition, municipalities would be the prime beneficiaries of the training programs proposed in the waW
sector and in other sectors (see para. 2.2, item h). Municipality engineers were the partiipants In the
first procurement seminar designed and delivered by the World Bank and the ILO in late January 1994,
and are expected to be among the principal beneficiaries of further training in international procurement,
project analysis and project management to be provided later in the year. Finally, project imple on
assistmce with municipality-managed urban road and water projects would cost an additional US$2.1
million.

Phase One Activities

(a) Deign and Implementation Consultants for Municipalities: under thetransport sector,
a Road Program Implementaton Unit (RIIU) is to be established under contract to PECDAR.
This unit would also supervise the execution of merous municipal road and water contracts,
supply technical assistance to the municipalities to prepare and manage these projects, and train
the tedhnical staff of the municipalities to carry out these works in the fuure. To complement
the work of the RPIU, this component of the TA program would provide fumds to enable various
municipality departments (e.g., water, power, solid waste, roads, planning, etc.) to engage short-
term consultants to help them review, plan and design projects, to carry out feasibility studies,
or otherwise complete the preparation of the many municipal projects in the data base of project
proposals which was prepared by the Palestinian Counerpart Team in October-November 1993.
These TA funds would inily provide about 200 man-months annually of support to the
municipalities over the two-year period, although this amount might be increased if this type of
support proves successfl. Municipalities could select consutants from a pre-qualified list of
some 15-20 consulting firms, subject to a prior review of the proposed contract by the RPIU.
The cost of this component is estimated to be US$400,000 each year for two years, a total of
US$0.8 milion. Funding would be provided by the TATE unless there are bilatera funds
avalable.

(b) Short-Term Spedalist Consultants for Munidpalities: given the scarcity of technically
skilled persons in local governments, there is also expected to be a need for short-term infusions
of key staff in line positions at municipalities, to relieve acute skills shortages and improve in-
house performance capacity for the preparation and implement tion of numerous civil works
contracts. Staff to be recred might include engineers, sureyors, d , works
supervisors, etc. in the roads, water, solid waste, power and planning departments, on relatively
short-term contracts (three- months each). Recruitment would be by advertsement, based on
agreed selection criteria and subject to post approval by PECDAR and its Project Management
or Technical Assistance Office. Some 350 man-months anmnally have been budgeted, with a total
estimated cost of US$0.7 million over a two-year period.

(c) Urban Development, Planning and Manage_me: there is an urgent need to establish
a planning and managerial process which responds respectively to the needs and priorities of the
citizens, strengthens the capacity of municipalities to efficiently deliver services and improves the
efficiency of the urban system. Accordingly, this study will evaluate the options for and then
establish such a process. This study wil be in two representative urban areas, one each in Gaza
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and the West Bank. In Gaza, the area selected Inludes Gaza City, Belt Labh, Jaballa, Belt
Hanoun and Jabalia Camp. In t West Bank, the area includes Ei Birch, R _malish, Bekunla,
Betien, Kufr Aqab and the existig refugee caps. Lessom leamed from ihese pflot sudies
would later be evaluated and the process, suitably modified, would then be replicated on a phase
basis on a national scale. lhe study would include the following components: i) valuation of
priority land and infrastructure needs over the next 5-10 yws; ii) assessment of the legl,
financial and institutional consaints on meeting these needs, and the efficient options; ill)
evaluation of the capacity of municipiies to effectively plan, finance, manage and maintain
ifastructure and socidal services; iv) options for increaSing private sector participation in service
delivery; v) recommendations for efficient options; and vi) development of mechanisms to ensure
cormunity partcipation so that community needs and priorities are adequately reflected in
municipal decision-making and resource allocation. Draft terms of reference are currny being
prepared by PECDAR. The outputs would be: i) a umnicipal Infastucure and land use plan,
including arrangements for integring the camps Into the urban areas; ii) a municipal budget and
financial plan; iii) a municipal institutional development plan; iv) recommendaions for the siting
of industi estates in the planning area; and v) mions as inputs to the work on legal
and reglatory reform. In each case, the m anisms and processes for plan revision and updatdg
to respond to chaging circumstnce needs and pdorities, would be specified as part of the plan.
I is expected that the study will require twelve man-years of Palestinian experts and two man-
years of inteational experts in fields such as urban planig, municipal finance, municipal and
traffic engineing, economics, sociology and law. The estmated cost, including the purchase
of aeri maps and computer equipment, is US$0.8 million. Norway and USAID have expressed
interest in supportiDng the development of a regional master plan for Gaza This TA activity
would be closely coordinated with other such interventions to avoid duplication and to benef
from potenta synergies.

Pas Two Acivity

(d) Munlipailty TraMc Management Studies: the congestion on the major road arteries
of the major towns in the West Bank and Gaza has had a serous negative impact on efficient road
trasport, public safety and air pollution. Traffic management studies are planned for higbly
congested urban areas such as Gaza City, RamalLah-al-Bireh, Bethlehem, Hebron, and Nablus.
These stdies, which could be caried out as one study, would assess: i) long-term traffic
patterns; Ui) measures to meet planned growth in demand; and iii) issues of economic and
fiancial viability, including self-financing and the cost of alternatives. The RPIU would monitor
preparation of these studies with the respective munic . hese four studies are expected
to cost about US$1.0 million.

Envfrnment

2.13 Sector Strategy. The sectoral strategy in the environment over the nex three years would focus
on curative measures to correct existng problems - particuarly regarding solid and hazardous wastes,
waseater and the pollution of water resources - and on preventive measures to avoid future problems
from occurring, as described: paras. 3.272 - 3.280 of Volume I. Successful economic recovery in the
Occupied Territories will require the effective integration of environmental management issues into the
development planning process. In January 1994, the Palestinian Environmental Protection Authority
(PEPA) was established. Local organizations that have been concened with the enviroment to date have
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been universities, research instes and NGOs. Over the net three years, the saegy would focus on
the development of PEPA to manage the envioment, the formlation of sectoral policies combining
conservation and growth, and the preparation of pracdcal plans that would allow the interm self-
governM to effctdvely te eionmental Issues into overall economic management. Emphasis
would be given to the creation of capacity within t1iB organization to effectively participate in the
planing and Implementation of economic development programs for the Occupied Territories. Support
fDr monioring systems and analytical capacity in the PEPA would be desigped to complement investment
programs being undertaken in water, wastewater and solid waste management to improve environmental
health conditions.

Techkal Assistance Priorities

2.14 The Technical Assistance program would support, as prioriy actions, the preparation of an
environmental action plan, environmental assessment procedures and enviromental standards for use by
the interim self governent, and the development of the PEPA. Now that the PEPA has been formally
established, it would oordi enviro t issues in consultation with PECDAR. Ihe details of the
spedfic Phase One TA activities proposed may be found In Annexes EN1-EN4 in Project File. The
objectives and preiminary cost estimates of TA activities in tiis sector, which are expected to cost a total
of US$3.7 million over the next three years, are summaized in the following paragraphs. In addition,
an estimated US$4 million will be needed in equipment and techical assistance to implement the Gaza
roundwater monitoring plan and environmental standards, monitoring and other facilities.

implementation assistance is expected to be flnmced under the Bank project or direcly on a bilateral basis
as part of the EAP. Donors, including Austia, Cnada, Denmark, the Netherlands and Norway, have
aready made commme to fund several of mese acdvities on a bilateral basis and have expressed
intest in funding others.

Pase One Activites

(a) Eawlronental Assessment Procedures: preparation of environmental assessment
procedue for use by Palestinan authorities in Gaza and the West Bank. These procedures are
needed to establish an operaional structure for local enronmentl review of the potential
physical, biological and socoeconomic impact of proposed projects and, thus, build
environmental concerns directly into the development planning and implementation process. The
actvity would be implemented by the PEPA, now that it is officially established, and it would
assume responsibility for its management. It is estied hatthe activity would cost US$100,000
and would be financed by the TATF.

(b) I Maagement Framework: development of the PEPA, as an independent
environmental oranization to establish an enviomenta management capacity in Gaza and the
West Bank. It would cover preparation of an institutional stucture; basic environmental policies
and guidelines; general operating procedures; a preliminary work program; an environmental
permiting, regulatory and enforcement structure; guidelines on environmental liability; a
budgetary and accounting system; a coordination mechanism with municipal governments and
other organizations involved with environmental protection; and traiing in adminisuion and
tenical topics for designated personnel. Ihis activity would be complemented by some of the
activities being carried out under the auspices of the Multi-Latal Working Group on the
Environment, such as the Dutch-funded project to creat an envionmental profile for Gaza.
This activity could be carried out by one or more established national environmental agencies
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through a twining arrangement with the new PEPA. It is estimated that the cost of this activity,
including tehnicl taining for government officials and private sector represenatives, including
NGOs, pmtting, eniorcemet, and industria pollution control, in such subject as
enviromental policy, legislation and regulation, and land use planning would be US$500,000.

(c) Groundwater Mnageent Plan and MonitorIng System for Gan: design and
establishment of a management plan and a proper monitoring system to allow susined use of
the limited water resources in Gaza and to provide decision makers and planners with rouine
information on trends in water usage and the state of the aquifer in order to support resource
management. It is estimated that the design phase of the activity would cost US$300,000. It is
expected to be carried out as part of a UNDP/CIDA-funded water resources management study
which began in early 1994. Ihe implemenion phase is expected to cost about US$2.0 million
(argely for equipment and associated TA) and to be carried out in 1995. It could be funded
under the ERP, by the UNDP/CIDA project, or by the government of Norway.

(d) Dedgn of Stndards and Monitoring System: the development of e ental
standards, an eo nl monitorig system, procedures for laboratory analysis and data
management systems as an inegrated process. Ihe activity would be conducted in two parts: (t)
the design of the system, which would be included in the TA program; and (ii) the
implementation of the system, which could be supported by one or more donors direcdy.
Alternatively, this acdivity could be carried out from the outset by involving an established
national environment agency in design and implementation, through a twiming arrangement
with the new PEPA, providing that envionmena standards appropriate to Palestinian conditions
could be assured. It is estimated that the design phase of the activity would cost US$300,000 and
tha the imle on phase could cost about US$2.0 million (argely for equipment and
ssociated TA). Norway has expressed iterest in considering the fimding of this project on a

bilatera basis.

Phase Two Activities

(e) Envhrnmeital Action Plan: preparation of an Environmental Action Plan for the
Occupied Territories to provide a strategic firmework for long-term environmental management
and to establish priority needs for eron investments, capacity building and applied
research. The Envronment Action Plan would include a strategic action plan for both Gaza
and the West Bank, developed with signficamt input from environental profiles of Gaza and the
West Bank. It would benefit from analyses previously prepared y local insuions for the UN
Commission on Trade and Development (UJNCrAD). An environmenal profile for Gaza is
curently being prepared with support from the Government of the Netherlands: it is planned that
additional Dutch funding would be provided, at the request of the Palestinia, to prepare the
West Bank environmetl proMfle and a strategic action plan for the OT once the Gaza profie has
been completed. An important aspect of this process is the cooperative identification and
implementaion of selorted, .cons to support instiu onal development of the PEPA and
forulation of Its woi nrogram. t is etmated th the proposed activity would cost
US$700,000.

(f) Environmental Education and Public Awaess: high priority should be given to
environmental education and public awareness activities if environmental conditions are to be
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improved in Gaza and the West BaL Ibis is especialy important in terms of chng atttudes
at the community and Individual levd towards saiation, wast dpos and the use of pesticides.
Ihere should be support for activiies to be conducted by the Government, educational
intiutons, research instiu and NGOs, covering not only environmental management but
special programs In agriculture, water, wastewater and solid waste management. Special
programs hould be targeted at women who play a central role in education and household
management. This series of actvities shod be coordinated to form a comprehensive program
and avoid duplication. It is esdmated that the proposed activity, including the preparation of
mulmnedia public ifmation mateials, would cost US$500,000.

Pme hree Activity

(g) Natura R_ares Mnagent Study: this study would review what could be done
to reduce ent degrada and how such reduction could be achieved. Ihe study would
review: i) reforesion, erosion control and other measures to enhance water infiltation
efficiency, Including the udlization and management of margna lands, and assess what
constrants cuTly prevent rational steps to and utilization; ii) policy options concerning
alternaive management systems for grazing land and the use of marginal lands; ill) an assessment
of what areas are involved and heir cur status, including their agicultura potenti and
grazing holding capacity; and iv) an asesment of the regulatory framework petain to these
lands and the administatve and reglatory aspects of policy optons. The esdmated cost is
US$400,000.

Ohr Acdvites

(h) Coastal Zone M _anageent Plan: the plan would evaluate alternatives for the
development and redevelopment of the Meicteranen coast of Gaza. It would include the
prewation of a coastal land use plan and provision of recommendatons for the control of land
use in this fraie area, as well as design of an oil spil coningency plan since Gaza lies just off
the main tank route through the Suez Can. The plan would be developed in the context of
the Meditranean Action Plan (MAP) and Environmental Program for the Mediterranean. This
actvity is presently under review for funding by a mber of donor organizations as an element
of a regional plan for coastal zone management It is estimated that the proposed activity would
cost US$400,000. It could be fnded as an activity of the M ann Environmental
Technical Asssanc Program - Phase II (rAP II).

(i) Favfnental Infermation Cnter: an Environmental Information Center would be
established, under the authority of PEPA, to provide access to govrnment and public
organizions concened with environmental data and information. It would also serve as the
repository for all environmenal monitorig data and would publish data annually regarding
environmental trends. Design of the center would avoid overlap with the receny established
Palestnian Bureau of Stiics. The Goverament of Austria has agreed to provide funding. It
i esimated tat this activity would cost US$500,000.
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Solid Waste

2.15 Sector Stategy. There is an urgent n oeed fr a maor physica cleanup, together with
significant insdudonal development and physical invaetment in the solid waste sector in the OT, as
desred in paras. 3.72 - 3.79 of Volm L Ihe objectives of the EAP in the area of solid wowte arm
to:

* impwve public health and community living conditions by providing equa solid waste
collecton services;

* minI_ize the cost of solid waste collection services by selectg the most cost-effective
collection, transport, and disposa systems;

* aoptmize the poten for economies-of-sce and minimize transport costs by the
implementation of sttgicaly selected transfer and disposal sites;

* protect sensitive groundwater regimes through the implementation of environ ly
selected stes for saniary landfills and following protectve designs stdards; and

* reduce dandestn dumping and increase community participation.

In order to meet these objectives, the EAP will provide refise collection equipment, transfer and landfill
equipment, spare parts, workshop equPment, training for drivers and mechanics, 13 saniary landfills
and 13 tr stons. However, in most cases, the sites for these landfils and transf stations have
wt yet been secured, dms leading to the prospect of potenily seious delays in iplementtion. In
par with the Improvement of collection services and dispos sites, there will be a major clean-up
effrt and public educaton caMp_g. The governments of Denmark, Germany and the Netherands, and
the Eopean Union are funding physical investments in the solid waste sector in Gaza

Techical Asstace Prioritles

2.16 Technical assistance is required primarily to facilite implementtion of the solid waste projects
included utder the EAP: i) design projects to be financed in the medium-erm; ii) design and conduct
a public education campaign to support the improvement of waste collection service and a major clean-up
effrt; iii) design a legal and regulatory framework for the sector; and iv) conduct a resource recovery
and compostng study. Specific TA activities are summaized in the following paragraphs. Ibe esmaed
cost of these TA activities is US$4.4 million. Details of Phase One activities (terms of reference, staffng
inputs and outus) are included in Annexe SWI - SW2 in the Project File.

Phase One Acivides

(a) Complete Docwmatatlon for Priority Projects: the technical assistance effort of the
highest priority is to trslate into English the existing designs for four landfills (Ramaluh,
Hebron, Jenin and Qalqilya) and one transfer station in Jenin and to prepare environmental
reports on them; these projects are otherwise ready to be implemented. A problem with land
acquisition may delay impltion of the landfill in Ramallah. The estimated cost for this
work is US$85,000.
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(b) Development of a Planing Baseline and One City Mastw Plan: this study would
develop a planning data base for solid waste investent nd maagement and would prepare one
muacipal solid wase master plan as a model for other such planss in Gaza and the West Bank.
The study will Include a survey of resdens for behaviorl pattern, socioeconomic condition,
public awaess about solid waste management, the level of potenti participon with the solid
waste collection and recycling systems, and the ability and williness to pay to cover costs.
Data collecdon on waste qu es, currt worker and vehicle norms and waste compositon
(inluding specidal and hazardou wastes) are to be part of the study. The overal needs for
equipment and facilities would be globally assessed for Gaza and the West Bank. Upon
compledon of the first phase of the stdy, spefic collecdon, transrt and disposa opdons
would be studied for the purpose of developing the master plan in either Gaza or the West Bank
The contract is exected to be awarded to a joint venture that utiizes local consultants and
university staff with civWsaitay gineering expenence. Ihe estimated cost of this contract is
US$690,000. Bir Zeit University has requested funding from the Dutch Goverment for a waste
composition study.

(c) PtreJect Mt and Impl_on Support: under a management services
contract wih PECDAR, two international solid waste advisors would be engaged for a three-year
period, one each for Gaza and theWest Bank They woud supervise implntion actvities,
provide technical assistance, and give on-the-job training to two assistant advisors hired locally.
Together they would compile tehnical specifications for equipment that is to be procured localy
and from abroad. This contra is essendal to supervise the design and imple n of the
solid waste projects to be financed through the EAP under the aegis of PECDAR. Advisors
under this contract should be in place by mid-year. The estimated cost of this contract is US$1.5
milion over two years.

Phase Two Acdvity

(d) Study of tlual, nla and Privation Arrngeents: the study would
exmine possible institutional, financal and priatzaton a mes t enhance efficiency,
accountbility and sustabilhy of sodli waste services being provided by the nmnicipalit. The
conmract i expected to be awaded to a joint ventre that utilizes legal, management, accountig,
finance and solid waste specialists with substant expeience in the Midde East region. Ihe
estimated cost of this contract is US$510,000. This contract should be awarded in 1995 once the
results of the instiutonal study covering electric power, tn and post services
have been completed.

PSase Three Activity

(e) Recycling, Resource Recovery and Compostng Study: This study would assess the
potentil market demand for recyclables (i.e., paper, plastic, metal) and recovered resources (i.e.,
compost) from wastes. The overall study is not expected to prceed before 1996. However,
since an estbied 60% of solid waste is now organic mater, subsi savWgs could accrue
from composting, and that component of the study might be caried out earlier. The cost of the
overall study is estmated at about US$220,000.
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Other Actides

(k) Deig of Lndfllls and Trnfer Statons: beyond the five lans and transfer
sai now being designed In the West Bank, fina sizg, design, environmental repot, bils
of quanutes and tender documen are to be prared for a fuirther 9 sanitary landfills and 12
tnsfer tations in Gaza and the West Bank. The designers will need to have experience i
meeting i acceptable constction and environmental standards for sfer stati
nd landflUs. One contract is expected to be awarded to ajoit venture that utilizes and prv

on-the-job training to a local Palestinia desig firm during the contract pedod. The contrc
would include the training of local governm pesonnel for the operationsod man
requiremens of the designed facilities. The esmated cost of this contract would be US$2.0
million. A less cosdy altemative would be to support the design of only four regional landfils
and five nsfer sations in Gaza and the West Bank that could serve a medels for the desig
of others. Such a contract would cost US$1.0 million. mpl of this consact is
undecided because land for al but one of the proposed sites has yt to be secured. Design work
should not commence until the respecte situ have been acquired through purchase or long-term
lease. Donor funing for dds design and implementation work is possible. For example, the
Geman govermnt has expesed possible interet in implementing the sanhary landfis in Gaza
under the umbrela of the EAP.

(g) Two other activities in the solid waste sector have been proposed. MTe first is a Spel
Waste Study to assess the collecion, dispos and reguaory requirements for the adequt
management of spei wases (.e., hospital, sl, pumped septate and hazardous
wastes). With the exception of pumped septate, which can be handled for the time being by the
purchase of an adequate fleet of tanker trucks, such wastes are not substantial and could be
handed for the time being by continued disposa in landfills. Ihe estmated cost of this study
Is US$390,000. The second is aPublic Eduton Camp to support ose local govenmnt
unit wishing to conduc a campaig to reduce solid waste po n. Suwort for this important
program has been suggested by several local and inational NGOs/PVOs and fnding has been
Included among the TA activities in the environment sector. This campaign should be
coordinaed with the major clean-p effort ta is to take plawe suportd by the EW beginni=g
in 1994.

Edcaion

2.17 Sector Strategy. The success of the Plesnian economy in achieving prosprt for its people
will depend primarily on its ability to compete in the world economy. J order to build on the
compeitive advantages provied by Its relatively low wages and its proximity to major intationa
markts, it wfll have t develop a high quity, flexible labor force, prepared to respond rapidly to new
needs. This implies a shit in emphasis widin the fomal education system from the mastery of a craft
or profession to preparedness for acquing new skills. Rather an transerring knowledge to the young,
the educational systm needs to develop a capaciy for life-long lenin, including self-instruction and
rapid masutery of the skills required by new tecbnologies and new products. These aims require an
education systm ta stresses not only a horough grasp of basic principles of science and mathematics,
and excellent comicains skills, but also a persstent curiosity and a relentless drive to improve
products and methods. A system designed to insl factual and firgented knowledge must develop
tritical tiinking and problem-solviog skills. The system must overcome these problems: i) traditional
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cultural constrains on girfl' access to educaton, especially at the secondary level; i) low qualty
standards, stemming from low quality and outmoded curricula and uncrative teahing methods; and i)
an uneven and under-developed system for developing high quality vocational and technical skills.

2.18 Achieving the above objectives wil require a serious review of the content and instuctional
sategies being used by the basic education system and the development and implementation of a detaled
set of reforms, covering the presetation of specific topics and te development of specific skills (a
curric framework"). New teaching materials wil then need to be either purchased or developed.
Teachers must be trained in the use of these materials and assessment instruments must be developed that
both evaluate success in achieving curricular goals and direct the efform of teachers and administrats.
In addition, the offering of elective programs and courses will need to be modified in order to direct
students into areas of study with significant job potential. This process wIll require at least five to seven
years to complete. The TA program provides an opportuity to establish a sound planning base and to
inidate this long-term process of curricular and pedagogic reforms, while supporting the imminent
transfer of authority for education throughout the OT from Israel to the Palestinians.

2.19 The secr strategy over the next three years aims at five objectives:

* to sustain the current system in the short run, but improve the management of the system
to enhance its financial sustainability;

* to create the instiutonal framework required to transfer authority for educaton to
Palesni adminisraton, integrate opeational sytms and procedures between the
schools maned by UNRWA and the Civil Admition, and develop coherent
policies witiin the sector, pardcuarly between vocational, tchnica and higher educaion;

* to launch a muti-ronged program to raise quality in all parts of the system. This
program will focus on: i) improving the curriculum; ii) redefii and raising the
standrds of exit examinations; iii) increasing content knowledge and performance
standards for teachers; iv) strengthening the link between vocational tang and
employment through such mechanis as tracer studies of graduates; and v) upgrading
physical plan nd equient;

* Xt correct the curret imbalance between university education and vocational training.
The strategy wiUl be first, to redirect resources to the vocational-technical system, while
slowing the rate of expnsion in the university system. and second to shift university
enrollments from the humanities to fields with better job prospects; and

* where possible, to strengthen links between schools and the communites. This initiave
will strengthen public involveme in education and help re-establish communies by
encouraging the use of schools as centers of social activity.

Technical Assistance Priorities

2.20 The TA program in the education sector includes activities to support the development of
institutions critiCal to the eventual integradon of the parallel educational establishms managed by the
Civil Adminirion and UNRWA, and to begin the planning and design of long-term curricua,
pedagogic, and assessment reforms. Identfying one or more implemendng agencies for the sector
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remais a prerequisie to initating any TA acdvities. The Higher Council for Education (BCE) focuses
exlusively on the university level and would not appear suita"e as presny constue. For ths
reon, the establishm of a proposed Pedagogic stdute is considered a crucial milestone in secral
TA activides. Decisions also need to be made concerning the paticipation of ter specalist bodies,
such as UNESCO, UNICEF and the ILO. Under the aegis of the Palestinian Bureau of Statistics, the
TA program includes measures to collect and analyze the educational statsics necesway for planing
longterm investments in physical facilities, curricuum mateias and teacher training. Under the
program to strengthen public admiitraion, trng in fi a management for of
educational institutions will be offered to better assure the financial susWaability of the educatonal
system as a whole. Ihe details, objectives and preliminary cost esmates of the five specific TA
activities recommended for the education sector, which are expected to cost a ttal of US$3.4 milion
over the next three yeas, are summarzed in the folowing paghs. In addition, the cost of
consultants to prepare project investments is estimated at US$1.2 million and is to be foiaed by the
ERP.

Pbhe One Aci"es

(a) School Mapping Study: this study will consist of i) prepaing an inventor of all
exiig school faidities; i) drafting maps showing the locations of schools and indications of
populion den sties and the locations of important community facilities; iii) plotting on the map
the residenti catchment area of each school, and iv) defining area which are under-served or
where faclities are redundant in order to plan new long-term invements in educaional faciities
and to ratonali the geographic ditbution of schools. This actvty would build on earlier
work by UNDP in 1991. UNESCO has expressed an interest to carry out a joint mission with
UNRWA to prepare a cost esdmate for this study, which is expected to cost about US$180,000.
This study woud precede the investment in new school facilities in the sector to be financed
under the EAP.

gb) Id=eWn@ 0 Opions for a Palestnian Education Authority: under the
Decaraton of Principles, the Palesinian interm self-governig aurity are supposed to assume
responsibility for govenment schools thoghout the OT. It may also assume responsibility for
UNRWA schools at such a time as an agreement t that end is negodated. This tecnical
assistnce actvity would assist the new Palesdnian education authorities to prepare for the
assumption of reponsibility for the sector. The project has three main objectives: i) to create
an insional setting in which a broad-based consensus about educational policy can be
developed; i1) to organize structures and appropriate mechaninsm for intr governance and for
opational decision-making in the sector; and iii) to ientify needs for and provide trang
required to implement these policies, systems and procedures. As a first step, this acdvity wil
focus on cafrying out a study of an options for the sector. Follow-on work would
be decided thereafter. The total cost is esated to be about US$200,000. Although this study
is expected to be funded by the TATF, UNESCO has offered US$200,000 and to seek an
additional US$0.2 million from donors in order to carry out the study with Palestian
couneprs.

(c) Pre-Feesiblilty Study for a Remedial Educton Program for Cldren: this activity
alms at four objectives: i) to assess the magniude of the learning deficits resulting from
interruptions of schooling during the intada; ii) to idenfy those who were most affected; iii)
to determine which knowledge and skldls were sacr;ficed most; and iv) to identfy the most cost-
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effecdve options for rectfying ths losses for bo those still In primary or secondary cool and
for those who baye left school. Thi stdy is opcd to co abot US$50,000. UNESCO has
proposed that the study be fimded and executd jointly with UNICEF.

Phase Two Activities

(4) Creat a Peaogic Instfitute and Curicular Fmework: the school curricula of
h Gaza Strip and West Bank have been borrowed from neigboring Egypt and Jordan,
respectively. In addition to neglecting the hisbtory and culture of the Palesnian people, these two
curricula do not achieve the proficiency in high level thnking and problem-solving 1hat are
required by modern, highly co ve economies. This TA actvity seeks to establish, doveop
and sutain an institution ta will design i) an updated, unified curiculr famewok; ii)
instrents for assessing the learning being pursued under the trevised currculum; iii)
credentiaing examinations for teachers; and iv) a program of in-service training for teachers,
administratrs, and school inspectors. These functions are being placed in a single Iute in
order to ensure their aligm with one another. The instfiute is epected to draw heavily on
packages of teaching mates from abroad in order to upgrade the taching and learning
situation rapidly and Inexpensiely. This actiity wil provide iraton technical consultants,
study trs and oprt to shop intnonally for high quality sudet and teacher
currcua, and associated examn_ations. The cost of this activity is estmated to be about US$2.25
million over three years. UNESCO has expressed interest to participate in this actvity and has
mobiized partial funding from its own resources and from the Govemment of Italy. Tbis activity
could be financed in all or in part by the TATF.

(e) Task Force for Vocational Educaton: support will be provided for a task force to
promote vocadonal/tehnical educadin. The task force would develop a new vocational education
curriulum for sderts and create a curium for vocational instuctors. Ihe activity wil
idenify training needs of the cur teaching force and inite a program of teacher retaining.
Ihe work of the task force wil be supported by a tracer study that will i) meas the
relationhps between filds of trning, insituon of traing, and labor market outcomes; and
U) enable members of the task force to mee formally with each insitution's maage_m and

ckulty to discuss in detai the overall resuls of the study and the results for that specific
institution. The cost of this project Is mated to be about US$750,000. UNESCO has
expressed interest I participating in this activity joiny with the Intrnonal Labor Organizaon
(ILO) and may be able to mobilize some fiuns for this purpose.

Health

2.21 Sector Strategy. The health sector is chara zed by duplicadon, over-reliance on high
techology, uneconomic acIlities, under-utilization of equipment and skldls, and high costs. After 25
years of conrol from without, the health sector is in urgent need of a clear policy orientao insttuioni
reform and some physical rehabilitation and expansion of faiities, as described in paras. 3.182-3.196
of Volume L

2.22 A major chaUllenge facing the Palestinian autoities will be to creste an afordable, coheret,
unified program of health care from the UNRWA and CA public health systems. Ihe proportion of
naton resources curreny being committed to health care is already high by inamtona standards,
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amountng to about 10 perce of GDP, even though the capital cost of most health care programs have
been met In the past largely from f grants agnd privatw doaiow. The projected opeatig cost of
the programs that have been proposed under a draft nation heat plan, prepared by the Red Crescoe
Society and the Palestinian Health Council, would consume about 10 percent of projected GDP; the
amortizaton costs of the strucures and equipment required to provide those serices would require n
addional S to 7 percent of GDP. Responding to the needs and demands of the Palestinin people for
health care will require very well-disciplined initves if the program is to be affordable. This implies
emphasizng primary health care and limiting the use of experimental, highly sophscated technlogies.

2.23 Since a very large (and probably unsuinable) fraction of GDP is already being committed to
the health secoor, future policies must focus on increasing the intenl efficiency of the healfth sector and
on cotolling the overall costs of health care, rather than on expnd the sysem, particularly at the
hospital level. Befbre major investments are undertaken, a formal assessment of the cost-effctiveness
and sustainability of the activity should be carried out. A debate over the sort of healti care that the
Palestini community wants and needs has already been launched, but participation in that debate should
be deepened and videned. Regional helth plans should be prepared to guide the location of major health
fucilities, as soon as a broad consensus on sectoral objectives can be achieved. Those plans should in
particular guide the construction of hospitals and the acquisition of costly technology. An equiable and
efficient mechanism for financing health care should also be developed. A responsible central authry
should be empowered to develop a coherent health policy and to coordinate acdvities in the sector. As
in the case of education, a decision wil need to be made on the aprpriate local implementing agencies
to carry out each LA activity and suiable external specialist agencies to participate in this work. Mme
World Health Orgnizaon (WHO) has expressed an inerest to implement all TA activities in the health
sector.

Technical Assitance Priorities

2.24 Over the nex three yeas, TA activities are intended to assist with the development of effective
sectoral institutions, the promoion of sound and effective practices witn the health bureaucracy, and
the preservation of a pluralistic and accountable health care system, as well as ensure the credibility and
sustlnabilty of health care insitut . Specffic activities are proposed to assist the incoming Palestnian
autwrities design future policies that focus primarily on increasing the iernat efficiency of the health
sector and controlling the overall costs of health care, rather ta on expanding the system, particularly
at the hospital level. A sound policy environment will have to be created in order to address the
weaknesses in the Palestinian health care system that have been produced by the dispersion of
responsibility for the sector. Three specific TA activities recommended for the health sector, at a ttal
eimated cost of US$3 milion, are smmarized in the following paaphs.

Phase One Activities

(a) Harmoniaon of UNRWA and CA Pubgc Halth Svices: this activity wil assist
in the preparation of plms for transferring authority for health care from the Civil Admini
and UNRWA to the Palestinian authority. The task initially wiUl require only the creation of a
senior administration and correpodn administatve syems to replace the Civil
Administration, but as responsibility for the UNRWA health care system is asumed by the
Palestinian authorities, it wil necessary to harmonize among other things, diagnostic and
treatment protocols, procurement methods for dmgs and medical supplies, conventions for record
keeping, and working conditions. Large diferences exist between the per capita costs of health
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services provded by tfiese two systm, despite similarities In healti outcomes f the two
groups. Ibis sugges that fficincies In the govenmn program ould t.s adcieved by adptg
some UNRWA practices. In addition, citeria for the Introduction of costly thology and the
construction of new health facilities should be devsed in order to ensure that economies of scale
and scope are exploited and reasonable levels of proficiency can be mantained. Parcular
attention should be devoted to identifying opmal ways of providing care for those conditins at
have been managed In the past through refral to Iraeli te y hospitals; these conditions
include the treatment of serious burns and the treatment and manageme of cancers. These tabs
should be iniaed as soon as possible in order to smooh the eveual merger of the two
institutios. UNRWA, in conjunction wih the Palestian Het C cl, should be provied
with techical assistance and direct funding to enable k to carry out e studies. The estimaed
cost of these studies is US$1.0 million. The TATF i expected to cover the cost of this act.

(b) Design and Implementaen of a Hiealth lwurance Scheme: work is under way to
define a national heth inrance scheme. This scheme should be designed in such a way that
the present pluralidc, competitive health care system remains largely intact. It should also
ensure dt the cosu of a basic, but nonetheless comprehensive, package of health care are fully
met for all cizens. Additional tedchical assistance Is needed to further evaluate the costs and
the policy issues posed by the ptdons already presented and to desig systems and procedures
for implementing the scheme before it is finalized. In addition, systems for the acditi of
professional staff and the certification of both equipment and drugs should be esiabled.
Particular attention should be focused on cotroUing the induction of cosdy technologies that
have not been demonstraed to produce health benefits c su with their cost. All of this
work needs to he carried out in amaer tat leads to the adoption of an afordable, sutainable
and comprehensive health insurance program. lhs work has been carried out in the past by the
Palestinian Planing and Research Center, which has reported to the Palestinan Health Counci
since the atter's foundg in 1993. Design of this health insurance scheme is estimat to cost
US$1.25 million. This activity is expected to be part of USAID's US$20 million health project
in Go&

Phe Two Aetity

(c) InstitutIonal and Regulato Framework for the Sector: development of the policy
and regulatory framework for the sector and design of systems and procedures to implemeat the
policies that are chosen. The Gaza Strp and West Bank have developed pluralistic health care
systems. Many of the voluntary organations provide high quRlity services, but competition
among them has lead to over-building and under- utilizaton of facilities. In addition, some
volntary organizations have invested excessively in high technology equipment. In order to
increase the affordability and quality of health care, these institutions need to be brought under
the guidance of a central auority. This study is expected to elaborate and evaluate the options,
and to assist govermnent in drating the rules, regulations and procedures to implement the option
selected. TMis assistance is esmated to cost US$0.75 million. It is expected to be funded by
the TATF.
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Economic gemen

2.25 Assistance Strategy. The complex task of organizing and guiding the reconstruction and
economic development of the Occupied Terrtories after le transfer of self-governing power to
Paleinians, and the management of the assistance pledged by the international com_mity, is to be the
responsibility of PECDAR. The effective use of intenatonal assistace wil, above all, depend on
Palestinian implementation capacity. Hence, PECDAR would focus initially on three funmcons: i)
formulatiag economic policy and public expenditr priorities; ii) coordinatig and facilitating the flow
of external assistance; and iii) managing and monitoring the extensive investment and technical assistance
activities financed through such assistance. PECDAR would also implement activities for which
(temporarily) no other implemenfing agency is available and would provide efficient nuclei in certain key
areas of economic or sectoral mnagement. At some time in the fuiture, these would be spun off as the
basis on which to build new economic instiuions. For example, PECDAR is expected to coordinate the
early process of reform in key areas through its support of expert task forces in legal affairs, public
adminitratio and civil service, and economic analysis and development. Techia assistance is needed
in the form of seconded staff, advisors, consultants, operating systems and policy studies to establish
PECDAR and help it function during the first two years.

2.26 The systematic analysis of public polices i an essent ingredient to development, both in the
short-term, as authority on economic decisions i transferred and PECDAR undertalks the complex task
of managing the reconstruction of the OT, and in the medi-tm, when strategic decisions will have
to be made. One goal of technical assistance therefore, is to enhance Palestinian capacity to provide their
new govenment with objective, informed ai4 timely advice on public policy decisions at the national and
sectoral level. In the small, open OT economy, there are three key interrelaed quesions of
maceconomic management i) an appropriate trade policy, with respect to the OT's immediate
neighbors ael and Jordan), other nations in the region, and the rest of the world; ii) the appropriate
direct and indirect tax system, when the options for the latter may be circumscribed by decisions made
on the trade regime; and ill) appropriate monetary and curency arrangements, both in the short-term,
when the present dual-currency arrangement in the West Bank may prevail, and in the longer-term, when
the possibility of a separate Palestinian currency may be considered.

2.27 The strategy for achieving this goal includes support for five components: i) establishment and
early operaton of the PECDAR, the agency being created by the new Patestinian self-governing authority
to manage economic development and coordinate aid flows; ii) a series of macro-economic studies to
assess the costs and benefits of policy optioDs facing the new government; ili) establisbment of an
insiution (provisionally named the Palestine Development nstitute) to carry out policy analysis on a
permanent basis; iv) establishmeat of the Palesdnian Bureau of Statstics (PBS) and the transfer of data
and data-collection meanism from the Israeli Central Bureau of Statistics, as well as activities with a
longer gestation period; and (v) training in economic policy analysis and other fields of public
management, including procurement and project analysis and project management

Tecnal Assistance Priorities

2.28 Widtin each of these five components, there is a need for a careful mix between emergency and
longer-term technical assistance to develop institutions and lnowledge. The total estimated cost is
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US$15.6 million over the ne thre-yea perod.2 Thee acvities are derid In the foHowing

Pbae One Activides

(a) Advisors and Traning In macal and Budgta Matters: advisors in tax policy and
administratin, budget and treasury, public investment, and aid coordinaton would be provided
for one or two years tbrough the auspices of the IMF. The Goverment of Jordan has offered
to second Palestinian advisors with the requisite skill from its own Minstries. Traing for
PECDA.R's Palestinian staff in these subjects would be part of an overall package expected to cost
an esmaed US$2.6 million. The EU has agreed to finance this TA package. The IMP would
recruit and provide staff supervision of the advisors and help design and deliver the associated
traing.

(b) Aid Managmet Informtion stem (AMIS): data-processing and systems capabilities
are essentia for economic policy-making in general and aid management in parcular. ITe
development of a new system from scratch would be exnve and ime-consumng. However,
a good sydtem for reporting to donors already exists and can be adapted into an AMIS relatively
quicldy and economically. The Development Cooperation Analysis System (DCAS) has been
developed by the UNDP over several years as a database of all externally-financed development
activities for a given country. UNDP has already instaled it in several counries and excellent
country reports bave been produced. The system is generaly considered comprehensive, well-
structured and user-friedy. Tuning the DCAS into an AMIS for the OT (jncluding an Arabic
vrsion, manuals and n) would take 5-6 months full-tme equivalent. UNDP has
agreed to conribute the DCAS software free of charge and to fund and supervise the
programmers who would tumn it into an AMIS. The nex steps would be to add West BanklGaza
specific featues, intruce the system, and train local personnel in its use. Total cost is
estmed at US$190,000.

(c) Etablishment of Acgoutlng System and Disburmt Procedures: before receipt
of the first loan or grant funds, the newly constited PECDAR will require an efficient
accountin system and set of disbuement pcedures. This is ncessary to ensure that, among
other things, all fumds received be identfiable by donor/lender, and that the utilization and
inteded purpose of such funds be cleady shown. The financia information would produce
various financia reports: e.g., donor funds by source; summary reports for grants disbursed to
executing agencies; by project, contact value, payments and e-penditures by agency; donors'
commitments; funds allocated to diferent programs and beneficiaries; and donors' accounts
status: contracts, accounts received and amounts disbursed by project and grant. Such systems
should be avaiable "off-the-shelf' from one or more software or accounting firms. Additionally,
PECDAR is exploriAg with the Social Fund for Development of Egypt utlization of its
accounting system, suitably adapted for its own purposes. The cost of establishing an accounti
system is estmated at US$50,000. A disbursement seminar by World Bank speciaists for
PECDAR staff and key execufing agencies is schedued for April 1994.

ZI In additic, an esllmte US$5.0 mion has been provided to finance man_amet and procurmet
co _ulta for the Office of Prioect Magme and Moitoring (PMO) of PECDAR. Then
consultt are expected to be finnced under the ERP.
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(d) Training In In afional Phe s uro the DOP has opened tX doo
to a new period in the economic development of the Ot, one in which subsial physical
investment and the involvement of numerous conslt is expected to take place. Training in
intenational procuremet is required for the personnel of those agencies - the muni s,
PECDAR and its implenting/eecuting agencies - that wiU be responsible for cauying out the
procurement o those civil works, goods and sevices. An inital one week trainig program was
designed and delivered by World Bank and WLO procurmenut specialists (with parial World Bank
and ILO funding) to more than 50 enginers from municipalities in Gaza and the West Bank and
PECDAR's senior management in Jamny 1994. Further procurement training is anticipated
based on this initiative. The next acdvity is to select four or flve persons who will bea major
responsibility for proement decisions or the spevision of proemnt and send them to the
fur-week World Bank/ILO procuremnt seminar in Turin, Italy which is to be held this year In
May. Funding for their pardcipation would be provided by the TATF. An inia budget of
US$75,000 will cover these two taUining activities.

(e) Taining In Project AnalOys and a t: the sudden start of substantal new
project investment necessiaes a trained core of Palestinians skllled in the economic and fnancal
analysis of projects and in their management. While there are some Palestiians with the
requisite experience and skills in engineering fims and the icipalities, there are few in the
fnancial sector or in the public and quasi-public sector. While skills deficiencies in these subjecs
can be rectified in the shortest time by hiring skiled Palestinians from abroad, there is a need
to provide trning in these subjects to provide refesher tanig for engineers in the
mnicipalities, universities and elsewhere and to develop a common language for technicans and

policy makers in the public, quasi-public and private sectors. EDI plans to laumch this taining
program with a threeweek Project Analysis course, probably in June 1994, which will be funded
nd delivered by EDL Training in project management is also being planned by EDI to be
carried out in mid-1994. A budget of US$200,000 has been included to start training in these
two subjects.

Mf Study Group on Public Adistaon: this study group would devise a lean, coheret
public adion stucture capable of managing short-term transitiona r ibities in a
cost-effective and flexible manner, while also laying the basis for sound longer-term evolution
of gov t en lresposlities. The key asks would be to: i) enre completion of the
recently-initiated assesment by the Palestnian Tedcmical Committees of capacities and gaps in
the Civil Adminion; ii) consolidate these assments and key near-tm modfcations in
Civil Administ procedures and systems, keeping in mind the advantages of continy, and
devise emergency structures to assume public administrton responsiilities from the transfe of
autrity targeted for April 1994 and electons targeted for July 1994; iii) develop a phased action
plan for actua ake-over of functions, without inruptions in service delivery, and for
management of personnel from the Civl Adm aon; d iv) initiate a review and dicussion
of longer-term deprtment stcures as modds for public adminstation in a market-oriented,
private sector-based economy. Total spport for four Palestinian professionals and two support
staff for up to seven montis, as welt as short-term external assistance on "best practices", is
estimated at US$400,000. The World Bank and the European Union have agreed to draft a
working paper on this subject in order to catalyze ag_t on an agenda and work plan for the
task force.
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(g) Study Group on Civil Servioce Issues: this study group would work as a specialized
offshoot of the public adinion study group, to focus on the human resource, incentives,
and personnel management dimensions of the problem. Its objectives would be to: i) define the
most urgent senior-level civil service positions to be filed by Palestinians as a result of transfer
of administrative responsibilities, and develop a transparent and consensual short-term strategy
to identify and recruit suitable candidates, on the basis of technical competence and from the
widest possible pool of applicants; ii) develop options for the incoming Palesdnian authorities on
the personnel management and compensation policies of the new administrative entities, based
largely on fiscal sustainability and performance considerations; ii) define emergency training
programs focussed on refresher courses for exising or recent Palestinian numbent and
managerial workshops to devise mechanisms and procedures for smooth takeover of
administrative responsibilities; iv) manage a short-erm study (mcluding international
comparisons) on staff size and structure, personnel management policies and public service
compensation policy; and v) develop proposals for an interim civil service management entity-
e.g., a high-level office reporting to the political leadership - as the nucleus of a permnent civil
service management and oversight agency - to manage the medium-term transition from
emergency recovery adminiion to a more settled public aIministration. Support for two
Palestinian professionals and two support staff for eight months, management-level workshops
and for the civil service management study (including appropriate exten advice, logistics and
travel) Is estimated at US$200,000. Canada has offered financial support for civil service
management development.

.,) MFscal Policy Study: the OT have hitherto not had an independent fisca policy. With
the advent of self-govenment, some of the instuents of fiscal policy - on both the tax and
ependiture side - will immediately come under Palesdnian control. It is essental to identfy
the revenue requirements of the tax system, taking into acoount the Palesthiian authority's
decisions about government expenditure. This would be followed by an evaluation of alternative
tax policies covering direct and indirect taxes needed to reach tdat revenue objective. The
etmated cost of this study is US$80,000. It would be carried out in conjunction with technicd
assistance which is expected to be provided by the lMP in the area of tax policy and
admiitaion.

C') Study on Monetary and Curreny Arag ts: this study will i) evaluate the
implications of contnuing the present dual curre arrangement in the West Bank and Gaza for
the nex hree to five years; ii) carry out a cost-benefit analysis of alternative cuerency
arragemen, including: an independent monetay policy widh a Palestinin centrl bank; a
currency board, with all monetary emissions backed by reserves; and a monetary union, with
Irael and/or Jordan, on the lines of the CFA Franc zone in West Africa or the forthcoming
European Monetary Union; and ill) consider the implications of each alternative for seignorage
gaits, foreign exchange transactions, fiscal policy, macroeconomic stabilization, and
competitiveness. Ihe cost of this study is estmated at US$90,000.

() Palesdne Development Institute: the TA program would support the establishment of
an independent institute, provisionaly called the Palestine Development Institute (PDI), which
would undertake relevant economic policy analysis to support the new government in the
Occupied Territories. The objectives of PDI would be to: i) analyze economic policies for input
into the decision-making process of Palesdnian policy makers; ii) develop a cadre of well-traned
Palestnian policy economists; and ill) contibute to the national debate and help form a national
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consensus on economic policies. ht is suggested that PDI be a part of te govenmen, but with
an independent board of directors and separate sources of funding. In addition to carrying out
short-term studies for the transitonal govemment, PDI would embark on longerterm researc
which would provide an analysis of strategic and tactical options. The fust set of macroeconomic
policy analyses to be prepared by PD)I is expected to be funded by the Technical Assis
program and would be carried out in 1994. These studies could be carried out as part of PDrs
work program, once it is established, or they could be done separately if the establishmen of PDI
turns out to be slower than expece. Th estmated cost of the policy studies described above
amounts to US$0.6 million over three years. To help disseminate the results of new policy
initiatives and build consensus on them, the Economic Development Insftiute (EDI) is proposig
to organize a series of semminas jointly with the Palesdnian authorities. The estimated cost of
these seminars is about US$200,000.

(k) Palestinian Bureau of Statistic: the Palestinian Bureau of Stauistics (PBS) was
established in October 1993 tO become the nucleus of a central bureau of statscs for the
emerging Palestnian self-governing authority. The PBS has a board of directors which broadly
represents key economic policy decon-makers and researchers. With Norwegian financial and
technical support, the PBS has begun to create a masterplan to provide a genera direction for its
early activities. The masterplan will lay out PBS's objectives; map its overall strategy for
pfori the statistical functions for the emerging Palestinian self-govring authority; deie
on a statstical system embodying international stdards; specify priorities and iniald actes;
design he organizaional stucture; identify staffing and taiing reqem ; and design a
-trategy for obtaining and coornin ineatonal technical support Tecnical assistac under
is item would include tedhnogy and equipment acqswtion, the establishment of a Gaza office,

recruitment expenses and taning. Finally, under this task the physical transfer of CBS data
files, sample frames, maps and facilites located in the OT would take place. Te proposed TA
would faclitate the data transfer ftrough the acqiion of appropriate hardware, software and
consulng services. In additon, the TA would include dte evaluadon of CBS data and
tehnues. The cost of this acdvity is expected tO be US$250,000.

Q) Preparation of National me Accout: the proposed TA would support the
development of national income accoatng for the emerging Palestinian self-govenming area A
major part of the expense to be supported by the TA would be to hire an iternational speciaist
for a two-year period to oversee the establishment of the Palestina national income accounts and
to train staff in the expected national income accounting unit of the PBS. The cost of ftis activity
is estimated at US$400,000. Support for this activity may be provided by the IMP. Donor
funding independent of the Trust Fund may be forthcoming, possibly from Germay.

Pre Two Activities

(m) Pubic Information Stategy: creatng public awaess and support for the economic
development poLicies and progms ofthe new Palestinia slf-governig auhrity is an important
element in their successful implenon. This actvity would support a contract with media
consltants to design a public infomation stategy and a program of mliti-media materials to
explain the economic objectives and policies of the new auhority once elections have taken place
and the new government is in place. The estimated cost of this activity is US$250,000.
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(n) Trainng for Palesinian Managers In Civil Adndniaton: the new Palenian
authorities will inherit a Civil Ad a ion in which most of the top 600-700 docision-making
positions have been filled by Israelis and most of the 20,000 staff positions have been filed by
Palestinians. During the course of 1994 a task force will investigate the status of the civil service
and public adminiron and recommend policies for the new Palestinian gorernment One of
the concrete outputs of this task force is expected to be detailed recommendations for training
Palestnian managers to fill the positions vacated by senior Israeli goverment officials. Detais
of the training program will be known once the task force has completed its work. A notional
amount of US$1.3 million has been budgeted for this key activity beginning in 1995.

(o) Trade Policy Study: in addition to its importance for resource allocation and, hence,
economic growth, trade policy is crucial in the OT becase there are some stategic decisions to
be taken about the new Palesdnian entity's trade relations with its immediate neighbors. This
study would evaluate the options for trading arrangements with Israel and Jordan, their
advantages and disadvantages Cm qualitative terms) and the issues they raise. The estimated cost
of this study is US$90,000.

(p) Census Preparation and Implementation: there is a strong need for a demographic
cesus of the West Bank and Gaza, the last census having been conducted in September 1967.
A new census would also take into account Palestinian reurnees. Carrying out the census would
be a time-conuming and costly activity and requires thorough preparation. Preparation and
implementationof the census is expected to cost about US$S mlllion. It is epected that
r-'paration would take place during the neo few years and that the census would actually be
conducted in the 1996-1998 period. An international advisory body may be established to assist
PBS. Other needs include enabling legislation, comprehensive maps, training and team
orgaizaion. Several UN agencies, including the UNFPA, UNSTAT, ILO and UNDP, the IMP
and the World Bank, and the governments of the United States and Norway, among others, have
expressed an interest to support the censu activity of PBS. The proposed TA provides seed
mone for the PBS to sa the prepaion process, but it would be better to agree on a
comprehensive technical and financial assistance paccage, from preparation tough
implementtion, rather than piecemeal support The cost of the preparatory phase of this activity
is es d at US$300,000. Full imple in is expected to cost a further US$4.7 million.

(a) vIing Standards M nt urvy: there a; hree current sources of data on the
West Bank and Gaza Strip: i) Israel's Central Bureau of Statistics; ii) scattered indivi surveys
undertaken by various Palestinian researchers in the West Bank and Gaza; and iii) the FAPO
Study of 1992. These data are by no means as comprehensive as those that are collected from
Israel proper. For example, the last population census for the West Bank and Gaza Strip was
conducted in September 1967. Ihe quality of data from the West Bank and Gaza Strip is also
limited, paricularly since the beging of the h4fa in December 1987. As a first step in
updating the basic soo-economic database for economic policy maing, the PBS proposes to
carry out a multi-purpose household survey to be collected from a sample of swverl dusand
houselds in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Such a survey would provide deailed infomation
on a variety of socio-economic indicators to serve as a basis for iformed policy decisions and
to faciLitate analysis of the role and impact of various policies on the welfare of Palestiian
households. This survey would also serve as a major instrument for training Palesdnian staff in
data collection and analysis (in preparation for a full census planned for the late 1990s) and could
be adopted as the veicle for future data collection on many aspects of household behavior. At
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hils stage, the formulation and execution of the survey would contibut significandy to
institon-building by providing a major initial activity for the PBS. h simated cost of his
activity Is US$700,000, over a two-year period.

Phae wee Ativites

(r) Study on Renoring the Sodal Safety Net: this study would assess the exten and
intensity of poverty in the West Bank and Gaa and draw a profile of poor households In terms
of taeir soco-economic ch cs in order to desig a well-tageted social safety net. It
would take into account the nmer existg programs for helping the poor before propoig
additional adjustents. The study would evaluate options to improve the system of aid delivery
through either prmary governmental responsibility or a combination of public/UNRWA/NGO
efforts, taking into account the condted involvement of multiple aid sponsors. This study is
estimated to cost US$100,000.

(s) Iabor Markets Study: with a lage fractdon of peronal income and GNP coming from
work In Israel, and a large number of potenta reuees working in Jordan, the Gulf, and oher
countries in the region, an un of the labor market both In the OT and In the region
would be central for the formulation of Sittre policy. This would include the nection betwe
the labor markets In the OT, vis-a-vi Palesdnians; and the relationship between labor policies
and trade policy. Ihe study should also draw the implications of the various arrangmers with
respect to labor mobility on the return to education and on the private incentives to invest in
education and to migrate (m and out). The cost of this Phase Tbree study is estimated at
US$90,000.

Pi1andal Min, t and Auditing

2.29 Seo Strategy. Ihe sector stategy is designed to correct weaknss and deficiencies In
financia management and accounting which have arisen for histocal and other reasons. Palestnians
livng under occupgion, with the eception of those working in NGOs, have had litle opporunity to
exercise manageme responbiity in the public sector, specifically in areas of fncia managemen

treasury, budgeting and ibnf m systems. Different schools of accunting pactie In the
West Bank and Gaza, which follow the Jordanian and Brish practces, rpectively, and to a leser
extent, differences in the financial management and acoutng curricAa at univrsities in the Occupied
Territories have contrbuted to this problem. Accordingly, the accounting systems and budgetary
pracdces folowed by the municipalities are extremely weak, with primitive records and litte documentary
evidence, even in those few cases where the accounting activities are nn by able individuds. Public
sector financial managers in many cases do not have sadsfactry academic grounding in financial subjects.
In contrast, the accontg and financial management practces of the most important loca and faoe
NGOs are more autnomous, and their staff are better qualified and trained. These deficiencies need to
be rectfied as part of the assumption of self-governing responsibilty, in order to place public insttons
on a more self-sufficient financial footing and to take chage of the many public economic and finani
fumctions of a Palestnin governmnt.
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Te cal Asistance Prioes

2.30 Given the dearth of qualified professionals in public service and the lack of managerial
responsibility over the past 25 years, the first priority is to provide refresher taining in basic financia
management, accounting and auditing for managers in the public sector and quasi-public sector bodies,
including municipalities, universities, community colleges, schools and hospitals, wih at least a necessary
minmum technical backgound. A second priority would be to begin to train a cadre of government
auditors in order to provide a system of internal auditing, monitong, and control over the government
departments and agencies being established, which would have wccess to substatl public fonds, both
domestic and foreign. A thIrd priority would be to establish uniform acounting, budgetng and financial
reportng and conti systems for the municipalities, and to provide training in these systems for relevant
personnel. A fourth priority would be to establish standardized central government accountig, as well
as the iternal and extnal control instiuons within the executive and the legislative branches. This
would be followed by the enactment of adequate sandards and related training of the staff.

2.31 Ihe following paragraphs describe the five specific TA activities recommended for financia
management, accounting and auditing. In tota, the expected eost over the ne three years will be

USS2.0 million.

Phase One Activities

(a) Uniform Acunting System for Municlpalities: this activity has two parts. The first
-art consists of establishing the financial and budgetary situation - assets, liabilities, revenmes,
cost, tariff structures and operational results from the water, power and other utilities operadions
- at December 31, 1993 of the following municies: in the Gaza Strip, Gaza, Khan Yunis,
and Raf in fte West Bank, Ramallah, Hebron, Nablus, Bethlehem and Jericho. The second
part consists of the design of a simple, but informative, uniform accounting and budgetary system
wvAich woud be identical for aU municipalides in the OT. This system would include a unified
Chart of Accounts to facilitate the recording of trasacto Cm grating both the financial and
budgetar accounts) and theproduction of m Igful financial ments and inmation to the
municipies, mayors and other managers. The inegrted ystem shoud also be designed to
Srve the infrmation needs of PECDAR and donor agencies countries to d a he how the
funds received from those sources have been applied to the purposes of each loan or grant
ageement signed between PECDAR and the donor countries. In carying out the seond part
of this work, msulant would look in detail at the financial position of two -model-
municipalities in order to identify financial obstacles to placing mucipalities in the OT on a
financialy selfsufficient basis. In partioclar, the consultats would analyze the following: i) the
collection system for bad debts; ii) the strucure of municipal taxes; Hii) laws on tenant protection;
and iv) the adequacy of user fees for municipal services, including utiities. This work would
be coordinated with the nitl/orizan studies for water utlities and for electric power,
telecommunicatios and postal services which are to be carried out in 1994. The establsment
of the fiancil position of the muicipats at December 31, 1993 should be finished in early
1994, dependig on access to the required infmaion; the integrated system, by March 1995.
The esmated cost of this activity is $250,000. UNDP and USAID have expressed interest in
supporting activities to improve municipality management and the delivery of municipal services.

(b) Desig of a Model Structue of Cental Govemental Accounting, Intwral and
External Controls and Rd Standards: this activity will consist of three components. Ihe
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first would be the design of a model central general accounting stucture within the Finance
Deparment, headed by an Accountant General, in charge of: a) issuing accuting standads for
government departments and public sector entities; and b) consolidated recording of the public
sector accountg, regarding the assets and liabilities of the governent, and a National Financial
Information System on govemment and public sector rnsactons. The second component would
be structuring and instiutionalizing an internal control network in the govemment with the
purpose of issuing inernal control and intenal audit standards to be utilized thrughout the public
sector, to act as auditor of the executive branch of the government and to coordinate the network
of Inal Audit Units. The third coam would be the creation of a Palestinian National
Audit Office (PNAO), as the governments external, "ex post" cor!rol entity reporting to the
Parliament (National Assembly). The PNAO would issue extral audit and evaluation standards
and would audit all public resources from the viewpoint of compliance with established norms
and procedures, fiancial and economic performance and integrity, efficiency and effectiveness,
and compliance on legal maus. The timing of this activity would depend in part on the election
of a national legislative body. Ihe cost of the TA is estimated at US$0.4 million.

(c) Training Government Auditors: training a core group of 15-20 internal and exernal
public auditors to staff the Palestinian National Audit Office. Following modern audit practee
in the public sector, this team would be composed of graduates in acuntng, finance and
management, as well as engineers, economists and soeial scientists who were adequately trained
in accounting and finance. Candidt might be drawn from the staff of the curt Civil
Admir stration in control and finance areas and others with similar backgronds who may come
f om other sources. Candidates for this specific taing who did not already have suitable
professional credenis would attend an introductory seminar before enteing the audit training.
The seminar would cover the following topics: i) auditng and financial reporting In an accountiDg
environment; ii) multilateral organizations audit and reportng model; and iii) interational models
and schools of control in the modem public sector. The second part of the tr would cover
specific areas of interest and responsibility: i) banik and financial institutions; ih) fighting and
preventing corruption in risky and vulnerable environments; Hii) latest technologies in the Public
Sector Auditing (value-for-money, comprehensive audit); and iv) environmental audas (green
projects). It is expected hat a very limited number of graduates from these seminars may be sent
for specialized taing to programs mainained for foreign public auditors in countries such as
the UK, USA, Cnada, Spam, France, Sweden and other West counries. The cost of this TA
activity is esimated at US$0.5 million.

(d) Upgading Private Sector Accounting and Auditing Profesion: the main pUpof of
this activity would be to create a unified Palestin niute of Charter Accountants, woing
under inteional, professional and quality standards, and thereby consolidate the different
accounting associations which exist at present in the West Bank and Gaza, each with differt
entace requirements. A decision to this effect would be required. The new Insute would
include those currently affiliated to one of the two or tree accounting associt, and fiture
candides to be admiued in accordamce with conditions to be established. A professiona
accountncy practice law should be enacted to establish the conditions for general practice and
to the exten auditg practice. Tis law sud also regIlate entrance to the new unified
Instite. A Professional Accounting Committee shod be established with two representves
each from current aounting associations in Gaza and the West Bank, and rep ives from
a business school, the universities and the Finance Department of the government. A Code of
Ethics woudd also be enacted. Finally, the conditions for future entance into the new unified
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Inset would include, as already agreed in principle, in addition to any university dgee, two
years of proven practice in public accountin, and a rgoru eminaon on accounting theory,
accomunting and finci management practice, auditng, law and the fndations of economics
and flnance. Before this program can begin the profession would need to agree to utiliz
generly ap Interntonal accounng standards for the profeuion. Access to adeWq
training materials and trainers capable of conducting sesions in Arabic would be necessary to
train about 1,000 accountant in Gaza and the West BanuL Such materials and trainers may be
available in Jordan (where USAII) fiuded traig workshops on internaional standards in 1990
1991) or Egypt. The Palesnian countepats in this profesional field will ascertain the adequacy
and availability of such materias and trainers. An intrnationa accounting firm with trainin
professionals would be ened to carry out this activity. TUe cost is esimated at $125,000.

Phase Two Activity

(e) Triing PubUc Sector Stff In huanclal Maagement: Palesdnian public sector and
quasi - public sector entities - municipalities, hospitals, NGOs, schools and universities and
government depares and centralized institutons - have existed with constrained fiancial
resourcs for decades. With self-government, the expectations placed on these istit to
deliver services may rise faster than their income. To survive they will need to manage their
scarce financial resources more effectively. The proposed training is expected to take place in
two phases. The first phase, taining in the Basics of Financial Management, would be delvered
to a contingent of about 100 key officers from Gaza and the West Bank once these officials have
been appointed. This could be anydme from mid-1994 to early 1995. lhe second phase would
be developed and delivered in 1995 and 1996. The plan envisages a fonnal and complete
program m Financial Management and Performance Control. 'he program would be addressed
to a target group of 500 officers and would cover five different topics. Annex EM1 prese tho
prgram in detail. Each session would accept up to 50 officers, including those who attnded
the introductory course. Potential candtes would be selected from te Civfl hbnin
munipaliies, NGOs, etc., so that the fust cminge of 50 participants could initiate tho
program during the first half of 1995. This activity would inclde refresher training, as
ecesy for lecturers participating in delivering the program and the collection of instructional

maerias in Aabic and English The estimated cost of this activity is $0.875 million.

Pdvate Sedor

2.32 gnd. While the Technical Assistace program focuses on activities to support
infrstruure,human resour and goverment economic management, a critiW element in the success
of the overall program will be the role played by the prvate sector. Withou the development of the
private sector, any economic growth stimulated initially by the public sector-led, Emegency Assistnce
Program actviies would, in all likelihood, prove le. Public sector investment done wil not
be sufficient to boost economic growth beyond the short term and to create the conditions necesay for
long term growth Becamse of eventa public fincing constnt and limited govwe
adminisive and institutdional capacities, a development stategy based upon the development of the
private sector is the one most appropriate and most hley to lead to success for the emerging Paletinian
self-goveming authority.
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2.33 Elements of a Strate. In such a developmen strategy, the role of the public sector would
be limited to activities that cannot, by their nature, be provided by the private sector.' Such a focus
emphasizes the provision of basic economic and social infastructure and the establishment of a conducive
environment for the private sector. Ihe private sector would be exected to play the central role in the
produion and distribution of goods and services. Tbis centra private sector role is envisaged for
agriculure, uring, constuction, housing, commerce, finance, tourism and other service sector
activities.

Technica Assstance Piorites

2.34 InstitIons to suport the development of a well-fimctioning private ector odentd towards
export gmrth are now getting stuted in the OT. Public sector support for prvate Investment and
business actvity can take several forms, and can play an important role in boostig the incentive system
in which enterens oper. At the same time, there is a risk that these interventions could reduce
the discilining role of the markets and the link between pfomnce and profitabflity. The key is to find
interventions that are warranted by the specific economic conditions and to structure them so as to
enhance, rather than reduce, the role of markets. Two TA acdvities of a gener nature to support private
setor development across all sectors are currently planned, though more are expected to be added over
thf course of the next three years as the econmic policies of the self-governing authority takes shape and
as the private sector responds to changn opportunies:

(a) Support Systems and InslItutIons for BusTness and Exports: joining local consutants
with busine experience and expert it tiona consutants with records of export promotion
success, would provide the basic analysis needed to develop the institutions and set of public
sector interventioDs to promote private sector growt, with a special emphasis on small- and
medium-scale enteprises and eports, in an efficient and cost-efctive way. It would explore
lteraives in: i) trade development and trade prmoton, including producer and market-baed

product development and marketg schemes; h) trade finance, including export/import trade
credits, duty draw-back and temporary admission schemes; fll) financial incentives to encourage
product innovation and new market access, including tax credits, equity or convertible investment
cofinance, and perfbmn prizes; and iv) establishment of a piate m dards d
mechanisms for standards cerdfication and protection of intellectual property rights. The
objecdve would be to create an effectve, practical blend of official programs and institutional
support with small privately suppoed programs targeted at specific products and markets, which
could be supported by fiuther TA activiies from exten sources. The estmated cost of this
Phase One study is US$150,000.

(b) Diagnosc Study of the Inv _stmet Climate: this study would review the investment
climate in the OT and recommend policy, regulatory, legal and Instituonal measures to improve
the caacity to attract and promote irvestmL Since the OT presently lack a wel-developed
legal and insdionDal framework to aract imvesment, the study would focus on preeti
various policy and Intiutonal options based on the best practice of comutries which have been

,1/ is overl trate is laly consisten with, ad was drawn pn, tdt articulatd in the PLOs
F'ogiunasfr Dewlopru of dhe Paku" MNaonal Emsy for she Yeuw 1994-200, Excutv
Summ, yprpared by the Deartme of E _oomic Affs and Plamning, Tuis, July 1993.
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successu In attractig foreign direct investment and which might have simiar c s
(such as population, size, natural endowments, etc. to the OT. The study would ecommend a
detailed work plan to develop a long-tem strategy to attract foreign investment. This study i8
estimated to cost about US$70,000 and could possibly be carried out by the Foreign Invetent
Advisory Service (FAS), a joint venture of IFC, the World Bank and MIGA, in the second
Warter of 1994.

Agricutue and Flsherles

2.35 Sector Strategy. During the three-year emergency period, the overall sectora objectives will
be to mainin essential public services, improve essentW sectoral Infrastructure and lay the basis for
long-term policy, Institutional development and prepare for strucural reform, as described In puar. 3.257
- 3.264 of Volume I. Acknowledging the basic role of the private sector in the production and marketg
of agricultwurl products, the sector strategy would focus on advancing the policy dialogue with the lsaelis
on issues such as bilateral and international trade, the inteal transport of products and people, natural
resource access and management, and the adjustment of the reguatory and tax framework. Preparation
for such dialogue would asume a high priority. Similarly, defining and strengthening public functions
being transferred to Palestinian control should also receive priority.

Technical Assista Priorities

2.36 Ite technical assismce program to carry out this sectoral strategy would focus on developing
options end implementaton plans for sectoral policy and institional development. his would include
defining the role of and strengthening essental public services In such a way as to maintain the
advantages of the plurality of services without prejudicing future chamges in the role of the public sector
and agencies currently involved in supplying such services. It would also include assing the feasibility
of essential public infstructure invetments, notably public drining water supply, waste water
treatmt, rural roads and the expansion of critical works related to erosion conol and water infiltration,
as high priority sudies. These investments derive their priority from the ackmowledged lack of past
invesumet, their essenia functon in agriculture, the highly labor-Inteasive nature of most works (for
environmentl investments) and their benefit to large segments of the rural population. Given the
importance of the agriculuWal sector to the Palesdnian people, other studies for Improving access to
research results, suporti applied research and tesing selective new production techniques for the
private sector, and improving environmenta and resource management should be Implemented later after
the results of the sector policy, iniuona and agricultural trade studies have been completed.

2.37 A total of four TA activities, with an estimated cost of US$1.4 million, are proposed to help carry
out the sector strategy over the next three years. They are summaized In the following pagraph.
Other TA activities of direct interest to agriculture are covered elsewhere. These include a feasibility
study on well rehabilitaton, which is to be caried out as an urgent priority in the water sector; the
feaslbiity of a fishing port at Gaza, which is to be assessed as part of an overall pre-feasibility study of
the Gaza port in the transport sector; and the collection and analysis of agricultura statistics, which is
included in the establshment of a centra statistcal office collecdng data oA numerous sectors and
avoiding insiutonal prolifeation and the waste of scarce resources in the area of economic data and
statistics. AddWionally, the concept of the TA program as a roiling program with a regular reasessmet
of priorities will make it possible to take into account the large nunber of proposed agriculture-related
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TA activities in the data base prepared by the Palestinian Counterpart Team that are not prey ready
for consideration.

Phase One Activity

(a) Institutional and Seetor Polcy Study: PECIAR, in cooperation with the technical
committees, or other suitable Institions, would organize Palstnian swdy team supported by
foreign experts to review and design speciic aspects of future agtural sector policy,
institutionsand public tasks, with specic reference to polcy and isituona altives.
Outputs would include a general policy ramework, a new ssctoral orional blueprint, the
identification of buildings, equipment, stafig and trinung needs and budget implications, and
the identification of frther TA needs. The estimated cost Ii US$500,000 and it is expected to
be funded by the TATF.

Phase Two Acivities

(b) Agricultl Trade Study: this study would assess the implications of vaious
ltenative agricultural product trade regimes for the OT, not only with Israel and Jordan, but

also with other countries, including the Arab states, Eastern Europe and the EU. Ihe study
would assess how cdanges in the regulatory framework could improve trade and what spedfic
steps would be needed to support such trade. Ths study woud be codiaed witi the broader
tade study described about In para. 69, item a (iii). Mhe estimated cost is US$200,000.

(c) Olve Production and Proceing: this study would focus on two separate but lind
areas of olive culture, the single largest crop in the Cr. The first part would review what
posiilities exist to improve olive production, from exn tres thro Improved husbandry
practices, and whether future producdon cculd be improved by bItducing different sri of
olive trees in the (r. The study would use resarch materia fhom M h counries to
assess the tecical opos for the latter. The second part of the study would asses how tho
value added of olive production could be improved tough Improvemens in harvestig,
processing and mareting. The esdmated cost is US$200,000.

(d) Feasibit of 1sh Culure: given the rapid salnation of ground water in Gaza and the
Jordan Valley and the need to inrea protein availability, his study would comprise two parts:
i) a genera aessment of the environment in the OT for growing fish and identifion of
species with potental for culture in the (r, using Ifmatin from neighboring counties; and
ii) the imple ion of a pilot project in which one or more species of fish woud be cultured
to assess technical and economic feasibiliy, itonl argements and markets. The
estimated cost is US$400,000. Ihe governmt of Norway has exprsed an interest in pobly
funding such a study, perhaps in conjunction with the IFC.

Ebimd Sector

2.38 Sector Strategy. Ihe finanial sector in the OT lacks the vaiety and depth of financia
insftittons and ficial sevices to facilitate normal economic growth, as descried In Volume , paras.
3.238 - 3.252. Dramatic changes a required soon if t sector is not to constrain the eauly fl=ourig
of that growth. Dependi on political developmens and between Israel, Jordan and the
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Palestinians, as many as 10 new banks could open or re-open in the course of the next six months In Gaza
and the West Bank. lhe strategy to develop an efficient financial sector consists of three components.
The first would be to create the necessary legal environment and regulatory framework to accoe
the sudden increase in banking activity and to allow a sound commercial banking system to grow rapWly.
Second, it Is essential to build a more diverse set of financial institutions that would provide risk-sharing
mechanisms and increase the domestic supply of long-term savings. Third, the creation of a development
or investment bank could serve as a provisional mechanism to channel long-term funds to the private
sector in a way that supports, rather than preves the emergence of a sustainable domestic financial
system in the future.

Technical Assistance Priorities

2.39 1 echnical assistance to support implementation of the sector strategy would focus first on helping
to establish a common legal and regulatory framework covering commercial banks in Gaza and the Wes
Bank. At an appropriate time, this framework would be extended to other segments of the financi
sector, including currency exchange, the capita market, insurance and leasing. A second TA area would
be the establishment of a Palesinian banring authority to supervise market participants and promote the
growth of the sector. Bilatera negotations have been underay between the Israelis and Palestinians,
on the one hand, and the sraelis and Jordanians, on the other hand regarding future responsibiliy for
regaon of the banking sector in the OT and the respective roles of the Cental Banks of Israel and
Jordan or of the new Palestinian authorities. Given the dynmic, but uncertain nature and pace of change
in the sector, there is a need to embark now on a program of instution building and training of
Palestinrms on the assumption that Pilestinians will assume fidl responsibility for the financial sector in
the OT over the next few years. A final TA priority would be to encourage the provision of long-term
finance, initially through the creation of a development or investmnat bank hese TA actvies are
described in the following paraga.

Phase One Actiities

(a) Unified Legal and Reguatory Famewrk: banks in Gaza and the West Bank now
operate under different bang laws. In the near future, banks throughout the Occupied
Territories should operate under a single Banking Act and be supervised under a sigle set of
regulations. The Israeli Banking Act could provide the necesary unified frmewrk, but the OT
may wat to have their own banicng legislation, adapted to their own needs. This legislation
should be complemented by a set of regulations, which would be issued and monitored by a
Palestnian banking authority (see the following paragraph). As a first step, adapting and
adopting an existng banking law, or drafting one especially for the OT, should begin as soon as
the natre of Isaeli and Jordanian participation in the banking systm of the OT has been
established. However, the law ought to go beyond commercia bakintg to ncompass currency
exchange, investment banicng and securities, and leasing. The cost of such an exercise would
range between US$75,000 and US$250,000, depending on the extent to which an entirely fresh
start is to be made.

(b) Etablishmeot of Pstin Insttions for Banking and Monetay Isues: despite
negotations betwee Israel, Jordan and the Palestinians, final agreement has not yet been re -hed
on the ultmate scope of Palestinian responibility for the financial sector or the participation of
a Palestinian entity in regulation and supervision of banks operatng in the OT. The Cental Bank
of Jordan may assume formal responsibility for the solvency and supervision of Jordanian banks
which operate in the OT, at least for an kntim period. Nevertheless, the Palestinian authorides
should begin now to prepare to assume increasing responsibility for the fiacia sector,
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beginning with the establishment of an office to supervise banks dted and operating in the
Of. At somu point the government will have to play a role in reguating other f cial sector
actvities, such as leasing, investmen banking, securities markets and insurance. The approprate
level of reglaory intervention, design of an institdonal development program encompassing
the financial sector, and phasing of the program needs to be niDiated and designed in the next few
months, once agreement between the Palestis, Israelis and Jordnians has been reached. One
iscue to be addressed would be whether an appropriate regulatory stucure would cosist of one
central body or several, sector-specific regulatory offices. A Bank Supervision Office (BSO)
would be the kernet of future Palestinian financial institutions, which would grow in scope and
responsibility in line with political ageements and deveopments in the financial sector.
Eventually, it might become a central bank for the OT. As a first step to establish the ESO, four
to six qualified banking supervisors should be identified now from among the Palestinian
duaspora. If qualified regulators are not available, individuals with backgrounds in banking and
accounting should be selected and enrolled in an intensive training program. This program
should begin with professiona tWaining in bank supervision, such as the courses offered by the
US Federal Reserve Bank or the Bank of England. Ihese courses could be taken abroad or
possibly arraged to be delivered inside the OT. However, foreign training may prove to be
more cost-effective and would expose the participants to the experience of other banking markets.
The training should include extended visits to supevising agencies abroad. Similar taining for
one or two persons could be arranged with regard to the capital market, possibly with the US
Securities and Exchange Commission or with the Securities Inbdtry Board in the UK. A simlar
approach could be followed with insurance, leasing and other financial acdvities in order to
Aevelop a cadre of qualified individuals to supervise such activities, as the need arises and in line
with agreement to transfer authority over the financial sector to the Palesnian auhrities I.he
cost of technical assistance to design an institution-building prog for a Palestnian Banking
Authority, establish a Bank Supervision Office and train an initial group of bank supervis is
estimated at US$250,000.

(c) Creaton ofa Palestnian Development Bank: the creaton of a Development Bank is
metioned in the Delraion of Prnciples as a means to provide long-term lending for
investment. There are also stwng argument for the creation of a long-term credit facility to

eet the immediate needs for such credit in the Occupied Territories, and several proposas are
rently being discussed for the creation of such an institution. Among the central questions

related to the design of such an instiution are the issues of private/public ownership, instittona
strucure and market orientaion, interest rate policy and targeted lending toward preirred
sectors, such as housing and agriculture. International experience over the past four decades
clearly demonstrates that such nsttWt are successful when they are market-oriented, privately
managed, and do not engage in subsidized lending. These and other issues dealing with the
establishment of the bank would be the subject of a study which is excted to cost about
US$100,000.

2.40 The British and Swiss govenments have discussed with the Palestnian authorities their interest
to support development of the fioancial sector. ODA is presendy preparing draft terms of referece for
the fist two activities for further discussion widh PECDAR and the Bank. These TA activities could be
handled on a direct basis by the aid agencies of those govments or supported by the Trust Fund.
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Housing

2.41 Sector Strategy. The sector strategy for housing is descrbed in paras. 3.137 - 3.146 of Volume
I. lbe major issues in the housing sector are: (i) the high cost and constrained access to developable land
nea trun infastructre; (ii) the complex of issues reated to land development, property rights and tile
registration, land use and planning laws and regulations, and the limited autonomy of local governmens
over land classification and use, zoning and financial matters; (flf) the virtual absence of formal credit
for housing construction, additions or renovations; and (lv) the poor quality of the housing in the refugee
camps. The strategy for the sector emphasizes ways to resolve these problems and expand the supply
of developable, serviced land in urban areas, faclitat, the provision of credit to the sector and upgrade
substandard housing. Most important, however, is the resolution of the complex issues surrounding land
ownership and use. The overall goal for the sector is to create an institutional, regulatory and policy
framework that is supportive of the private development of land and housing. There is an urgent ned
to begin the process of developing a consensus on a sectoral stategy and an appropriate institutional and
regulatory framework that is supportive of private sector-led development.

2.42 Tecical A tance Priorities. Technical assistance In the housing sector should foAs= on the
instutional issues of land access and development, the establishment of a relevant policy framework for
housing and the development of a financial inastrucure for real estate financing. t should also assist
the government in developing policies to deal effectively with the housing needs of retuning Palestinians
and in developing a policy to deal with housing in refugee camps. The issues of land ownership and
conveyancing have been highly sensitive and politicized because of the occupation and must be tacled
first if p. ogress is to be made in the sector. These issues are part of a broader set of issues surrounding
land use, planning and development that are to be addressed in the urban planning study descred earler.
The four TA acdvities in this sector are expected to cost about US$2.4 million over three years.

Phase One Activitis

(a) Lud Use Regulion: this study would identify problems of land title and registaton,
and land use clasifcation, zoning and permitng at the local level in order to get a fix on the
availability of land, dynamics of the land market and ways to resolve the issue of land access as
an obstacle to development in a few selected, rep ve localities. It would also assess the
constaints to development at the level of the municipality, the boundaries now applied to severa
model municipalities and the approval process used for land tide, registration and transfer at the
municipal level in order to recommend a refom strategy. Finatly, it would identify measures
to reform urban plning laws and procedures and to enhance the capacity of government and
other institutions dealing with land issues to assume responsibility for development pI.
This study would take place before, or in close coordinton with the urban planning study
descred in para. 52, in order to avoid duplication. Such a study is eimated to co about
US$275,000.

(b) Houing Policy and InstItufional Development: this study would begin wih an
evaluation of the existing housing market and would then recommend a basic housing policy for
Gaza and the West Bank. It would address issues of high, medium and low income housing,
urban areas and villages, recommend the appropriate role of private and public sector market
participants, including those involved in construction, finance and reguation, recommend a
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suitable regulatory framework, including building codes, and appropriate measures to address the
problems of low-income housing. In particular, it woud highlight appropriate policies and
strategy to deal with the potential housing needs of returnees and a strategy to develop housing
in the refugee camps that is consistent with their future status and the realities and constraints of
integrating the camps into surrounding communities on a permanent basis. This study is expected
to take about one year to complete and to cost about US$1.0 million. This subject may be
covered by the USAID housing project in Gaza.

(c) Housing 1nance: this study would address issues which constrain the availability of
housing finance in the OT and in surrounding countries. The main topics covered would include
finance for house construction, whether new construction or the expansion/modenization of
existing housing, ontractors' finance and mortgages. In particular, it would assess the legal
issues, including foreclosure, which prevent the extension of mortgage credit and draft a
mortgage law. Ihis activity would be closely coordinated with the results of the pilot mortgage
program being supported by USAID. The cost of this study is expected to be about US$600,000.
Should the results of the analysis warrant, a full-scale housing finance program would be carried
out as a second phase. This would include the preparation of detailed institutional operating
procedures, mamnals, lending policies and legal documents to deliver a readyto-go program for
participating financial institions. It would also include training in the form of workshops in the
OT and training abroad for key actors in the housing and financial sectors to disseminate models
of marke-based housing finance. The full package of design and training may cost as much as
US$750,000. EDI has proposed to the Palestinian leadership a series of policy workshops to
4entify and build consensus on a key housing sector issues, including altenative financing
methods and housing policy, taking into account experience in other counties, includig those
in the region. Such a program is expected to cost about US$400,000.

Phase Two Activity

(d) Seminars in Housing Policy: Seminars on housing policy would be carried out in 1995
once the policy study has been completed. The estimated cost of these and other policy seminas
is US$400,000.

Legal Affairs

2.43 Curmnt Situation. Previous analysis of the legal framework for economic activities in the West
Bank and Gaza has revealed the magnitude of the need for legal reform, both as to the substantive and
procedural laws and regulations as well as the institutional arrangements for their enforcement and
adjudication. As a prerequisite to reform, there is a need for compilation, clarification and harmonization
of the body of laws in the Territories. I Although sharing a heritage of Ottoman and British Mandae
law, the laws of Gaza and the West Bank have evolved differently since 1948. Until 1967, the West
Bank participated in and, to a certain etent, continued thereafter to benefit from Jordanian legal
modenzation and reated jurisprudence. Gaza has seen virtually no post-Mandate reform but was

Use of the term law- in this contx shod be udesood to include islative meau, codes,
regultons, ndes, directives, orders, proclamados, court or administatve procedures and rues and
al other prescitos issued by an authority and havig the effect of law, regardless of the ident of
the hoidty.
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intluenced by Egypdan jurisprudence from 1948 to 1967, particularly in the area of contract and reated
commercial obligations. In Gaza, many aspects of Egym law particlarly in the area of conac,
were introduced as court-made rules. Tbis also occurred In the West Bank, but to a lesser extent. These
court-made rules also must be compiled, published and compared. Israeli Military Orders and the
directives and procedures of the Civil Adminisatn, generally tatgeted to very specific needs, have not
been comprehensive legal reforms and have not always been consistent for both Territories. While many
of the older mandate codes, the Jordanian laws and to a certain exte, the Military Orders, have been
compiled by one group or another, there has been no systematic effort to collect, compile and publish,
in one work, all the laws applicable.

2.44 Due to consty changing ci s since 1948, there has bee no comprehensi
comparison of the laws as between the Terrtories, particulady for economic and commercal affairs.
Such a comparison Is needed to identfy conflicts and gaps and thereby specify an agenda for
harmonization. Finally, for the avoidance of confusion and to buRd public confidence in a rule of law,
the compiation of laws should be published.

2.45 Modernization of the laws is also needed. In many areas, such as busiess entry and exit,
regulation of trade and competition, land use. tax and foreign investment, current laws are perceived as
a constraint to economic development. In other areas, such as banking, inuramce and secuties, laws
are lackng or inadequate. Although reform of major laws would have to be based on the results of
ongoing Palestinian-Israeli-Jordanian negodations, there is a need for early refom, particularly in the
area of busness entry. Such reform would not compromise ose negodations or pr-determine priorities
for reguatory acdon that should be left for later decisions by Palestinian institutions. Palestinians need
to proceed with the formation of companies and the searing of licenses for performance of
commercilrmdustrial activities if they are to assure themselves a fair share of the contracts under up-
coming development programs. There is an immediate need to put in place a customer-fiendly
procedural system which would encourage enterprise formation, ensure that licensing is made according
to pro-determied conditions and that these conditions are mainaed i accordance with relevant
tecdhical/environmental standards.

2.46 In sum, clarification, and of the laws applicable to both Terriories,
wh immediate priority to enomic matters, are prerequisites for the development of the stable and
cohesive legal system neesary to foster economic growth

2.47 Seator Sta. In view of the complexity of the dr descied above, the overall
objectives and strategy of technica assistance in the 1994-1995 perid would be to fous on the basics,
establishing the foundations for a stable, t em and popularly accepted leg system capable of
encouragig the gwwth of private sector-led nmket economy. IThe practical goals would be the
compilatin, cladfication and Iz of existing laws, publiaton of legal information to achieve
public awareness and accta and nion of the legal regine as the new system achieves
substantive and adini competeny. Compilation and publication of the laws, rules and
procedus, itself a formidable task, is a necessary prerequisite to building a solid legal framework for
developmet. At the same time, streamlined business entry and licensing provisi need to be agreed
upon and implemented so as to encourage Palestinin participation. It is anticipaed that these tasks can
be completed in one year.
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Tecnlal Asdssa Prirites

2.48 The aces descrbed below would begn in Phase One. The esdmated cost of US$0.8 million
covers the flst year only. Given the evoluonary nature of tlhe legal regime, itis exeed atacdvites
in later phases would be geared more to development of situional caity, i.e., the contned building
of legal pracde skills, human and physical resources. Ihe precie nature of these later actvities camot
be desied in detail now. However, it is intended that the work done now wil establish a base for later
work. Ihe compilaton, pub;.,ation and business entry mod on should be done in a manner at
pemits continued updating.

Phase One Acvities

(a) Legal Inventory and Pubicaton: the first st would be to compile and inventory all
laws in Arabic from all available texs in whatever lanue available. Particular emphasis in
the compiladon should be given to businescommercial laws in the followiLg fields: company
law; bankruptcy law; contract law; propety law; real estate law (including titling, regisaion,
etc.); potection of intellectal property; es law (secured transacdotns, including mortgages,
liens, etc.); leasing securities law; law of negodable instrme (checks, notes, etc.); banking
law; privae accountg and auditing; fancal discosu reuireme and investor protecdon;
insurace; competition law; customs law; tax law; labor law; commercial diue seement
mecb ans d pwcedue; public prmauet reuaons; civi and criminal pens for
vilationf bun laws; product iablity; vinmw law; and oganiaon of profio
(lawyers, notaries, regr, teachers, health woes, etc.). The second step
would be to compile an inventory of the available jursprudence and commentary on the laws
compiled. Thereafter consultants would cassify the legal measures according to the diffeent
weas of substantive law and compare the various mesures applicable to each Terrry, noting
the difrences as well as areas where there are gaps; the comparative analysis would include
cosideration ofthe istitton (courts, municipal adm private, nonofit associtons,
etc.), their eist jursdiction and prcedus; proposed meamures for uniicaton of the legal
regulaton and areas deemed of priodiies for rglatory action. Finally, as soon as practicable
publication and d on of the inventory would commence. This activity could be
undertaken in coopation with te law faclies of one or more unhsies with strong Middle
East resources. Idealy, this actvity would be contacted to one insiuon which would be
encouraged to sctract to obtain the broadest possible mix of skldls and experience. The
esmated cost of this activity is US$0.7 milion.

(b) Procedures for B _ Entry: with the assistance of local Palestinians in the
municipalities and the Civl Adminiron and with the advice of local businessmen, consulats
would design and recommend simple, speedy and transparent business entry registration and
licensing aimed at encouraging simple enterprise formation and operation. They wodd also make
recommendations for and assist in updating and revising the system for registration of businms
enties. Finally, they would reommend trainig for Palestiians to admitr the steamlined
business entry, rettion and licensing system. his tak would take about four months to
complete. It is estimated to cost about US$50,000. A contingency of US$50,000 has been
included to assist in the equipping and staffing of the proposed licensinglregisrion office in
1994.
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Tourism and Cultural and Natural Resources

2.49 Sector Strategy. 'The Occupied Territories have historically been a major site for local, regional
and international toudsm in conjunction with religious pilgdmage traditions of the Jewish, Christian and
Ilamic faiths. Since 1967, the Palesinian share of the tourist market and the number of Arab-owned
hotels, tourist agencies and tourist bus companies have remained virtualy constant, due to restrictions
on licenses issued by the Israeli authorities and an unfavorable investment climate, while the lsraeli share
has dramatically increased. In 1992, the Higher Council for the Arab Tourist Industry (HCATI) was
organized to support and coordinate development of the Arab-owned tourism sector in Gaza and the West
Bank. The Palestinian tourist industry has a signficant potentia for the generation of income and
employment in the Gaza and the West Bank if it is developed in a planned manner: that is, fully sensitive
to emvironmental conditions and the conservation of cultural heritage and respectful of local social and
religious culture. Over the next three years, the strategy would be to focus efforts on the establishment
of an administrative framework for the sector, to set standards and monitor service quality, and to cary
out a detailed assessment of the opportunities and constraints to furthe growth of the sector. This could
lead to the creation of a Palestinian Touist Authority, peas based on the HCATI, to form an effective
public sector/private sector partnership. The emphasis on tourism planning would focus on avoiding
many of the environmental, cultural heritage and social problems that have occurred with development
of the tourism sector in Mediterranean countries. In the medium term, emphasis would be given to the
support of public and private sector investments to provide the infrstructure for tourism development
and privately financed tourist facilities. Because of the crucial role of the local cultural and natural
heitage as tourist attractions, particular attention would be devoted to development of a management
framework and structure for the conservation of cultural resources, including archeological sites,
historical places, areas of significant veacular architecture and natual parks and protcted areas. The
Technical Committee for Archeology is expected to coordinate cultural resource management activities.

Technical Assistance Priorities

2.50 Over the next three years, technical assistance would support the above strategy through the
development of an institutional framework for the sector and a detailed plan to resolve the constraints that
have hindered past Palestinian investment. The total cost of TA activities is US$1.2 million, as described
in the following paragraphs. TA would also support design of an instiutional structure to conserve and
manage cltural and natural resources in the OT.

Phase One Activities

(a) Creation of a Tourism Promotion and Oversight Body: as a first step, technical
assistance will support the development of a Palestinian Tourist Authority, which would provide
a cooperative structure for public and private interests to promote and develop this important
element of the economy. This activity would carry out a study to design an effective
private/public institutional structure, perhaps based on the newly formed Higher Council for the
Arab Tourist Industry, which would have the following responsibilities: i) prepare basic policies,
legislation and guidelines for sectoral growth ii) prepare the comprehensive tourism development
strategy (see itm (b)); iii) coordinate the preparation of promotional literaure and activities; (lv)
evaluate infastructure requirements to support the effective development of the tourism industry;
(v) lobby on behalf of the industry; vi) assess personnel requirements for the tourism industry and
develop plans of action to meet these needs; and vii) recommend measures to minmize the
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adverse impact of tourism to the environment, cultura heritage and traditional sc values. It
is esmated that the cost of this Support would be about US$1SO,000.

(b) Comprehemive Tourism Stategy: as a second step, TA would support preparation of
a compreheosve study of the potenta for tourism development in Gaza and the West Bank. lTis
study would provide a detailed analysis of constraints and outine a seras of alterative tourism
development scenaios. The plan would evaluate the actions needed to provide for tourim
infrastructure (water, wastewater, solid waste, ortan, etc.); manage and develop tourist
desdntons, including archaeological and historical sites; resolve the obstales to private sector
tourism investment, such as permits, service standards and taxation; and inste training to
develop adequate personnel for the tourism industry at all levels. Te prepation of the study
would be coordinat with complement actes supported by the TA program, including the
development of an Environmental Action Plan and a Cultral Resources Management Plan.
Preparation would be carried out by ajoint team of Palestinian and in ational consltants under
the suPervision of the HCATI. It is esmated ta the study would take 12 months to complete
and cost about US$350,000.

(c) Cultural Rsurces Management: development of an orgnization for management and
conservation of cultural resources in Gaza and the West Bank. As a first phase, this acvity
would design an istii nl structure, basic policies and guidelines as they relat to the
preseration and management of cultural resources, an administratve structure and genera
operaing procedures, a prelimary work program, a budgeting and accountig system, a
coordination mechanism with municipal governments and other organizations involved with
cultural resources management and traiing in administation, program planning and technical
topics for designated personnel. Terms of reference for this activity have been prepared by the
Technical Committee for Archaeology, which would coordinate this activity on an interim basis
unl a cultura resources management organization is officially established and could assume
resosbility for is management. It is emated ta the cost of the fist phase, including
trining, would be US$200,000. The second phase of this activity would compile an inventory
of archaeological sites, historical places, areas of significant vernacular architecture and other
sies of inpotace to Palestinian cultura heritage. This inventory would be compiled on a
standardzed data base and plotted on maps with the use of a geographic Information system. The
inventory would be based on a field survey focused on a limited number of areas with priority
given to those areas under the greatest pressure from public and private development activities,
including the redevelopment of land in historic urban areas. It is estimated hat the cost of this
inventory would be US$300,000.

Phae Two Activity

(d) Parks and Protected Area Management Plan: development of a management plan,
insutonal capacity and appropriate lgislation and policies covering parks and protected areas
in Gaza and the West Bank. The system developed by Israeli authorities would be reviewed and
recommendations would be made concerning additional areas that may be considered for
protection by the Palestinian dmini ton. would also evaluate which areas would be suitable
for potenti reforestion and afforestation. It is estimated that the proposed activity would cost
US$200,000.
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M. Progra Implementation and Magement

Implementation Arrangements

3.1 The capacity to implement the proposed Emergency Program will be the singe most Important
fictor in dtmig whether the substandtal technical and financial asssa being provided by the
international community is used effectively and rapidly to achieve the objectives of the Progra.

3.2 Ihe Occupied Tertories are unusual in hat there are no organized Palestnian slf-governmen
bodies outside of the municipalies to decide policies and carry out programs. After 27 years of
occupatin, the Palestians undetandably wish to assume responsibility for their own affairs, including
decdsion-making responsibility in economic matters. For this reason, the formation of the Palestian
Economic Councl for Development and Recoucton (PECDAR) was annonced on November 4,
1993. s PECDAR is expected to focus initly on thr priry functions: i) mulatg econoic
policy and public expenditure priorities; ii) coordinatig and gft the flow of extea assisace;
and iii) managing and monioring the extensive acties fianced through such assise. An Office
of Project Maagement has been established to superi the imple tn of investment projects by
varius implementing agencies, and an Office of Technic Asistce and Training has been set-up to
handle all TA that is not direcdy related to project impl The Projec Mmagement and
Technical Assistance Offices are expected to act more as designers of their respective programs in the
longer term, than as actual project managers, and to monitor implemennglezeg agencies in their
contractua perfrmance to actually cary out each TA activity or project. Idealy, these two offices
hould be one because of the close relationship between TA activites and investmen projects in the
physica and social infiatructu. As separate offices, they will need to coordinate very closely.

3.3 How actively and profoundly PECDAR intends to participate in the management of projects in
the long run is not known, but, for at least the next few months, its effective capacity to participate
actively in management is likely to be rather limited. Moreover, its objecdve over ihe longer-term is to
guide economic development and monitor specific activities rather than to become immersed in the
management of those activities. Thus, if the Palestinian leadership wishes to iniiate donor-financed
activities quickly, alternative mechanisms must be found, parularly in the short term, beyond the direct
management and cotrol of specific projects by PECDAR mecasm that satisfactorily balance the

l el desire for domestic political control of the process with the need for effective and efficient
project implementation.

3.4 Fortnately, substantial capacity already exists within the Occupied Terriories to carry out the
TA activities descried in this report. Local bodieg (mcluding municipalities, universities, chambers of
commerce and otier, largely private, entities), UN agencies, local and inteional NGOs, and the Israeli
Civil AdminiIon now execise varying implementation capacity and authority in their respective
spheres of operational responsibility. The future positon of the CA is partuarly unclear. The CA
employs more than 20,000 Palesinian workers and, leaving aside any polital issues, could be the
fndation of the future civil service. Although some of its departments (agriculture, health and
education, for example) seem to be largely managed by Palestinian employees, there are other
deparments where Israelis now exercise aU policy making and decision making authority (for example,

I aFor a desciption of PBCDAR and its expectd role and rs , see pius. 4.3-4.11, Volume L
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direct tation and budgeting). How quickly the CA could become an effective Palestnian civil service
is unknown at present, and Its implementation capacity, tierefore, cannot be taken for graned.

3.5 The likely slow start-up of PECDAR, the uncer futue role of the CA, the existence of
efective, altemative Implementation capacity, and the sheer volume of the work to be done if concrete
results re t appear in 1994, suggest that it will be necesary t utilize the existing capacity of mutiple
Implementing agencies, under the umbrella of PECDAR, as the apex body that sets the overall policy
famework and has ultimate responsiliy. Alteatives need to be explored.

3.6 Ihe moat practical alternative to deliver the TA Program according to the agreed timetable is to
delegate iplementation to a number of capable local and interational bodies, each with demonstrated
capacity in respective field of operation, accountable to PECDAR or to its representative. Such bodies
include the existing UN agencies that operate in the OT, local and intenational NMOs and other
tecically compett organizations that might not be present in the OT but that could mobilize rapidly.
The latter would also include Palestinian and non-Palestinian private sector companies, particdularly dtose
with substantal Middle Eastern con tig and project manaement ueprti. An efort has been made
to Identify the most suitable local implementing agency for each TA activity. These agencies are listed
in the sectoral tables that constitute Anex 1. In addition, funds wil be provided through the ERP to
enable PECDAR to contract with a quaified consuting firm to supervise prociuement and
monitor the implementation of investment projects for municipal roads and water supply, electricity, solid
waste, road trant and telecommunications.

3.7 Tis aproach is in line with the oudine of PECDAR's proposed operating procedures and reflects
a realistic sessment of PECDARVs direct implement capacity, especially in the shortterm. While
it begins the slow process of instiution bulding, PECDAR needs immediate capacity to sign contracts,
receive funds and handle di. Technical assistnce is being provided to assist PECDAR with
the insallation of finacil manement and inormadon systems (which can be purchased) and the
raining of its personnel, and others, In project anaysis, project management and innational
proment practices (see desrptions in parm. 2.29, iems d and e).

3.8 Given the lack of borrower experience with international donor-financed technical assistance
activities, and the likelihood of cautious decision-making by a new administration with incomplete
governing authority, Implementation is expected to begin gradually.

3.9 The TA actvities, their estimated costs and expected sources of funding, are described in the
appropriate section on each sector and in the sectoral tables in Annex 1. All procurement for acfivities
to be financed by the World Bank-ned Technical Assistance Trust Fund for the Territories woUld
be accordig to World Bank procrement guidelines, as described in the following paragraphs. Activities
within the TA program that may be financed by other donors would be procured according to the
respective procurement reguladons of each donor.

3.10 The small amount of equipment and materals to be financed from the TATF funds would be
procured in accordance with the Bank's Guidelines for Procurement (May 1992). Manufacturers in the
OT compeing under iternational competitive bidding (ICB) would receive a preference in bid evaluation
of 15 percent of the CIF price or the prevailing custom duty applicable to nonexempt imports, whichever
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is less, provided they can pwve thd the value added to the product in the Occupied Territories exceeds
2o pet of ex-factDr bid price. No civil woris areepected to be flanced.

3.11 Equipment and materilWs to be finaced by the TATF wiU consist Of limited mumbers of computer
systems, peripheralsand software, office and classroom equnipe, and training aids and related supplies.
Contracts for equipment and materials estimad to cost mor than US$200,000 equivaleat each will be
procure through ICB, using the Banks Standard Biddig Documents modified to suit the requirements
of individual project packages. Contacts for office and classroom equipment and supplies are likely to
be won by local suppliers. Intational shopping with at least three quotations fom three eligible
ounries will be used for contracts ested to cost less than US$200,000. Loca shopping wiUl be used

for offth-shelf items costing less than US$50,000 per package.

3.12 The general policy of the TATF wiUl be to provide financial support for TA activities that result
in specific outputs, such as policy and feasbility studies and reports, desigp and delivery of trainig
programs, the preparation and imp oof specific sectoral Investment programs, and the like, and
not to finance recurrent com. (ndeed, a separate speciaized trust fund to support the ona and
start-up costs of Palestinian centra government authres is prsesny being established with donor
funds.) With regad to Intitutio-building activkies, th TATF will prefer to provide support for the
s-tup and early opertionl expenses of a new instution, such as the Palestinian Bureau of Statistics
or the Palestine Develpment nsttute, by covering the cost of specfic acdvites being carried out and/or
managed by that org3nzatlon, as well as a reasonable and fair proporion of the orgaization's start-up
and overhead expenses (management, staff mi n, eipmt purchases, rent and utilities) that
a directly related to the delivery of those outputs. Thus, for example, the Trust Fund would propose
to provide support for the establishmt and operation of the PDI by fuing some of the macroeconomic
studies rathet than by a subvention to PDrs operatng costs.

3.13 The vast majoriy of TA acvies financed by the TATF are expected to be conslting
assignmets involving both local and inrnationl specialist fims and individual cosltants. Some will
be hired direcdy by PECDAR, but most will be engaged by implementing agencies under the supervision
of PECDAR. he selecion of consultats wiUl be in acrdan with the Gudelines for the Use of
Co,wdtan* by World Bac Borwers and by the World Bank as Erewang Agency, usimg a standardized
Letter of viation (LOl) and the World Bank's Sample Form of Comtract for Consultants' Services for
the standard form of contract used when the Bank is the Eecuting Agencyl. The estimated cost of
idid conoling assignments would range from US$1,000 per man-month to as much as US$20,000
per man-month for a shot-term of an internatonally recognized expert. TIe estimated cost
of the consug and project management conacts described in this report ranges from US$15,000, for
a one-month assignment, to US$4.1 million, for a major multi-year contract to manage the US$108
milLlk electric power investment program in Gaza and the West Bank. Specific consulting assignments
have.-. A descred in detail in the sectoral writ-ups on TA activities.

3.14 Becase of the unsa economic circumstances of the past 25 years, there are many experienced
indivIdual consultants in the OT but few qualfied fims or organizations with interaional experience.
In such cir , there is a strong general case to link local consultants in assignments with
international firms so that they can rapidly gain additional perspective and experience. In subjects such
as economics, water, agricultre and transport the expected participation of local consultants in TA
project assignments is exected to be high. In other specialist areas, such as electric power or
telecommunications, where there has been little Palestinian participation or management of sectoral
activities inthe past 25 years, foreign consultants are expected to carry out a large part of the work,
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although with the maximum local iput reasonably posible. In order to build local consulting cpaity,
it Is intended to ensure that available local expertise is used to a maximum, as provided for In the World
Bank's CoD8ultant Guidelines. It is eet that local consultan will subcontract with itenaiond
fims, or participate in consulting alliances or joint venares. Trning services will be obtained mosly
through consulting organizatons contracted under the TA program or tbrough specialized UK agencies,
such as ILO, UNSTAT, UNESCO, UNICEF, UNRWA and UNDP. A pardcular emphasis of the
program will be to direct tie desip and delivery of taining activities through local institutions and
companies so hat they can develop speiaizations in specific areas and provide a new level of
commecial demand for consulting services that wil encourage the formation of consultng fms.

3. 15 Due to the recent establishmet of PECDAR, and the lack of inteaional procurement experience
among the local agencies that will carry out many of the TA activiies, knowledge of internatiovq4
commercial practices and the World Bank's procurement procedures is limited. (A first step to remedy
this situation was made with the participation of more th 50 municipality engineers in a procement
seminar sponsored by PECDAR, and delivered by World Bank and ILO procurement specialists, in late
January 1994). As a further measure, all procurement activities under the Emergency Rehabilitation
Project and TATF-ftded tecical assistance activities will be coordinated by PECDAR, which will
establish a Procemen Unit responsible for: i) coordinaing and monitoring al procueme activities
of the Implementing agencies; ii) tking actions required by te prior or post review provisions of the
Grant Agreement; iii) conductng or monitoting all ICB and technical assistance-related procurement; and
iv) maintainin the records required for accountability in the use of TATF funds. In these endeavors,
the PECDAR Procurement Unit wil be assisted by Managing and Procuremnt consultants satisfactory
to the World Bank. To ensure compliance with the World Bank's procurement guideines, all contracts
and all consultant appointmens above US$100,000, witl be subject to prior Bank review. Al other
contracts will be subject to selective ex-post review by World Bank staff. Al TORs wil be subject to
prior World Bank concnem, irrespective of the conract amount. These limuts would result in a prior
review of more dtm 80 percent of total procurement World Bank staff would review and clear all
consultant contrat activities in advance, and substandial staff time would have to be budgeted for
procurement-related issues.

3.16 Procurement information would be collected and recorded as follows:

(a) Prompt repordng of contract award iormation by PECDAR.

0) Comprehensive quarterly reports to the World Bank by PECDAR indicating:

(i) revised cost estimates for individual contracts and TA activities;

(ii) revised timing of procurement actions, including advertising, bidding, contract
award and completion time for individual contracs; and

(ii) compliance with aggregate limits on specific methods of procurement.
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Monitorng and Evaluto

3.17 An anmnal work plan and budget for dhe TA program as a whboe, bast on the es_matd budget
for each TA activity to be carried out durig that perxd, would be prepared by PECDAR and agreed to
by the World Bank The Implmetio of thee anual work progms would be montored trou
quarterly progress reporu prepared by PBMAR and by gar supervision misions. lho contet of
the quarterly reports would be agreead at negotiations. As aew TA activities ar identiled and agreed
during the course of th 1994-1996 period, work plans and budgets for each acivity would be agreed
between the Implementing agency, PECDAR and the Bank. The fist quarterly progress report for the
period up to March 31, 1994 would be prepared by April 30, 1994, and at quaterly intrvals tereer,
and would be submitted to the World Bank for review. The World Bank would make these and other
reports avaiable to the donor agencies that have contributed to the Trust Fund.

3.18 PECDAR and the World Bank would carry out a joint semi-annual review of progress in
implementg the TA program during the previous six months. The first semi-annual review would focus
on progress of each component during the previous six mot against the work plan, agreement on a
revised work plan and budget for the next six month and, would recommnd proveme in program
desig and plementaton. Review of the first six month's opains would tak place in mid-1994.
A final review of program impi on would be held wthin six month of the end of 1996, or within
six months after project completon, whichever comes later. Tehnical specialists fom interested
cofinancn agencies would be invited to partcipate In the p reviews on an annual basis.
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IV. Poram Cost and Fuding

- cost

4.1 The estmad cost of the four compoents of the TA Program s about US$75 million over the
thre-year perd 1994-1996, as s mized in th folowing tloe.

CsmM=le Tobl Cos
US$ Milon

nstiuon Building & Taining 27.0
Projec Preparaion and mplementation Asstac 29.7
Policy Studies 11.0
Feasibilty and Prefeaslbility Studies Q

Total 75.7

Prograv Fundn

4.2 Mhe TA program is expected to be funded by some US$34 milion in rources made availa
though the Tehica Asitance Trust Fund for the Terroris and colat oulta ust funds
adminsted by the World Bank, as well as addtiona nds which may be prvided dirctdy by
ndiidal dowr agencies for specific TA aces.

Technia Aste Trt Fund for the Territores

4.3 Thrtee biateral doos (Austra, Caads, Demnark, Finland, srel, Itly, Japn, the
Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Sw *it nd, the United Kigdom and the Unied Sta) and theEuron
Union have pledged a tot of US$31.6 mli to support the techcal a activiies in the OT.
Those fuds, which r being made avalable on an unded basis, are being placed in the TA Trust Fund
for the Terories, which wa fomally estished by the Word Bak's Board of Executa Dieco
on Ocbr 19, 1993. Pledges r awaited from svea ohr countrs. TMe Trs Fund woud be
administered by th World Bank Grant A have already kien signed covering a total of US$22

* millwn equivalent, Agr concernig t bDalne are presendy under review by the don. In
addion, Denmark and Norway have each donated an additoa US$1 million equiaent to the Danish
and Norwegian Consultant Trust Fund, respectively, which ar administered by t Wodrd B These
amounts have beeamarked for the provisio of tachnical assistace from those countries to the OT
on a tied basis.
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4.4 Table 1 shows the current status of pledges made to the Trus Fund since October 1993:

Table 1
Pedges to the Trust Fud for the Territories

(million currency uis)

Amount Pled _
National USS Status

DMno fmenmy of Pledg

Austria ATS 20.0 1.6 Letter of Agreement signed
Canada CAD 1.5 1.1 Underdonorreview
Denmark DKK 6.5 1.5 Letter of Agreement signed
European Union ECU 2.0 2.4 Under donor review
Finland FIM 6.0 1.0 Lter of Agement signed
Israel US$ 2.5 2.5 Under donor review
Italy lTL 5250 3.0 Ler of Agreemet signed
Japan lPY62,900 5.0 Lette of Agreemen signed
Netherlands NLG 2.0 1.0 Letter of Agre _mt signed
Norway NOK 15.0 2.0 Letter of Agreement signed
Sweden SKr 12.0 1.5 Under donor review
Switzerland SwF 3.0 2.0 Under donor review
United Kingdom GBP 1.35 2.0 Letter of Agreement sign
United States US$ 5.0 5.0 Lewer of Agreement signed

Total Pledged L

4.5 As a part of the Emergency Assistance Program for the Occupied Territories, the Trust Fund is intended
to disburse fully over a thre-year period. Given the unusual circumstces of the OT and the need to establish
many new situtons when the sources of govenvmental revenue are still being negodated, the Trust Fund would
fnance up to 100 percent of the cost of consulting services and of foreign or locally maufacuured equipment.
All disburme applicaions in respect of conts above US$50,000 would need to be fully documented. For
cntract valued at less than US$50,000, ds e would be made against Staements of Expende from
a Specia Acount. Supporting d non in respe" of such expenites would be retained by PECDAR
for a period of not less than three years for review by World Bank supervision missions and indepedent auditors

61 In addition, Desmark has contrbuted DKK 6.5 million (US$1.0 milion equialt) in ied f ,
eamrkd for use in the OT, to the Danish Cadtat Tmat Fund at the Wodd Ban

V In additon, Norway has conbuted NOK 7.0 mili (US$1.0 mlion equivaln) n tied fiuds,
earmared for use in the ar, to the Norwegian Consultant Trust Fund at the World Bank
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acceple to the World Bank. Disbursement would be according to the standard tms spcfie in th
Dkubwwae Handbook published by the World Bank and dated 1986.

4.6 To e Imple ttio, PECDAR wll establish a Specill Account at a bank acceptable to the Word
Bank to be operad as a revolg find for advances from the Trust Fund. The account would be funded with
an ial deposit of US$1.0 million equivalent from the Trust Fund, on presetation of a withdrawal applicatim
and replenished on a quarterly basis, or more frequeny if required. e Dey Managig Diector of
PECDAR, as well as the Directors of the Project Management Office, Technical Assstan and Train, and
A ta d Finance, are expected to be authorized to operate the SpecialAcon, and to sin the
withdrawal applicatons. Approval of new annual funding commitments to meet annual n re &cass
would be contingent on a satisfactory rolling performance review, which woud be carried out by the Bank as
part of its relr supervision activity.

TrIst Fund Manam and Cost

4.7 Trust Fund management is expected to be provided by a full-time TATP Coordinaor with
sufficient administrtive and technical support from World Bank staff. Effective support from the World
Bank is vital to th succesfl implemeaion of the Tchnical Assistance program, and proviing sUch
support will be a labor-intensive business. Although a balance needs to be struck between efficient
mplementtion and ownership, it is expeced at the World Bank will need to provide subst
assisuce, boh i termn of tehnical inputs (drafting TORs, reviewmgpropo .satdie etc.) at the sub-
secora level, as well as for procement, especialy during the first year, if the TA Program is to be
carie out efficieny in the compressed time period envisioned. Thus, the sfpr of techia
specaliist, amounig to at least two ful staff-yeas anmally over the three-year perod from the Wod
Banks technical and sector divisions and deatmnts, has been budgeted. Subsnta travel and
communications budgets will need to be provided as well, in the exectation that many secral speciali
wi visit the OT In order to develop TA activities or deal with TA implemen ion ssues. In addon,
te World Bank wil conside the option of stationing one or more World Bank staff members in the OT,
to provide rapid, dirct, real-time support to Palestinn counterats on the myriad issues and detais of

Accountin and Auditing

4.8 The accounts of the Tust Fund would be audted by independent audltors on an amuial basis, as
is no World Bank practice for all Bank-ad ministered trust funds. A copy of the audied accounts
would be provided to the participaig donors each year. In addion, regul- progre reports on Trust
Fund-financed techical assistance acies and financial reports on the use of aggregate donor finds wil
be made to the parddpating donors on at least a semi-annual basis. These reports would be based on
regula fmnancial and quarterly progress reports prepared by PECDAR on TATF-f activities.

Donor Coordination

4.9 In addition to the financia and progress reports to be prepared by the Bank on a relr basis,
the Bank expects to coordinat with the Palesdnians and the donors participaing in the Truns Fund wih
regad to TA activities on both an infrmal and formal basis. Regular meetins of the Consltative
Group for the Occupied Terriories will provide one forum for fonnr coordination. In addition,
participating donors would be invied to join the amuWal performance review missions.
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V. Benefis and Risks

Bumb

5.1 The most tible and rapid Impact of the Technical A co program would be in the
preparon of some US$200 mfllion of physical Invesme to be initiated in 1994 dtouou Gaza and
the West Bank A second important benefit will be broad access for Palestidam to a wide variety of
training opportunities. Traiig is expected to be an inte componet of almost all TA aceviies, even
those which are not explicitly designated as training. Whetbar formal or hifmal, traiig wil be a
major benefit derived from all analytical and Implementation-related activies that link Palesti
Indvidual, firms and institutions to tdividuals, companies and governmet and non-
goverment bodies. The fwirt TA activity in this progrm was an Intendonal procoume semnr
sponsored by PECDAR, and designed and delivered by the World Bank and the ILQ to Dore O 50
municipaliq engine in late January 1994.

5.2 Somewhat less tangible, but no less important, would be the contribon of the TA program to
the establismet of Palestinian instutos . TA activies wil faciliate the developmemi of Palestinian
caiy for self-govenment and the reabilitation and integration of oher Palestinian Istuton across
much of the economy and society, inciuding education and hedth, water, environment,
telecmmuniations and public administraion and economic management. lbe TA prgram also tgets
about 15 percent of its resources on actiities tO encourage the growth of the private sector. Finally, the
program addresses policy issues tiat have long been vexatious or neglected. Eady action is planned to
support policy fwmulation and decision making in areas such as land use reguli and urban planing
and development, begin the rehabilitaon of the educational system through curriculum reform, and hep
the new governmet develop policies in areas where Palestnn for a long time have had Litle or no
auth , indluding trade, tax, budget, monety isues and labor.

5.3 The proposed TA program will be Implemented under highly nsua cu. its
Implementton faces considetable risks, many of which cannot be avoided. These broad ca of
rik, in order of Importance, are politica, Implemention and program-eated.

5.4 Poldical Riks. The success of the program requires stability in the OT, steady progess in the
bilateral and multilateral negodations, and a maturaon of intemal political processes. Instability in the
OT would have a major destabilizing impact on program impleme_ta:n and negoiaon delays may
direcdy dow acvtes whih depend on their outcome. However, program success in demonstrati
tangiblebeneft to the Palesinian population, by jump-startigvble, early projet activities
and the rapid building of Palestnia instutions would reinforc the momeUM for peace and thereby
faciitate imple n of the Declaration of Pdnciples.

5.5 Imltaon RIsks. Impl of the program requires the early consolidation of
PECDAR, includingf the appoin nt of key staff and the estblmt of efficient opag ystems and
procedures, and the appointment of consutans in many sectors to get the highet prioriy TA acies
going. PECDAR's inabil to manage the program in a decentralized manner would dgnfiatly dday
the program. Aldhough the program has been tailored as much as possible to use the avlablo
Institutional capabilities, any shortfall would have immedia repruson for the sector concerned, or,
In the case of PECDAR, affect the entire program. The likelihood of major shorals in iementat
caacity occufring across the board appears modest, although sectoral variatio could be substndi ad
capacity constraints may affect individual sub-sectors. The impact would generally be so delay
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Annex 1: Technical Assistance Program - Activities by Sector

Table 1: Water Supply and Waste Water

Prapo-ed Irtplentent. E5tCost Sugstd hnP_fnt. Trust Othe

fEIM Perid * MilCon O _.aztI Pons * Fund Souc Notes

k_tiution Ba,h tng

1 institutional Developrnent Spedalst 4/94 0.020 PECDAR/Bank Phase 1 X

2 Opations and Maintenance Support - Gaza, Nablus, and Hebron 7/94 - 6/96 1.200 UNDP Phase 1 X X TFT/Norway Cofnsncing

3 Intit./Organiz. Study for the Creation of Gaza Water & Sewerage Utlity 7/94 - 11/94 0.266 PECDAR Phase 1 X

4 Needs Analysis and Trainintg Pogram 1196- 12/96 1.640 PECDAR Phase 2 X X Donor Cotdnncing Possible

Pr_ P oia Assistance _

6 Proiect Preparation Facility Includiag Well RehabitIation 4/94 - 9194 1.110 PECDAR Phase I X

6 Water And Urban Roads Project Maeagement tmpementatbon Unit 7/94 - 3196 2.300 PECDARIRPIU Phase 1 _ Financed By ERP

_ _ ___ 
. _~Audm_ __ ___ ___I

Cn_,PS , , . _ 
_ 7 Water Resources Aanageemert Study 1/94 -69 0.680 UNDP Phase 1 X UNDP & Canada Fur#ing

8a Water and Sewerage Utilities Study - West Bank 7/9S - 12/95 0.260 GTZ/PECDAR Phase 2 X GTZ FundLIng

_ Feasiblty Studies _ _ _ _ _______ _ 

9 Waste Water Treatment & Reuse Stratyft-Study IA)& Irn, nentattonlB) 6/94 - 4/95 0.405 PECDAR/Bank Phase 1 X Candidates Identified

10 Ramsiah Sewe Master Plan 7/94 - 11/94 0.285 UNDPiJWU Phase 1 X FINNIDA Fundig

11 Smdy of Viability of Dirt Dams In Jericho Area 198 *6/96 0.200 Pal. Hydro. Phase 3 X

12 Sewerage & Draiage Studies-Refugee Cas & Urban Area-WB & Gaza Unknown 1.300 UNRWA/UNDP Undecded X Several Studies

I Total Techieal Asitance 9.655
06-Apr-94

* *Phlae 1: InitIae In 1994, Phase 2: InIiMate in 1996, 'Phase 3 : niate in 1996.



Annex 1: Tchnical Assistance Program - Actities by Sector.

Table 2: Elctrtc Poww

Pe Et . m . _Ss ___ranot 
Old.

_TW Paled * mIe Or. _._ S_M 0 Ph_* Fwrd Bros. _

_Utl $WAdhu & Ttrl __ __ _ ____ ___

I MwWgmntSf Trd* Gae And West SInk 199S -1996 1.000 Phae 2 __ _ X Cold be Peed By ERP

Projec Prepwation and hudammnadmi Aasdsanno

2 Gaza And West Bank Pr.j.ct Prepation 6194 - 1014 1.300 JEDCO Phase X

3 Proleet Manaemt lMeatbon Unit 7194 - tOI9 4.100 PECOAR RIU Phae 1 X

_ ~PeliqS __s ______ _____

4 JoIn Institn & Reguatory Ld* w/tetecom & Poetst Services 7194- 12/94 J0.6 PECOAR Phas 1 X

c _ Feehhl B uS e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

P S PowAe Sstem Expansion St*y 119S - 6196 1.000 PECDAR Phase 2 X __ _

Tal Ted al AssIstac _ 7.400 _
05SAr-94

* *Ph 1': Iids In 1994. 'Ph_m 2-: Wi in 1996. *Pha 3: 1Ide in 1096.



Annex 1: Technical Assistance Program - Activities by Sector

Tubb 3: T_ o.umceW

_ P .oas bagiemt. EtLCost SuggeOe _dIm -t. Tnmt Oter

l1A PerOW * Won oseas*slIon Fun~d Source. Mot$.

_ dtulmn Biod & T_ __ _

I Trai,t for Telecomwota Oerat1ond M6ltenm 5194- 7194 0.330 Undecded Phase 1 OX ' Donor Fundina Possibe

Prea Pepwrln wnd hu_meitlon As __ ___

2 Pepare idng Document for Jeriho Exchan 5194- 8194 0.016 Conauftet Phas I X

3 mawnemnt Contra 7194-6198 2.000 PECOAR Phase 1 X

_ ~ ~ ~ ~ oe ,__s ,__ Pdbr8______ 
____

4 JoInbtrittuIonal & Re wry Stdy wWi ecbtk Pwer & Poe 7194 - 12194 0.880 PECDAR Phase I X

'0 _ _ ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ Teo4 Teee1o AssUe 3.195 
05-Ap-94

* Pts 1': kPlte b 1994, Pha 2* InIidte b5995. h_ 3 :its h19S8. ( I. InIte poesits e oo l.



Annex 1: Technical Assistance Program - Activities by Sector

Table 4: Transportation

Proposed Inmeent. Est.Cost Suggestd eent. | Trst Otber

ITEM Peod _ Mion Op ons_ Phasng Fund Sourtces Notes

Instiuton BuWldio & Trang

I Road Maintenance And Rehab. Study hd. Institutonal Frai-ework 7J94 - 12/94 0.800 PECDARIlPtU Phase I X Finaced yERP

2 Training For Contrctwors/Engineers And Consultants 7/4 - 12/96 0.350 RPIU/Nslah Univ. Phase 1 X Financ*d By ERP

Prolect Prepwadon and tonAsistane
3 Road Prograrn hplementation Unit (RPM 7/94 - 6/96 2.050 PECDAR/RPIU Phase I X F-an fed yRPyft

4 Preparstion of Immediate Road Rehabilitaton Program 6/94 94 -0. FC PEDAR Phase 1 X Norwegian CTF

_ Design of Vllage Roads Prowram 1/95 -6/9 0.300 RPiU Phase 2 X Financed By ERP

Policy Studies _

.4 6 Long Term Transport Plan /9 t-12/95 1.000 Undecided Phase 2 X ___

0

FeasliDlty Studies

7 Gtaa Port Pre-feasibilty Study 3/96 - 12196 0.300 PECDAR Phase 2 X

8t Cvil Aviation Feasibiity Study of Oalandia Akport n.a. 0.600 PECDAR _n.a. X _*_I __ _

9 Jordan Rvelr Bridge Feasibiity Study n.a.1 0.100t PECDAR na.-- X X

10 Measures to Improve Movement Between The West Bank & Gaza n.0. 0.300 PECDAR n.a. - ___ X

_ Totl Teetkal Assitance 8_3-0
06-Apr-94

* *Pie : ntiate In 1994, 'Phie 2 : Inate In 1995, *Phase 3- Wntiate In 1996.
Depends on proes of biateral negotations.



Annex 1: Technical Assistance Program - Activies by Sector

Tabr . 5: Urban and Munddpal Devwopmnt

Poposd I_*-me. EstCost Sugestd _pbwetl. TOuMt Other

m _ mmP d an tinis P Paid u"e 

sblan 3din & Tft _____ _

P_Jt Pepealmd lmssntetl Asc .

1 Short-term Specda"ist Consutats for Munbeals 44 -3196 0.700 MunicaRh Phase I X

2 Desin amid kmoleMlon Consaert 4194 - 380 0.800 MMunc!pLd Phese I X

3 Muipal Roads Islement Supe 1994 - 199 2.100 PECDAR Phase 1 X Financed EP

P_nv Saxies _____

4 Utban Devwdopment. Plnn & Mnagment 1994 0.800 Undecdked Phase 1 X _

6 MunicW Traftic Mntt Stud: Bethlehem, Gaza. talu, Ramlabh 1195 -12195 1.000 aPU Phase 2 (XI (Xi

_ Total Tecluboal As S.4001> 
05-Apr-94

* 'ha 1 n: Mtie In 1994. *Phese 2 : hlWte In 1996. 'Phse 3- : Wbtae hI 1996, *( r iWdca poesile coflnncn.



Annex 1: Technical Assistance Program - Activities by Sector

Tablo 6: Envlroim

__ENt.Cou SugpoW bnow Tst Other

_ ITEM P"b~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ffd too en Orpdt_ nhRe I FWd Soue Nam

htshalo &NO Mk & Trah* _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

t Enronmental Mraneg remen ramework - Parts A+8 9194-12196 0.S00 PEPA Phase I X Dutch Fundng

2 E nwlror Assessent Procedures 4194-12194 0.100 PEPA Phase 1 X

3 Desagn Gaza Ground Wat Monitoin Sstem 1194-119S 0.300 UNDP Phs I X UNDP Stsrft 1)94

4 Design of Ewionmenta Sandards an Montorin SYstem 9194 -6195 0.300 PEPA Phase i X Donor Fundin Possibe

6 Envronmentai Action Plan - West Sank 7/94 - 6/95 0.700 PEPA Phse 2 X Dutch Fund. - Gaza Ongig_

6 Envionmetal nformason Center 12 moe 0.500 PEPA Undecided X Donor Funn Ukely

Pr*at _Prearalo and h _Mental Asstn _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

7 Environmtal Educatin and Awareness Program 1195 - 12196 0.600 PEPA Phase 2 X Dutch Project Covers

P .mdenw Gana Ground Water Manaemet Plan & MonhMM Progem 1195 -12196 2.000 UNOP Phase 2 X UNDP Starting 1194

9 Impment Monitoring, Labs and Data Program 4195 - 126 2.000 PECOAR Phase 2 X

_ PdkfPoo,Stule________ 
-_-__ =___

10 Nuad Resources Maageent Suv 1/98 - 8/96 0.400 Undedded Phase 3 X

11 Coatal Zo Mwngmen PlanIli Spill Contngeny Pbn 18 mos 0.400 PEPA Undecied X Possile METAP nI F urft

_ Totd Technd Asstnc 
7.7001 

05-Apr-94

' Phas 1-: IntIten 1994, *Phe 2': hi in 1995, 'Phan 3': Wdtaeln 1996.



Annex 1: Technical Assistance Program - Activies by Sector

TabW 7: Sa1d Waste

_Prpsed b Mt. fuSost Sugsd hnpuu Trust Oth
_tEM Ped *6 Nmn orowtwd Phdn fg* _Fund_ Sources Noss

_ ~ ~ ~ nttto B t & Tri ng_ _ _ _ ___ __ _ ._ _ .__. _ __

I Study of Insttonal. h nwniW & PRlwtlon Afrrsngu I O99S 0.510 UndWckd Phae 2 X _

Proecat Pregerston and buplementatorm Asesbtane _ __ _ 

2 Translation & Env. eports for 6 Desrned anII & Transer Statio 7194 - 9194 0.085 Undecided Phase 1 X _ .
3 !Pj Maagemen Mpematlon Support 7J94 - 8/96 1.500 PECDARIPIU Phaae I Xl (X) _ DonoM F Po

4 Develop Plbnrn Baein, Conduct One Ct Masr Plan 7/94 - 9S 0.6900 Undecided Phase 1 X Dontor FunhqPslU

Feasilui Sts _ _ __
w 5 SOtn, Design & Env. leprts, tor Remaiing 8 Landfills & Transfer Station 1998 1.000 Undecided Undedded _ X

e ReccIng Rsoue Recovy and Comnoosting Study 1996 0.220 Utndecled Ptas 3 X Donor Funding Possible
7 Soedal Waste Study 1998 0.390 -UndecIed Undecded X Donor Funwing Posible

_Totd Techdcsl Asdsnce 4.395 _ _

05-Apr-94

*UndecedTiingdepends on land aci Phase t :nitiate In 1994, 'Phase 2':hiftIae in 1996, Phase 3- Iniate In 19 (s 1 XInrdicates possible cofrnang.



Annex 1: Technical Assistance Program - Activities by Sector

Table 8: Education

Propoaad hlnplment. Ert.Cost Suggetd _pment. Trust Othe

ITEM Period S Million Oat_ ptu Fund Sources Notes

institution st & Traing

1 Creation of a Pedagogic Institute & Curricular Framework 1/96 - 12/96 2.250 lrZeit Phase 2 (XL- (X) P*"ia UNESCOIkiaty Pdn jr

2 Task Force for Vocational Education 1/95 - 6196 0.750 HCE Phase 2 X _ Poea* e uNESCOnLO FundkN_

3 Organlzational Options For A Palestiian Education Auttrity 3194 - 12194 0.200 HCE PhaSe I (X) iX) Part UNESCO hfi Otfemed

_ Pmct Preaffcn and Unpl_fti A _ _

4 P oject _tepwration Consultants 1994 - 1995 1.200 PECDAR phase I X snced by EftP

_ School Mapping Study 3194 -9/94 0.180 UNESCOIUNDP Phase I X PartiX UNESCO Fundnq

-P _ Feadlf Studie

6 Pre-fassbfity Study Fo Remediat Education For ChIldren 5194 - 9194 0.050 UNESCOIU4CEF/HCE Phase 1 X UNESCO/UNCEF Funin Posie

_ Total TecAs_tat_ _ e4.830 _
05-Apr-94

'Phase 1': Iifate In 1994. 'Phase 2': nitiate In 1995, 'Phae 3' Initate In 1996, 1 " Indicates poseabl cofinanciWg.



Annex 1: Technical Assistance Program - Act;vities by Sector

Table 9: Health

Proposed poused. EM.Cost S_ggeeted Irplement. Trust Other

_TIM Pedod MWon O9adons Phashu * Fund Sourwes Notes

Istitaion fire & Tabg _ _

I Desin arnd rplmeatin of A Healh Insurance Scheme 7194 - 7/95 1.250 PHC Phase I X USAID F-w Are

2 ¶nsthtutonal and Peglatory Framrework for the Sector 1/96 - 12195 0.760 PHC Phase 2 X

P_oect Prearaton an e nttion Asata __ _ _

3 Harmonize UNRWA & CMI AdmIstration Public Health Seruices 7/94 - 6/96 1.000 UNRWA/PHC Phase I X _

_ ~~~~~FeVsft 8 dle

05-Apr.94

'Phase 1': Inrtiate In 1994, 'Phaae 2': IIiate In 1995, 'Phase 3' bitiate in 1996.



Annex 1: Technical Assistanc,- Program - Activiies by Sector

Tabb 10: Ecojdo Managesme

oposd' IPlt Ea LCmtCo Suqgpstad _nent. Trunt Other
Im $ NPeod mon. oriIon PIp F Sod

_nstIui Idlig a Tea _.

1 Aid Manaemt Informaton Systm 2/94 - 4194 0.190 UNDPIPECOAR Phase I X UNDP F greed
2 EstebIh PECDAR Accomtn S9tem and Dhsburseert Procehires 1194- 3194 0.060 PECDAR Phase 1 X
3 Budaet. Tax. Treasury, Pubc bwestnent. Aid Coordnwtlon Adviso 1194-12196 2.400 PECDAR Phase 1 X I - EU FundidUgkl
4 T.-~ng In Budget, Tax, Treasury 1994 0.190 PECDAR Phase 1 X IF - EU Funwn LUy
6 Natkonal wnc Accourts 1994 0.400 PBS Phase 1 X) Pt)
6 Trsln*i In Ite onao Procurement 1194 - 6194 0.075 1BRD/ILO Phase 1 X Jeusanm and Turin Sessin
7 FalstIlan Bureu of Stattics- Org_nzational Supgort 1994 0.260 POSAUNDP Phase 1 DXC 0 ti-donor F g Poe
8 Trakit For Palestinian Manaes in ChI Adn4nistration 199S - 1996 1.600 PECDOR Phase 2 X _
9 TraIig In Proec Andlys9 nd Proect Management 6194 - 12/94 0.200 EDIRPECAR Phase 1 X _

10 Palesne Development husute - Organizeonal Support 1994 0.200 PDI Phase I X __

Ob 11t PECDAR - First Year Organiation Support 1994 _.00 PECDAR Phae I X

P_es Prepdon nd bnplementoon Adstanc_ _e 

12 PublIc hIformaon Straegy 1995 0.260 PECDAR Phase 2 X _X_
13 Censs hImeentation 1996- 1996 4.700 PBS Phase 2 X Aid-donor Fundi Possbe

poky s_ie_ _ _

14 Public Administrban Task Force 1994 0.400 PECDAR Phase 1 X _
15 Chv Service Task Force 1994 0.200 PECDAR Phsse I X
16 Macroecoomic Studis: Palestine Developenw Intute 1994- 1996 0.600 Pot Phase 1-3 IX) 04
17 Socic-Economic Surwey: Lv Standards Measuemet Survwy 1995 1996 0.700 PBS Phase 2 X Donor Fuing Possble

_~ ~ FeAde ___F_lUSy Swl
16 Cnsu Preparation 1994 0.300 PBS/UNODP Phase 1 X

I ToTal Tedasl AA tnee 15.59E .. . . _ . .-.-.

05-Apr-94

* Phase 1n:iae in 1994, 'Ph e2:niate in 1996. 'Phae 3: Initin1996, *(1 indicatespossiblecofinaning.
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Annex 1: Technical Assistance Program - Activties by Sector

Table 12: Agriculture and Fisheries

Ptopowed hulnemt. Est.Comt Suggested mpenum.t Trust Othoe
_IEM PWd 8 Millbon Ogaladons Phasim Fnd Sources_ Notes

_Intitutin 8dinp & Traiting __ - __ _
1 Institutional nd Sectoral Polcy Study 7194 - 12/94 0.600 Undecdded Phase 1 X ____--

Pro_ PrepatiN npmtt iand __ ____

Podiy Stu 
_ ___

2 AwdcuLturat Trade Study 1195 -3196 0.200 Undecided Phae 2 X

FeasIty Studiles 
3 Olive Ptoduction/Processmt -1196- 12V96 0.200 Univelshyt Phase 2 X
4 Pasibili* ot Fish Cultuye, Followfed by Pilot St .4 1195 - 6196 0.400 PAf(C Phase 2 X

_ Tote! Technical Asd5tance . 1.300 1_ _

065Apr-94

* Phase 1 Initate In 1994, 'Phse 2- Itate In 1995, 'Pthe 3^ hitiate In 1996.



Annex 1: Technical Assistance Program - Actities by Sector

Tabe 13: FuancIal Sctor

__ opose huleunt. r*.C.s Sgested gIemn&t. Tnot O_he

MMSA Ps*d * en 90tI1s_ _ Fund Sourws _ Notes

_bdtu*mn BDkn & trag a.TOWN 
__ _

I Cstlon of Unified Leas and Reti FP wwwk 6194 - 12194 0.250 Udecdked Phase 1 __ X _ _x 0 hgA Possible

2 Delin and EstWbh Pbesti Monetar Nd 0antdeg Audk .T!m. 6194 - 12194 0.260 Undedded Phase I _ X Donor Fundm Possibl

_rts 
_rnata .n _.tmush .altm_ 

_ ___ _ _ 
_.____

3¶ Creftog *I Puerijin Deue mSank SEarl 1094 0.100 Undecided__ phase I X_______

3 ~Einv Swim _ _ __-_ __ _

_Tetl teI6ea Auee _ _ .60. _ a-
05-Ap*-94

* Phsse w1 inititn 1994. mhaa r: boul in 1996, Phas3?: kabitsen 1996.



Annex 1: Technical Assistance Program - Activities by Sector

Tabl 14: Housing

Propoud haplemt Est.Cost Suge_d plment. Tnrt Othwr

_EMA Peuuod S loo _ Ph Fund Source Notes _

1 Servirs on Housing Pokw 1995 0.400 EDUPECDAQ Phase 2 _X = __*-=--.

Po Peesaton ad holetedon_ ___

2 Lawd Use Relton 5194- 219C 0.276 PECDAR Phase 1 X _____ __

3 HousI Polcy end Ituffto CDev_loeret 7194 - 6196 1.000 PECDAR Phase 1 X_ Covered By USAID Progrwm

4 HousIn Fia SP U and Tan*f 7194 12194 0.750 PECOAR Phase I al as _

Total Tedhl Aue 2.426 1_ __ _ _ _

0o-Apr-94

* _Pha 1 I: knIe in 1994, 'Phase? 2': te in t99S, *Phs 3. Wket In 1996, 1IItes psi_ lo colkier.dn.



Annex 1: Technical Assistance Program - Activities by Sector

Table 1S: Legal Affairs

P_pod P tSemN. Est.Co" Suget _oemes. Trust Other

ITEm Paofd * Wn Oranhatos Phf * Fumd 8otces o

_IsliMe aIdirq & Ta _

I 'W hwtoqY and Pubto1994 0.700 Untehide Phase 1 X

Pr1ec Prepiatiet ad krolernua* Assi e._

Poy S_a_ .__

FaS ity Stia" _ _ 

2 Procedutes tot Susesu En -y 1994 0.100 _ Undecked Phase I X

Total Techrcol Assita 0.0_ _ -

05-Ape-94

'Rhase 1-: IrJtiue n 1994. 'Pha 2: Iate in 1995, *Phase3: t in 1995.



Annex 1: Technical Assistance Program - Activities by Sector

Table 16: Tourism and Cultural and Natural Resources

PtOPO-d k%a-dn Est.Cost suggested bImleme. Trust Odwt
ITEM Pedd 4 o Ott P_hm F,ihd Soues _N

_nstIon Ih_ & T n _ -_-. ___
1 Ctdutl Reources M anmnt Framwck and IwentOy 7194 - 12/96 0.S00 Comm. Arch. Phase I (XI .X UNE_0 SC/D!o Fundqt Po ssble
2 Tourism Devewopmn Athority ad Develpmn Pann 6/94- 12195 0.600 HCATI Phase 1 I IXI Don( O Fu!dttlt Possible
3 P0 rks and Pfttected Ame Mansoement Pln 1195 - 12195 0.200 PEPA Phase 2 X _

-~~~Ppai .. .nbwfd

PoiSi_ Se _ ___. .

_ Total Teclusl Ata 1.200 _

05-Apr-94

* Phase 1': Witlate In 1994, 'Phase 2 I: kItte in 1996, 'Phae 3' Initiae In 1990, ' nic1 posibe cof0rancln.



Annex 2a: TA ACTIVITIES BY SECTOR AND TYPE OF ACTIVITY: 994 - 1996

(US $ million)

Insdtution Project Policy Feasibility
Sector _______________ I Pr9nut9tilgn , Studies d_,s_ Studies_ Total

INFRASTRUCTURE_________________ __________

Electric Power 1.000 5.400 __1.000 _ _ 7.400
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ ____0.0Environment 2.400 4.500 _______ 1.610 7-0

Solid Waste 0.510 1.585 0.690 16__0_0.0_ 4.395
Telecommunications 0.330 2.015 0.850 -0-. 600 3. 1 9 5
Transportation 1.150 2.950 1.000 1.200 6.300
Urban and Municipal Development 0.000 3.B00 0.800 1.000 5.400
Water and Sanitation 3.115 3.4105 0.940 2.190 _,_ , 9.655

Sub-total 8.505 23A460 5.080 7.000 -44.045

ECONOMIC & FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT __.

Economic Management 8.445 4.950 1.900 0.300 15.595
Financial Management, Accounting and Auditing 1.500 0.000 0.650 0.000 2.150

co Sub-total 1 9.945 4.950 2.550 _ 0.300 __ 1745
W HUMAN RESOURCES

Education 3.200 1.200 0.180 0.050 , _ 4.630
Health 2.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 3.000

Sub-total 5.200 1.200 , 1.180 0.050 7.630
PRIVATE SECTOR__ _ _ . _

_Pq_ArultureL and Fisheri_es_ ._0.500 0.000 0_ _ 0.200 0.600 1.300
Financial Sector 0.500 0.100 0.000 0.000 0.600
Housing 0.400 0.000 2.02.5 0.000 2.425
Leal Affairs 0.700 0.000 0.000 0.100 0.800
Tourism and Cultural and Natural Resources 1.200 _ 0.000 0.000 000 o6 1?00

Sub-total 3.3000 100 2.225 -0.700 6 , .325
GRAND TOTAL 26.950 29.t.70 t1.035 8.050 75.745



Annex 2b: TA ACTIVITIES BY SECTOR AND IMPLEMENTATION PHASE: 1994 - 1996

(US $ million)

Undecidedl
s____ Tr 1_2 _h_se 3 _ I A __ Tot
iNfRASTRUCTURE___ ___
Electric Power 65400 2.000 0.000 0.000 7.400
Environment 1.200 5.200 0.400 0.900 7.700
Solid Waste 2.275 0.610 0.220 1.390 4.395
Telecommunications 3.195 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.195
Transportation 3.800 1.600 0.000 0.900 6.300
Urban and MuniciPal Development 4.400 1.000 0.000 0.000 5.400
Water and Sanitation 6.255 1.980 0.200 1.300 _9____ 9.656

Sub-tota 26.52S 12.210 0.820 ____ 4.490 44.045
ECONOMIC & FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ___ _ .__
Economic Manaaement 8.445 7.150 0.000 0.000 15.595
Financial Management, Accounting and Auditina 1.275 0.875 0.000 0.000 2.150

Sub-total 9.720 8.025 0.000 0.000 __ 17.745
. HUMAN RESOURCES _

Education 1.630 3.000 0.000 0.000 4.630
Health 2.260 0.750 0.000 0.000 3.000

Sub-total 3.880 3.760 0.000 0.000 7.630
PRIVATE SECTOR

Anriculture and Fisheries 0.500 0.800 0.000 0.000 1.300
Financial Sector 0.600 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.600
Hcusina 2.025 0.400 0.000 0.000 2.425
Legal Affairs 0.800 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.800
Tourism and Cultural and Natural Resources 1.000 0.200 0.000 0.000 1.200

Sub-total 4.925 1.400 0.000 0.000 6.325
GRAND TOTAL 4S.060 25.386 0.820 4.490 75.745



Annex 3: Technical Assistance Program by Type of Activity

Table 1: Institution Building Activities

No.1em' Seat IDe US "mnI ImpS. AM. P
1 18 [AGI InstitutionalandSectorlPol Stu 7/94 -12/94! 0.8001 Undacided Fthse 1
2 IB ED Creation of a Pedaoaic Institute & Curricular Framework 1195 -12/96 2.28 so J it Phase 2

IS1 j ED ITask Force for Vocational Educafton 1/95 . 6/96! 0.780 HCE Phase 2
4 lB ED Oranizational Otions For A Palestinian Educatin Authry 3/94 . 124 0.200 MCE r Phase 1
5_ lB IS EM Aid Management Information System 2/944/4 0.190 UNOPPECOAR Phase 1
68 I EM IEtablish P_COAR Accou_tin SM And Dr ment Procedue 3/94 0.0601 PECDAR f Phase 1
7 IS i EM Iudret Tax TreeurY Pubicn kvetstrnet Aid Coordinatin Ad194129 2.4001 PEAR hase
el IB i EM iTranirng in Budget, Tax, Tresury 1994 0.1801 PECOAR Phase 1j1

9[ I EM National ncome Accounts 1994 0.400 P8S _ I I
10 IsT EM Training In International Procurement _ 1/94. 5 /94 i 0.075 19ilLO Phase 1
II la I gEM IPalestinenBureauof Stattis cs - uiin_wWSugwrt 1994 1 0.260 -P8WNDP Ph,ase
12J 18 I EM MTrainina For Palestinian Manaoers In avE AdminItrton 1995 199. _1 600 PECOAR Phase 2
13; is I EM ITraini Ln ea AnalPro ysis *andProeAn 6/94-12/94i - h EDUPECOAR Phase 1
141 IB I EM IPaestine Development Institute.-g Jpan5igSugorg _ 1994 1 Ci PDI Phase 1
1S!1S8 EM !PECDAR-FirstYe OrgaanizationalSunomn _ 1994 1 3.0ci PECOAR Phase 1
16i IBi EN jEnvironmental Manarement Framnework - Parts A+ i 9/94 -12196 0.5001 PiEPA Phagse t
1i! 18 L EN Environrmental Assessment Procedures 414/94.12/94 0.100i PEPA Phane I
18. lS I Dea 0 aza g Gond Wetw Mnitori S Xm i1I94.1/95: 0.3001 UNOP Phase I
19i IB S EN Desian of Environmental Stanards and Mofitori Systm '994-61951 0.3001 PEPA Phase 1
201 | EN i Environmental Action Plan. West Bank 7094 - 6/9 .; Q 7001_ PEPA _ i e 2
21! IB EN Environmontal Information Center 12 ms. i 0.00 PPA Undeci'ded
221 lI B EP lMansament/Staff Tralinra Gaa and West Bank 19951999 P11 jhese 2
23 lB j FM |TrainPubIic SectorInFinancial Man aemernt 1195-12/91 0.8751 PECAR Phae 2
241 II FM ITrain Government Auditors 7/94-12/94 0._001 PECOAt P
25' lB 1 FM Uorade Private Setor Auditina & Accounting Profehsion 9194.12/94 0.121 PECOAR p ihaset1
261 il I FS iCreaton of Unified Lecal nd ReguaOtory Frmwwork f - 1219* 0.260 Undecdded Phase 1
271 18 i FS IDesign'. Estblish PalestiNan Monetay & San tn Authrit ag Trainlno 6194-1294 02501 Undecided Phase 1
281 lB NHT Dealn and Imolementation of A Health wrace Scheme 7/94-7/951 112501 PHC Phae 1

29_IS HT I lnstittonal & RealatsFmeworkforfth Sector _1_96 -12/51 0,7501 PHC Phas 2
30 IB j HU iSeminars on Housing Polcvy 1995 1 0 400 EDt 'PECDAFi Phase 2
311 1S LG lLeal inventory nd Pubication _ 1994 1 0.700 Undecided j Phae a
32 IS Institutional. Financial & Praten AanM 1995 010 Undecided Phase 2
331IS i TC iCultural Resources Manegement Framework and wmory 7f94 - 12190 0.500 Comm.Arch. i Phase I

. ;J TC I Tourism Iev mnt AuthoSt Develo 1 94.1219S 0.500 I CATI Phase 1
356 Is TC Parks nd Protected A_re Managenme Plan _1/9f5 12,9 0.200 PEPA t Phase 2
361 IS TI. ITralnina for Telecomnmunications Opmertions and Maintenance I /47(94 i 0.330 Undeede
37i18 I TR IRoad Manennce and RehabUiltation Suy udin nsutia F fmwork 7194.1 4 08001 PECDAiFIU Phase 1
38 Is_ I TR ITrainin For Contractors/Enginees And Coiultant5 7/94 - 12f9 0.350 RPiU/Naish Univ. I htset
391 18I WS Insitutional Deveio aent S eidst 4f94 i 0.0201 PECOAR/Bank Phase I
401 IB I WS 02erations and Maintenance Support - Gen. Nu andHe bron 7/94 - /f96. 1.2001 NOP iPits1
41! IB WSIlnstit./Organiz.Study fortheCretitonofGazaWsrter e&wrra euilv 7194. '1/94 0.2556 PECOAR Phasel
421 to i WS iNeeds Analysis and Training Progrem Implementation i1/96 12219$ .640i PECOAR Phase 2

1 1 1 :TOTAL. 20.950,

AG: Agriture and Fshenes HU: Fousin
ED: Educaton LO: Legal AlIats
EN: Environment SW: Soi Wate
EM: Economuc Manaemnt TC: Touism. Cuiltural mid Natural Resources
EP Elrc Power Ti: Tewcogmmurieation
FM: Ftinac Management TR Twaportation
FS: Fancial Series UD: Urban and Muncipal Devlomnenl
NT: Health WS: Water SupPlv & Waste Water
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Annex 3: Technical Assistance Program by Type of Activity

Table 2: Project Preparation and Implementation Activities

No. item Sect | Descrpon I Date JUSSMn I-mpl. Agn I Phodn
1 Pi ; ED Project Preparation Consultants 1994 - 19965 1.200 PECOAR Phase 1
21 Pi i EM IPubic Information Strategy _ 1995 L 0.250' PECOAR l Phase 2
3I PI EM Census Implementation 11995-196 4.700 PBS I Phase 2
4 PI i EN Environmental Education and Awareness Proarem 1196 12/96 0.500 PEPA I Phase 2
f1- Pi EN Implement Gaza Ground Water Manasement Plan and Monitiinq Proram 1/95 -12196 2.000 UNOP I Phase 2
a Pi EN Implement Monitorinp Labs & Data Program 419. 1296 2.000 PECOAR I Phase 2
71 Pl EP Gaza And West Bank Proiect Preparation 15/94 - 10'94 1.300 JEOCO I Phase 1

Pi P1 EP I Proiect Management Implementation Unit 7194. 10196 4.100 PECDAFVPIU i Phase 1
91 PI FS I Creation of Palestinian Development Bank Early 1934 i 0.100' Undecided Phase t

101 Pi SW iTranslation & Environmental Reports for 5 Designed Landfill & Transfer Stations 7/94 - 9/94 0.085 Undecided I Phase 1
¶1PI SW IPoetManagement implementation Support 17194:-6196. 1.500 PECDARIPIU Phase 1-

12 Pi l TL iPrepare Bidding Document for Jericho Exchance 15194- 6/94 0.5015 Consultant Phaset
131 Pi TL IManagement Contract _ 7/94 - 6196' - 2.000 PECDAR Phase 1

. i4. [ TA d Prrm Implementation Unit RPIUI 1 7/94- 6/96 2.050' P'CDAR/RPIU I Phase 1
15' PlI TR I Preparation of Immediate Road Rehabilltation Program 1 5/94 - 894 0.600 'ECDAR Phase 1
1.1 PIiTA Dei n of Vill Roads Pro ram J 95-6/951 0 O RPIU I Phase2
17 Pi UD Short-term Spalist Consultants for Municalities 4/94 - 3'96 j 0.700. Municipalities I Phase 1
1s PI UD Design and Implementation Consutasrts J4/94- 3196' 0.800' Municipalities Phae 1
191 PI1 UD fMunicipel Roads Implementation Supervision 11994 .1995, 2.100: PECDAR Phase 1
201 PiI WS _Proect Preraton Facil Includi Well Rehabilitation 4_94 - 9194 1.110. PECOAR Phase _
211 Pi I WS Wetg And Urban Roads Proiect Mans ement Implemenvtation Unit 7/94.-3196. 2.300 PECDARRPI-U iPhase I.-r--v ~~TOTAL 29.710

AG: Agr)culture and Rshwe HU: Housing
ED: Education LG: Legal Atfairs
EN: Environment SW: Sold Waste
EM: Economic ManaGement TC: Tounsm. Cultufal and Natural Resources
EP: Electrc Power TL: Telecommun.cations
FM: Finanil Management TR: Tr DanaUion
FS: FInanal Services UD: urL4n and Municipal Develooment

T: Heanth WS: Wa:ei Spoly & Waste Water
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Annex 3: Technical Assistance Program by Type of Activity

Table 3: Policy Studies

me.,km Itern |Sect I Descon OsDte i US S mn I imu. Aanov. IPh_ 
I I PS AG I s_ _ _ __tural Trade St_d 1195 - 3/96 0.200 Undecided I Phase 2
2 S ED S l MaPoin Study 3194 - 9194 0.180 UNESC O/UNDP Phase 

1 LS Bd PS EM ubE Ad srninintrion Task Force T 1994 0.400 PECOAR Phase 1
4 i PS EM [Cvil Servce Task Force _1t994 10.2001 PE{CAR iPhuse I
5PS EM M scroeconomic Studies: Paestine Develome Instinue 1994 0 1996 .00' PDI i _ Phes
0 PS- EM Soclo-EconomicSurvey Uvina Stondards Measrernent Suve 1995-10961 0.7001 P8S r Ph s e2
7: -PS EN I Natural Resourc__ asa__e_metStucd 1196-61981 0.4001 Undecided Phase3
8. PS EEN ICoastal Zone Mnagerment Plan/Oil SaUl Contincencv Plan 18 mos. I 0Q4006 PEPA Undecided
9. PS EP joint Instiniond & ReqWatorv Study with Telecom nd Postd Services 7/94 -12/94 -0.801 PECOAR Phase t

101 PS FM DOsi n Model Siucture of Central Accouni .ntemal/External Controls. and Su7/94 -12/941 0.400i PECDAR Phase t
III PS - FM UniforrnAccountingSvstenmforMunldolities&FinencidlSituationat 12/93 7/94-10/941 0.260! UNOP Phaset
121 PS NT IHermonze UNRWA and CM!l Adminisiration Public Health Servicas 7/94 6 619 itOCOt UNRWA&MC __Ph 
13 PS HU lLandUse eultons 5/94-2 9S1 0.2758 PfCDAR * Phas 1
14i PS HU Ieusina Policy end Insitudonal Develoornent 7194 -695 1.0001 PECDAR t Phas 
16: PS_ HU Howlouinance Stud and Traing 7"4*.2194 0.7501 PECDAR i Phase 1

PS I Develoo Plannin Base Conduct One City Master Plan .7/94 6 0.690 Uni J!hit
17:I P t Joint Institutional & Reoubtory Study with Electric Power & Post 7/94 -12941 0.850; PfCOAR I Phas t
t81 PS ItR T Lon Term Trensort Plan !1/95-t12/t9 1.100' Undecided IMo .*2
19i PS UD Urban DevWomelo .Planning & Maneument 1994 0.800i Undecided I Phae 1
20. PS WS iWeter Resources Msnaement Study 1t94/- es 0.680e UNOP I Phase 1
2t; PS WS VWater and Sews -me IUtlities Study - West Bank MISt9512191 0.2601 GTZ/PECOAR , Fnase2

[ TOTAL 11.035i -

5rn

AG: Agcute and H u: Houaln
5D: Educaftio LG: Legal Affais
E: nt SW: SolId Waste

VA: Economic Manemen TC: Toutism. Cult *and Nwal Resoures
EP: Electlc Power TL: Teleccmmuncation
PM: FnaneW Mangemet TR: TrnavOrtation
PS: FR_ia ServIe UO: U Vnd Municipal Oeveloom
"T: Health WS: Watet SUDlDV & Weste Water
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Annex 3: Technical Assistance Program by Type of Activity

Table 4: Feasibility Studies

No liwn I Sect I DbGidon Date_ US *mni kwno. A~, PhosIn
1 FS AG O"e PreductionProcesi_ 1/95 * 1a 0.2001 University Phase 2
2 fS AG Feasib/ltv of fish Culture, Folowed v Fciiot Study 19/9C 6 0.4001 PARC I Phase 2
3 S ED PretfeaabiUti Studv for Remedil Education For Children 15/94*S94 0.050 UNESCOlUNtCEF/HCE Phase 1

4PtSS fM lCeA Pre-smon _ 1984 0.3001 PeSVtNDP !_____
_6 FS fPI Powver SYstem fban sion 1StYd 1/95 - 6/95 1.0001 PfCOAR Vfrml.
6 fS LG Procedures tor BDuine Entrv 1994 0.1001 Undecided !P_hae 1
7 FS I Sitin, Desian & rv. Repots for Remainina 8 Landfills & Transfer St ons 1 1998 1.0Q01 *UndCid Undecided
8 FS SW RIcvclia, Resoirce nd Co Study 1 1996 _ 0.2201 Undedde Plse 3
jE 91FS SW ISoecl Waste Study _ r 1996 0.390; Und 2Cld Uneed

_ fSi TR Gen Port Pre-tetsibliiv Stu& 13l95 -1219 0.3001 PECOAR Ph 2
11 FSEi TR Civil Aviation FP ftv Study of gaendb Airt I n.a.'' 0. PE AR nj.a.
121S TR FJotn River Mdc FeaslItv Study I ns.' 0.100 PECOAR
_ fS TR IMeaues to tnrove Movement Between The West Bank & Gasa In8.a- 0.3001 P.COAR
14 fS UD IMunicnal Traffc Manament Studis: Betlehem. Gaza. Nablus. Ramllah '119S - 1219 .. 000: RPIU Phase 2

WS .Wate Water Teaent & Ro dtr (A) & nta 1 6194 -4195 0.405' PECDAR/Bank Pha e I
18f[S..l WS Ramtsalah Se Mraae Plter an 717941119 0.2861 UNDP/JWU Phasa I
171FSi I WS Study of Vlablv ot Dirt Dim in Jericho Area i1/ 0.2001 _Pal. Hyro. Phase 3

Ps Ws Se ae & Dral eStuclee- Refuae Camps and Urban AreasWB & Ga Unkbown 1.300' UNRWAIUNDP Undecided
I I I iTOTAL 8.03-

AG: Agic%ts and Fishtw HU,: Houasl
ED: Vdu in LO: Leg A0ali
1N: E ftet Sw: Sold Waste
GM: .7noiC Me Manag_ment TC: To,arm. Cultrl ad Natixal Rource
E. Elect Power TL. T _lCo_munlcog,s
FM: Fancia Managent TR Trwasoron
fS: FIna Services UD: Uran nd Munic Devaowm
MT,: H"s WS: Water Supy & Wst Waor
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Annex 4: L3st of ssion Members
(October 11-November 22, 1I93)

MLnson Membe Specly or TWe

Garg, Prom C. Head of the Mission

Abu-Akeel, Aly Amoey

Bercoff, Jeremy Water Reurces Enomist

Berryman, Sue Education Speciat

Castro, Claudio Voca Taing Specalist

Coluitea, Sandra Waste Maaeentm Speli

Cowcepclon, Lenrdo Atdiect

Devarjan. S Economist

Diamond, Doug Housing Speil

Diwan, Ishac Economic Tem Leader

.IU0R=, Samir Public Fiac Speialt

Fernando, Mm MunicW Engine

Glloday, Fred Hurman Resoure Team Leade

Gonzalez-M Ualud eva Angd Accounting and Auiting Speciist

Hanuan, Sonia Housing Special

Hayward, Jbhn Water Resources Specaist

Heeing. Moges EnIronmntal Speci

Heberg, Maian Antpologist

Hinds, Manuel Financal Sector Speciat

Howarth, David Ptocureme Specalist
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Lmb, Geowffy Public Admiisn Spcialist

Litner, Stephen P. Mal Specia

Macoun, Andrew Saitay Eng

Merz, Robert Technical sistance Team TLd

MoKOehi Aastalt acture Team der

Moore Ted Power Enginee

Mykiebst, Nil Telecommications Spe st

R 1bhm, K Lending Task Maaer

Sag*, Jam Telecommnications Speciait

schvo-Cmpo, Svr onlSpecalit

Sabam Radwan Labor Economist

Sketn Rana Power Seco Specalt

Tyle, Wiiam Macro-Economist

van SaeM Gt I i Team Lead

Woldle, Te* Transporton EngIine

Yuce, CMglZ TransportationEconomist

Yucel, G hltki P Specialist
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Annex 5: List of Palestnian Counterparts

L Core Team

Samir AbduIah Salsh - Hed 828693 957112
Mohamed Shayyeh 958521
&mdr Hulleich 857066n 956602
Said Haifa 951444
Maher Almasri (09) 376010 854294
AbdlrahmFan Hamad (07) 860560
A lrhman Alamimi 823354/8
Riyad Aikhud (07) 860333 863595

}moud Okasha (07) 861868
Maha Shawa (07) 860595
Ebahim Dakbka 284272
Hassan Abulibdeh 951038
Mtd Alawneh 952508 952
Amin Haddad

IL lfrasi_r awe

Abdulrahmn IHamad (07) 860560
Samlh AIad

Water
birabam Altamimi 82335418

Ayman Rabi 823354/8
Hazim Tarazi (07) 860084 863494
Abdskarim As'ad 961/2
Taher Nasser Eldin 958660
RIzlq Nljim (07) 822026
Salim Aga (07) 851168 851003
Hussam Elaloul (07) 863851 861171

Trasportadon
Samr Abu A'eshoh (09) 370042

bduflah 274659 273701
Jacky Qatt (07) 864101
Hussam EI-Khuzund" (07) 86851S 860707
Jamil Elbanna (07) 866267
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lectrdty
Abdulahmn HUM 951487 95866
Abdu_lrahmn Hmad (07) 86056
Omar Ketaieh 957650-3
Sad Kharm7) 869099
Mohammed Albab (07) 835625
Hisham Elomri

Soild Wast
?douhamad AihmeId 958193
Nasir AlyazUi (07) 864670 822617
laber AlMh er
Sayed Ajadba (07) 860080 868627

Teemunlaoz
Nawal Tayse a (07) 8S3444 772155

Nashat Tahboub 950801 271666
Nader Alsaqa 742642
A I P4bm Hamad (07) 8605
Slelman Au Sambdane (07) 8352
Samir Mami (07) 835622 864713
Abed Salam Zaqqout (07) 851014

Rji Zoidau 956436
AWNif Trah 956445

Haul Arafat (09) 382908
Hazzim Tarad (07) 863494 804
Mahmoud Abdullah 9&n 0953606
Husam AlHazoWa (07) 868515 860707
X3alllMaur (07) 859311-953
Sleiman Slekh Eld (07) 835633 835075
Ibrxaim Elnahal (07) 835292 835075

Pbu
Hasa Abu Shalbk 9559
Samih Alabd 9524 957650
Maher Alhab (09) 376779
George Tarazl (07) 86999S
Suad Amid 953768 958187
Ju11 Alba (07) 866267
Suliman Sbalh (07) 835622 835075
Nghad Almugbanl (07) W147
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Naser Khudair (07) 869691 867464
Salah Sakka (07) 865077 863611
Mohammed Sbakky

Environment
Muhamad Shtayyeh (09) 370042
Jad Ishaq 741889

Agiculre
Adun Shuqair
IsMael DUaig
Sutan Sultan
Saed lasser
Judeh Abdulah

m. Human Resources

Coordinator
Mouhamad Shtayeh

ConStruction
Maher Alhanbali (09) 376779
Spero Khouri 955661
Hatem Abu Shala (07) 863140
Rafiq HassEuneh (07) 862383
Ali Abu Shal (07) 864631

Education
Naim Abu AlIumus 95. 08
Abdulah Abdl lmu (07) 85319S
Ghassan AIhelu (09) 370042
Ahmed Eilh (07) 863466

Vocatonal Trin
Mahmoud Alghbbesh 833942
Ali Habayeb (09) 370042
Him Hsamad

Retunees Program
Salim Tamari 953768
Antrik Bakrajyan 284235
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Health
Mustafa Bargouti
Munther Al-Sharif
Ziad Abdin

rv. Io

Coordinators
Samir Huleileh S57066 956602
Maher Almasrd (09) 376010 85294

Contrats
Ali Sfarini 9982
Raja Shehadeh 9S6441 9S3471
Ghassan Farammd 956713 957650-3
Tawfiq Abu Gmazdlh
Jawdat Alkhudai
Ahed Bseiso (0, 860 8(1120
Salah Alsaqqa (07) 865077 863611

flnandal _M n .t Accounthig and Auditi
Nasor Abdudm (09) 370042
Nader Aldaani 716618/9 284513
Jiad Hamdan (09) 370042
Amin Haad (09) 386053 273330
Habib Jatadeh (07) 861963 862008
Soufian AIa'h (07) 860026
Azzam ALbawa (07) 867126

Public and sitution Bulig
Daoud I 27126
Husein AI'r4 (09) 370042
Mufeed Alsbami 289126
Atef Alawneh 952508 9SS248
HinIi Ha_
Sami Tarazi (07) 865824 860116

Technical A _
Abdulfatah Mm (09) 371122 377257
Basem Makhoul (09) 370042
Labib Nasashibi 273330
Moi'in Rajab
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V. Macro-Economic

Samir Abdullah Saleh, Head 828693 957112
Mohamed Shtayyeh 958S21
Samir Hulekelh 8S706617 956602
Abdel-Fatah Abu Shokr
Amin laddad
Nabil Kassis

VL Adon

Wale Abu-Ne'me 272383
Jumana Abu-Zyad 271748
SleimRn Abu Sahde (07) 835622
Suleima Al-Aref 9S6672
Omar Awaad
Laura Bawalsa
LMila Cablan 953271
Salwa Duaibis 954568 985372
Piras Huseini 828S26
Omar Ibrabim (07) 8SS452
Rania Muhtadl 746704 273330
brahim Najjar 957037
Suha Rabah 952647
Maemoon Sbeih 9522SS 828693
Asbraf Shulbi 953423
Futna Shahwan
Mohammed Sub-Labsa
(3hada Zeidan 741770
Mohammed Zeldan 272934
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